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FOREWORD 

On April 13-14, 1972, University of Missouri-Columbia spon
~ored a co~ference on .the Illegal and Educational Consequences of 
th~ Intel~llgen~e Testlng Movement: Handicapped and Minority Group 
,Chlldren. ThlS conference was the second in what is anticipated 
to be.a series of annual conferences focusing upon critical issues 
relatlve to the education of exceptional children. The first con
ference was held in 1971 and dealt with the "Categorical/Non
C~tegor~cal Issue in Special Education." The topic of the 1972 
~lssourl .Conference seemed an obvious choice in view of the emphasis 
ln the llterature and the significant court decisions which have 
been rendered in recent years relative to psychological testing 
special education placement, and the rights of all children to ' 
appropriate educational services. 

• The planners of this conference made every effort to include 
as pres~ntors ~ ndi vi dual s wit~ experi ence and experti se appropriate 
to the lssues lnvolved; to thlS end, their efforts were highly 
s~ccessful. Most certainly, in the months and years ahead, there 
wlll ~e ever-increasing activity in the field of special education 
rela~lve to the legal and educational implications of intelligence 
testlng; hopefully, this second Missouri Conference will contribute 
to the initial thinking on the topic. 

Richard C. Schofer 
Chairman 
Department of Special Education 
University of Missouri-Columbia 
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PURPOSE OF CONFERENCE 

The purpose of thi s conference was to i IIVO 1 ve representa ti ves 
from the fields of education and law in a consideration of the 
significant educational and legal problems inherent in current 
i nte 11 ectua 1 assessment practi ces as they affect the educati onal 
placement of low achieving children from minority groups. The pur
pose was not necessarily to come up with a prescription for 
c.hange, rather, the emphasi s was on an attempt to arti cul ate the 
legal and educational consequences of existing special education 
placement practices. 

CONFERENCE DESCRIPTION 

The conference was held over a two-day period and was struc
tured to allow for a balance between formal input and interaction 
among participants. To accomplish this the conference included 
the fo 11 owi ng features: 

1. Invited Papers. Six persons from the fields of law, 
special education, sociology, and psychology were 
invited to present formal papers. These presenters 
included Edwin Martin, Associate Commissioner, Bureau 
of Education for the Handicapped, United States Office 
of Education; Richard J. Whelan, Chairman, Department 
of Sped al Educati on, University of Kansas; J. McVi cker 
Hunt, Department of Psychology, University of Illinois; 
Grant S. Nelson, School of Law, Uni versity of Missollri
Columbia; Elwood L. Thomas, School of Law, University 
of Missouri-Columbia; Jane Mercer, University of 
California-Riverside. 

2. Selected Papers. A "call for papers" was released and 
resulted in the selection of four papers. These papers, 
given on the second morning of the conference. included 
presentations by Andy Fanta, University of Delaware, 
Walter Higbee, Black Hills State College; Rosalyn Rubin, 
University of Minnesota; Jerome Pauker, University of 
Missouri-Columbia. 

3. Reaction Papers. Following the presentations, two 
reactors were invited to present their views of the 
1$SUeS discussed at the conference. The first reactor 
was John Ki dd from the Special School Di s tri ct of 
St. Louis County, Missouri, who spoke from the perspec
tive of a suburban special edu~ation program. The 
second was John Johnson from the Washington, D.C. 
Public Schools who reacted from the perspective of an 
inner city special education program. 

v 



4. Small Discussion Groups. Three times durin~ the two d~y 
conference the participants had an opportunlty to partl
cipate in small group discussions. These discussion 
groups were led by Stephen Lilly, Bureau of Education 
for the Handi capped, Uni ted States Offi ce of Educati on; 
Paul Retisch, University of Iowa; Marvin Fine, 

. University of Kansas; Reuben AHman, Uni versity of 
Missouri-Columbia and Marilyn Chandler, University of 
Missouri-Columbia. The purpose of this feature of the 
conference was to provi de the audi ence with an opportu
nity to discuss the issues and to interact with 
presenters. 

RATIONALE FOR CONFERENCE 

The major issue of concern at this conference was the place
ment of children into special education programs, particularly 
when intelligence tests are used as the primary criterion. In 
recent years the courts have decided several important legal 
decisions related to this issue. The thrust of many of these 
decisions has been that current tests for assessing intelligence 
may be invalid when used with minority groups. The use of such 
tests has resulted in a disproportionately large number of 
mi nori ty group chil dren bei ng placed in speci a'l cl asses for the 
mildly mentally retarded, mildly emotionally disturbed, and 
learning disabled. The papers by Grant Nelson, Elwood Thomas, 
and Andy Fanta discuss some of the legal, aspects of our place
ment practices. 

Since intelligence testing is one of the major points at 
issue, several questions need clarification. What is the nature 
of intelligence? What are the variables which complicc:' the 
process of assessing a person's intelligence? What are 1.Q. 
tests and what do they measure? What does a particular I.Q. 
score mean? What can be expected when we administer I.Q. tests 
to handicapped and minority group children? Information on 
these points is needed in any discussion of I.Q. ~ased placement 
practices in special education. Papers by J. McVlcker Hunt, Jane 
Mercer, Jerome Pauker, Rosalyn Rubin, and Walter Higbee discuss 
these questi ons. 

One of the unfortunate by-products of placing a child in a 
special class is that it usually means he is assigned a label 
which may be perceived as being negative. Evidence is accu~u
lating that this negative label often leads to low expectatlons 
for performance and results in a program that keeps the child 
from functioning within his capabilities. This is particularly 
unfortunate when we consider that many children may be 
assigned this negative label only because the procedures used 
to assess the child's ability are innappropriate. Whelan's 
paper presents a clear exposition on the problems associated 
with the labeling process. 
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Clearly, some changes have to be made and these changes are 
apt to di srupt the functi oni ng of speci a 1 educati on as we know it 
today. Of particular interest here are three papers. John Kidd 
presents the reaction of a suburban special education administrator 
to the issues. John Johnson, an urban special education admini
strator demands that we make changes. Jane Mercer offers sug
gestions as to how schools can change their assessment procedure. 

It is hoped that this conference and the papers presented in 
this volume in some way contribute to a better understanding of 
the issue and provide data for the change process. 

vii 



HANDICAPPED CHILDREN'S RIGHT TO TREATMENT 
Edwin W. Martin, Jr.* 

A little over two years ago we began to emphasize in the 
Bureau of Education for the Handicapped concepts "that education 
for handicapped children is a right to which they are entitled. 
~Je tri ed to sharpen the di sti ncti on between such educati on as a 
desirable program, as a kind and charitable type of program, as a 
productive and cost-beneficial type of program, and viewing these 
programs as intrinsic rights which cannot and should not be denied. 
As our Bureau's program goes forward this year with planning for 
1974 through 1978, it begins with the premise that the Federal 
Government views the educati on of handi capped chil dren as an 
intrinsic right of these children. Furthermore, our posture must 
be to do everything that we can to bring about the fulfiliment of 
that light. 

We are at an interesting point in time where it is clear to 
see an intersection of forces on the problems of handicapped chil
dren. The Congress has passed legislation strengthening Federa1 
education programs for handicapped children in almost every year 
since 1965. The executive branch position at the Federal level 
has been strengthened wi th both the creati on of the Bureau of 
Education for the Handicapped and, last year, with the announcement 
by the United States Commissioner of Education, Sidney P. Marland, 
that education of the handicapped is a priority of the U. S. Office 
of Education and that we will begin the effort to establish a 
national goal of full educational opportunity for all handicapped 
children by 1980. Paralleling these Federal legislative and 
executive branch actions have been very similar kinds of activity 
at the state level. In a recent count, literally hundreds of bills 
affecting handicapped children and their education have been passed 
in state legislatures over the last two years, and more than eighty 
of these were judged to be of major consequence. In addition to 
this increased exec.utive and legislative effort, we are seeing a 
tremendously significant effort from the judicial branch of 
government as well. In Bowman v. the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, 
it was alleged that certain Pennsylvania "laws and practices were 
unconstitutional under the Equal Protection Clause of the 14th 
Amendment of the United States Constitution. In essence, the 
Pennsylvania decision, now in final stages of being handed down by 
a three judge Federal panel, means that the diagnosis of mental 
retardation cannot be used as a reason for excluding a child from 
educational programs. It also makes a tremendously si~nifi~an~ 
contribution in the area of developing procedures for ldentlfYlng 
the change in status of handicapped children. 

Since the Pennsylvania case, there have been two additional 
Federal court actions affirming the right of handicapped people to 
appropriate treatment. In Alabama and in Mississippi the Federal 

*Edwin H. Martin, Jr. is Associate. Commissioner, Bureau of Education 
for the Handicapped, U. S. Office of Education, Hashington, D. C. 
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Years ago in Alabama I heard a very able man, at that time 
a professor in a law school and also the president of a local 
bank, give a speech on the defense of the Supreme Court as an 
institution. Besides being impressed with his courage, since the 
Supreme Court was a very unpopular institution at that time in 
Alabama, I was impressed with his analysis of the role and 
importance of the Court in our system. Later, since I've lived 
in Washington, D.C., and had a chance to watch the operations of 
the President and the executive branch, and of the Congress, and 
of the courts, I have become even more deeply impressed concerning 
the role of the courts in protecting the essence of what we think 
is the American way of life. The late Justice Black had a very 
interesting interview on television several years ago in which he 
held that the frequently criticized decisions protecting the rights 
of criminals represented to him a strict constructionist interpre
tation of the protections of the Bill of Rights. In his elabora
tion, he maintained that there was a conscious attempt on the part 
of the framers of the Constitution to make it extraordinarily 
difficult for the State the convict a man. He related his argument 
to the Fifth Amendment and various other Bill of Rights provisions. 
In the essence of this argument, which came home so clearly to me, 
is the intrinsic worth of a given individual and the necessity for 
his being given very strong protections for his personal uniqueness 
and for his unique rights. The general direction of all societal 
organizations. governments, schools, and so forth, is to infringe 
upon those uniquenesses and those individual rights. Obviously 
some kinds of checks and balances are necessary for social 
organization, but it must also be recognlzed that the predominate 
trend in society is to bit by bit erode the unique rights of an 
individual. From time to time there is expressed, in the press 
and other places, the results of polls in which the general public 
or high school students or others are asked a variety of questions 
involving such things as: Should a communist be allowed to present 
his position for overthrowing the basic nature of our democracy, 
and so forth, and so on. To no one's surprise, and perhaps every
one's horror, it is clear that most people do not subscribe to a 
freedom of speech and each time such a poll is announced it 
suggests a weakening of our concern for the kind of guarantees 
that the Constitution and the Bill of Rights afford. I am not 
really affirming the adequacy of such procedures for measuring the 
attitudes of the public, but it does seem clear to me that the 
issue to be discussed in this conference is basic and fundamental. 
It is the issue of the intrinsic rights of an individual and his 
uniqueness, and of the protections he is entitled to. Other things 
that I believe underly our efforts to identify children are: 1. 
Identification is relevant and germane to charting a positive 
course of action for the education of that child; 2. Analysis is 
unique and individualized to the child, and attempts to touch 
multiple aspects of his uniqueness as a human being~ and of the . 
envi ronment i n \~hi ch he operates; 3. The enti re process in whi ch 
this identification takes place has as its highest concern the 
rights of the child and his parents, which is the spirit of the 
Bill of Rights. 

-1-
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judge described a state school for the retarded as a "\'1arehouse 
institUtion l'iholly incapable of furnishing treatment to the 
mentally retarded" due to its atmosphere of psychological and 
physical deprivation. One of the witnesses in this case had 
testified that "residents who can talk, stop talking, and residents 
who can walk, stop ~Jalking" as a result of the kind of care they 
~ere receiving. Judges have already ordered emergency measures, 
lncluding sUch dramatic steps as hiring 300 additional resident 
c~re workers within 30 days and hiring various professionals 
wlthout regard to Civil Service formalities; other measures 
included removing all fire and safety hazards and taking steps to 
improve the sanitation conditions relating to preparation of food 
to improve health, etc. 

In Ritchie v. Massachusetts, a Federal judge again followed ~ 
pattern very similar to the previous case. Essentially, these 
decisions are affirming the right of retarded citizens to a humane 
physical environment, their right to an individual program of 
habilitation and educational treatment, and their right to a staff 
that can offer appropriate programs. 

I cannot tell you how tremendously pleased I am to see these 
human rights affirmed and how tremendously significant I think 
they are for all Americans, not just for retarded persons and 
their families. Out of this context of an affirmation of the 
rights of children to an education, I think we must view the ques
tion of the testing and identification of handicapped children as 
a step forward in bringing them appropriate services. Throughout 
the next two days, we will have the opportunity to hear, in 
considerable detail, presentations by experts in the area of 
psychological testing, sociological and multi-factor kinds of 
assessment, and by professors of law and special education. Their 
efforts will provide a much deeper analysis of the various concerns 
and problems we are facing in considering legal and educational 
consequences of intelligence testing. I want to share with you 
some personal feelings and attitudes in relation to this topic. 
We do not have a fully established Federal policy in this regard, 
and I don't think that we are on the verge of having one. ~ie are 
aware, of course, of this issue and through participation in 
COnfel"enCeS such as this and through a variety of contacts with 
people in special education and other professions, I can understand 
full well what the foundations for policy should be. Meanwhile, I 
think back to my own experiences as a clinician and teacher as I 
come to terms with this area. 

The futility that I felt as a speech clinician was in attempt
ing to come to terms with a psychological or medicll.l diagnosis. 
Frequently, elaborate reports were available to us in which we were 
bombarded with a mass of opinions concerning the appropriate 'labels 
with which to describe the etiological factors related to a child's 
speech problem and the proper terminology for descri bing hi s 
condition. You might learn that he had a certain kind of person
ality disorder, that his intelligence was within a certain range, 
that his velopharyngeal competence was achieving such and such a 
magnitude, etc. Having completed reading the report, we frequently 
felt somewhat more secure in our professional \"oles. l~e now had in 
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hand a thoroughly professional diagnosis. We then went back to 
the task at hand, which was attempting to teach the child to say 
an "s" sound more clearly or to teach him to be able to read a 
word or solve an arithmetic problem. 

I do not trean to be overly cri ti ca 1 wi th regard to useful ness 
of these kinds of test materia1s, but it is not realistic to ignore 
what see~s to be a widely held basic assumption of practitioners, 
which is that many diagnostic materials are informative and 
reassuring but provide no ~uidelines for a remedial attack. 

To me, then, one of the guideposts that must be considered as 
we move ahead in developing appropriate kinds of testing is to 
gather information which helps us program appropriately for a 
child--which focuses on what he can do. Years ago Curt Lawin 
emphasized the importance of ahistorical versus historical data. 
We operated for some time in the speech clinic following our under
standing of that precept and frankly minimizing a great deal of 
formal testing which would have resulted in the child being 
identified and placed on a waiting list and, at some later point, 
put into the program. One practical reason for doing this was that 
the speech frequently changed by the time the treatment began. \~e 
used to ask ourselves a rather simple~minded question which was 
essentially, "Can the child perform the kinds of activities of 
which speech therapy is composed? Essentially 'can he play the 
game?'" When we determined that he could, in combination with the 
fact that his speech clearly was causing him difficulty, or causing 
other people difficulty, that really was enough for us to begin. 
As we went along watching him relate, we built the goals of therapy 
on the kinds of things'he could do where 'we could extend his ' 
strengths. Out of that climate of success and accomplishment we 
reached out for other forms of behavior where change was desirable. 
It was felt important, however, to have total material collection 
available in the files to assure everyone of our professional integ
rity. 'We frequently gathered and developed formal measures as well. 
It was not long before that time that I learned about a young adult 
from a rural area of Alabama receiving a cleft pa)ate treatment, 
or a young cerebral palsied person who could be operating in the 
program, receiving individual and group speech therapy, relating 
to the clinicians and the social and recreational activities, and 
in general, making a great deal of progress. If an intelligence 
evaluation came to light which indicated that that youngster had 
a 68 or 65 IQ, it frequently had a disheartening effect on the 
clinicians and, consciously or unconsciously, tended to affect 
their', and my, aspirations for the youngster. 

I recognize that what I open here is a broad and compl icated 
matter, one in which research evidence has been submitted and which 
I a'm sure wil1 be the continuing subject of investigation. And so 
I raise it not as a matter of sophisticated analysis, but simply 
to affirm that in the solution to this problem we must counter a 
tendency to become increasingly academic, increasingly sophisti-, 
cated, increasingly refined, without carefully considering the 
value of the grass roots, intuitive experience of teathers and 
parents and peers. 

l' , , 
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I'm sure in the next two days you'll hear a great deal about 
the necessity for individualizing the kinds of observations we 
make on children for applying to them very careful and unique 
anal~sis .. I'm s~re t~at we wi~l hear about the need for having 
mult1ple 1nputs 1n th1S analys1s from people with, a variety of 
professional perspectives. I can predict, of course, that Jane 
Mercer will talk with you about this kJnd of pluralistic assess
ment and about the way children adapt in their environment as a 
key ingredient of our identification of children. And I'm sure 
that yo~ will hear discussed fully the need for special language 
adaptat10ns as a response to problems of cultural diversity. 
Thes~ and.~ther s~ggestions for t~e development of more appropriate 
test1ng w: ; fulf1ll one of the k1nds of principles that has been 
~pparent 1n the court orders that I have mentioned to you. That 
1S, that ~he s~andards for ide~tification of children for programs 
must.be h1gh; 1t cannot be arb1trary. Increasingly, we will be 
sett1ng as our standards procedures which are consistent with what 
the best ?f. expert testimony l'ecommends rather than what mi ght be 
s~en as ffiin1mal standards. In addition to this best approximation 
k1nd of standards development, the key for increasing success in 
the area of placement lies in the development of the kind of due 
process to which children and their parents are entitled. Let me 
note for you in an informal style some of the key concepts in the 
Pennsylvania decision. -

First, the parents are entitled to receive notice in writing, 
either through hearing or mailed to them, of proposed changes in 
the status of the child; for example, from the regular education 
program into a special education program. They may ask for a 
hearin~ or waive it at that time. Within the next 15 to 30 days 

,a heanng must be held mutually agreed upon as convenient by the 
parents and the schools, and the parents are entitled td legal 
couns~l.at that hearing. Vlithin twenty days following the hearing, 
a dec1s1on must be rendered. Particularly interesting here is that 
the hearing examiners, who in this case were representing theY 
SecretarY,of Education in Pennsylvania, have really been picked by 
m~tual agreement between the State and the plaintiff's representa
t1ve. They will be college and university and local education 
persomiel from the special education field. Parents will be 
entitl ed to exami ne the school records perti nent to thei r chil d 
and to offer their own evidence and expert witness. They will be 
able to compel the attendance of appropriate school employees at 
this hearing and to have the right to cross-examine those 
'employees. They need to be informed by the school or organizations 
which can be of help to them, such as the National Association for 
Retarded Children. they are entitled to an independent evaluation. 
at a local clinic, including State-operated mental health clinics, 
which they can use to offer alternative analyses of their child's 
behavior and abilities. They must also be informed of the proce
dures for asking for hearings, if they wish to challenge the 
school's recommendations. I think you can get a flavor from this 
accounting of the sense of ,concern for the parents and for the 
child and for the necessity of affording him full protection under 
our system of laws and regulations. 
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This is not going to be an easy problem to resolve; I think 
we are in for some troubled and disturbing times. This process 
may be marked by emotionalism, by frustration and bitterness. 
Most certainly, we as professionals do not have perfect answers to 
these problems. And so we must develop a climate of communication 
and trust; we must operate out of spirit of equality and a spirit 
of extra effort, to insure the rights of the child and his parents, 
and to communicate that sense of commitment to them. I look 
forward to the rest of this conference and to our continuing 
activities as professionals in this area. I want to congratulate 
Dick Schorer, Ed Meyen, Bob Harth and others in the College of 
Educa ti on and the School of Law, Mi ssouri Lal'! Enforcement 
Assistance Council, and the University's Extension Division, for 
bringing this conference to fruition. The conference topic is 
highly relevant and timely. I wish each of you good fortune and 
good luck in your efforts to provide equal rights for handicapped 
children. 

i 
1 
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PSYCHOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT IN EDUCATION 
AND SOCIAL CLASSl 

J. McVicker Hunt* 

7 

Psychologic~l assessme~t should guide teaching. It should tell 
a ~eacher wh~t.klnds o~ asslgnments and curricular materials a given 
Chlld ca~ utlllze profltably to foster his psychological development 
and to plck up the ~nowledge and skills which he must acquire in 
order to adapt to hlS culture. The form of psychological assessment 
now most preva~ent in education fails utterly to do this. 

. Psychol Ogl cal assessment as we know it is based almost excl u
sl~ely on norm-referenced tests where the meaning of an individual 
'Chlld's performance comes from its position (percentile rank or 
standard. score) among those in the group on which the test was 
stan~ard~zed, or from th~ modal age of the children in the stan
dardlZatlOn group for ~lhlCh such performance is typical. 

Recen~ years have.brought social rebellion against such assess
ment pr~ctlce~ and ~abl~ of thought upon which they are based. 
~eople, ln varlOUS mlnorlty groups have objected strenuously to the 
l~ea tnat.an h~ur o~ performance in \'1hat they regard as an artifi
clal testlng sltuatlon can demonstrate and prove the inevitable and 
permanent inferiority of their children. They have objected loudly 
enou~h to be heard. Within the educational and psychological pro
fesslons,.moreo~er, these habits of thought about the IQ have led 
both t~ dlsappolntment.and confusion when gains in IQ from special 
edUcatlonal programs dlsappeared shortly after the gainers were 
returne~ to the home and school environments from whence they came. 

ThlS scheme of assessment, vJith its unfortunate educational 
conseq~ences.and prof~ssional disappointments, is based, I believe, 
on serlOUS mlsconceptlons about the nature of psychological devel
opment and its causes. First of all, the scheme assumes that 
intelligence is a kind of learning power or capacity for adaptation 
(e.g., Spearman's-~l904, 1923, 1927--g). It is this power which 
~s presu~d to be measured by the IQ tests. It is supposed to 
lncrease ln essentially automatic fashion at an approximately con
stant. rate wi th age. Th~ s ra~e is gi ven by the IQ. Second, thi s 
rate.ls.p~esumed to predlct tne ultimate level of competence which 
the lndlvldual can expect to achieve because the scheme assumes 
that the measured individual differences in this hypothetical power 
are essentially fixed by the individual's heredity. Third, it 
follows, as an automatic corollary, that the differences between 
~he ~verage IQs for ra~es and social classes are biologically 
~nevl~able. So dogmat:cally strong have these habits of thought 
ln thlS scheme become lnmany people that they serve to motivate 
questi oni ng the val i dity of any evi dence di ssonant wi th them, and, 
for. many years~ they discouraged even tile investigation of alter
.natlVe conceptlOns of psY~hol ogi cal development and of the 

lSupported by USPHS Grants numbering r~H K6-l8567 and t~H 11321 
and by Grant SRS-OCD-CB~03 from the Office of Child Development. 

*J. McVicker Hunt is a Professor in the Department of Psychology 
at th~ University of Illinois-Urbana. 
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achievement of the cognitive abilities and motivations which would 
lead to a scheme of assessment which could, at least potentially 
serve to guide the teaching process (See Hunt, 1961). ' 

What I wish to do today is to outline the historical origins 
of the scheme of norm-referenced testing, to synopsize the evidence 
wh~ch calls most 70nvincingly into question the assumptions upon 
Wh1Ch t~e scheme 1S based, to look briefly at the implications of 
the interactionist's view of h~redity and environment, and to out
line alternative schemes for psychological assessment which, if 
developed, could serve to guide the teaching process and would 
encourage rather than discourage ingenuity in teaching. 

Historical Origins 

Inasmuch as Binet and Simon (1905) developed the prototype 
for the IQ test in the course of studying the problem of mental 
retardation among children in the public schools of Paris in order 
to determine how "the intelligence of children may be increased 
... with instruction" (Binet, 1909, pp. 54-55), the purpose to 
which the tests have been put is ironic. Unfortunately, Francis 
Galton had already taken what he considered to be, but were not, 
implications from his Darwin's survival theory of species evolution 
to set the conceptual trend with his book on Hereditary Genius 
(1869). Galton had also launched the measurement of individuai 
differences in his anthropometric laboratory and published his 
Inquiries into Human Faculty (1883). Although the many simple 
tests of sensory and motor functi ons that Galton devi sed fail ed to 
show any appreciable relationship to the criteria of genius in 
which he was interested, his preconceptions about the role of 
heredity were quickly applied to variations in the measures of the 
more complex functions of "judgment, otherwise called good sense, 
practical sense, initiative, the 'faculty of adapting Jne's self to 
circumstances" devised by Binet and Simon (1916) and found to be 
roughly correlated with age. The IQ emerged when Wilhelm Stern 
(1912) suggested dividing mental age (MA) by chronological age (CA) 
to get the intelligence .. quotient (IQ) which more or less following 
the thought of the day, he 'consi dered to be a fundamental trait in 
which individuals differ. 

Such a view was greatly reinforced by the influence of 
G. Stanley Hall whose ambition it was to become "the Darwin of the--~ 
mind," and whose faith in the doctrine of recapitulation led to 
the assumption of predetermined development. Although Hall wrote 
much, it is likely that his influence endured more through the 
profound effect he had upon hi s students than through any di rect . 
effects from his writings. Hall's students include a majority of 
those names associated with the early development of intelligence 
tests in America. They are H. H. Goddard (Ph.D., Clark University, 
1899), F. Kuhlman (Ph.D., Clark University, 1903), and L. M. Terman 
(Ph.D., Clark University, 1905). His students also include Arnold 
Gesell (Ph.D., Clark University, 1906) who exploited the normative 
approach to child development on the assumption that "the basic 
configurations, correlations, and successions of behavior patterns 
are determi ned by the innate processes of growth called maturati on" 
(1945). 
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Su~h are the historical origins of the assumptions on which 

our dom1nant scheme of psychological assessment in education are 
based. They are the ~eac~ing~ of our teachers. They grew out of 
but were not necessar11y 1mpl1ed by Darwin's survival theory of 
the ~volution of species. They are correct for the evolution of 
spec~es,.but, as I shall show below (Plasticity and Heredity: 
Impl1c~t1?nS of Intera~tionism), it is a serious mistake to apply 
the pr1nc1ples of spec1es evolution to the development of individ
ual s. 

Revisions in the Conception of 
Intelligence and Their Sources 

Altho~gh I have.never denie~ a primary role to heredity, I 
have been 1n the bus1ness of rev1sing these conceptions of inteili
gence and of its origins for some time. A decade ago in 
Intelligence and Experience (Hunt, 1961), r tried to ~lter our 
habits of thought about intelligence and the nature of cognitive 
development with both evidence and argument. On the side of evi
dence, I found and summarized a substantial list of studies which 
indicate that early and prolonged encounters with differing 
envi r?nments can have. trem:ndous effects. In other words, develop
ment 1S ~ot predeterm1ned 1n rate and order. It is quite plastic. 
On the s 1 de or argument, I contended, in vi ew of th is p 1 asti city, 
that I9s from tests of intelligence are valid only as a way of 
a~sBss1ng ~h~ rate of past acquisitions, and that they have very 
llttle val1d1ty as predictors of future rQs or the ultimate level . 
of competence to be achieved without knowledge of the circumstances 
to be encountered. I suggested also that we should think of 
intelligence as a hierarchy of learning sets, strateoies of infor
mation processing, concepts, and motivational systems and skills 
w~ich are acquired in the course of each child's ongoing informa
t10nal interaction \~ith his environmental circumstances. From the 
~everal lines of evidence and argument, I suggested that readiness 
1S no mere matter of maturation that takes place automatically. 
Rather, it is a matter of information-getting strategies, of con
cepts and motivational systems achieved, and of skills acquired. 
There I also introduced what I like to call "the problem of the 
match" \~hich I later elaborated (Hunt, 1963a, 1965,1966). This is 
a problem especially for parents and teachers and for all those who 
would prepare circumstances to foster psychological development.in 
the young. The nature of this problem is based upon the view that 
adaptive growth takes place in, and only, or at least chiefly 
situations which contain for any given infant or child inform~tion, 
models, and challenges just discrepant enough from those already 
stored and mastered to p~oduce interest and to call for adaptive 
modification in the structure of his intellectual coping, his 
beliefs about the world, and his motor patterns which are not 
beyond his accommodative capacity at the time. 

Despite the highly publicized arguments of Jensen (1969) and 
Herrnstein (1971) to the contrary, a major share of the theorizing 
and investigating relevant to these views cominq during the past 
decade have served both to strertgthen them and to suggest 
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elaborations. An exception is Head Start which did fail to achieve 
the highly unrealistic goals set for it in large part because the 
kind of curriculum deployed in Head Start was unfitted for the 
compensatory task set. Let me mention a few of these newer theo
retical developments and bits of evidence. The decade brought 
Humphreys I (1962a) demonstrative argument that tests of intelli
gence a.re basically like tests of achieveme~t. Both ca~l upon 
previously acquired percepts, concopts, mot1ves, an~ ~k~lls. The 
fact that tests of intelligence call for older acqu1s1tlons for 
which the learning situations are more difficult to specify than 
do achievement tests fails to destroy their basic similarity. 
Moreover, Humphreys (1962b) has extended Ferguson's (19~6,,1959) 
explanation of the abilities derived from factor-analys~s ln term~ 
of positive transfer of training by showing how the var10US experl
mental manipulations which have traditionally been used to study 
the transfer of training can account for the obtained nodes of 
intercorrelation among test scores. Such analyses provide a clear 
theoretical basis for an important role of experience in the 
development of intelligence as it has bee~ traditionally measured 
and statistically analyzed, but they prov1de parents.~r.d.teachers 
with little in the way of guidarce concerning how ab111t1es and 
interests buil d dynami cally one upon another. In fact, the 
statistical factors (Thurstone, 1935; Guilford, 1967) are of rela
tively little use in choosing the circumstances best calculated 
to foster the development of new abilities and motivation systems 
in chil dren. 

My notion of the "problem of the match" and its later elabo~a
tions (Hunt, 1963a, 1965, 1966) ,gives ce'ntral ,impor~ance to cognl
tive acquisitions in other doma1ns, and espec~allY 1n ~hose of 
emotion and motivation. This notion has rece1ved cons1derable 
empirical support. Several studies of attentional preference ~n 
very young infants, done by my own group, lend sUPPor't,to the ldea 
that emerging recognitive familia~ity mot~vates the,ma1ntenance of 
perceptua 1 contact wi th ~Ihatever 1 s becom1 ~g, recogm zab 1 e (~unt, 
1970' Uzgiris & Hunt, 1970; Greenberg, Uzglr1S & Hunt, 1970, 
Weiz~nn, Cohen & Pratt, 1971). Moreover, the motivational 
importance of what is becoming ~ec?gnizable i: less a stage of 
psychological development t~an,lt 1S a phase 1n th~ course o! 
information processing. Th1S 1S suggested by a st1ll tentat1ve 
finding that when infants nearly a ye~r old are presented ~egu~arly 
in tests of four minutes with pairs of patterns, one of Wh1Ch 1S 
presented regularly test after test and the other intermittently 
every seventh presentation, they come to look longer at the regu
larly presented patterns before they come to look longe~ at the 
intermittently presented ones.(Hunt & Paras~evopoulos, 1n,p~epa~a
tion). In the course of developing our ord1nal scale of lm1tat1on, 
Uzgiris and I (1966, 1968) obs~r~ed that infants regularly show 
pseudo-imitation of highly fam111ar gestural and vocal patte~ns 
before they imitate unfamil i ar ones. t'klreover, our observat1ons 
indicate a great motivational significance for the match between 
the model presented and previous acquisition~. Infants are 
strongly motivated to imitate only mode~s,wh1Ch challenge,to a 
proper degree their perceptual and cogn1t1v~ grasp or th~1r motor 
skills. They become distressed and angry ~/1th models Wh1Ch call 
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for either cognitive or motor adaptations beyond them. They with
draw in boredom from models which have become too familiar or too 
simple to be challenging. An infant will imitate only what inter
ests him and only what he can understand. Thus, what he imitates 
of a given model typically serves to show what he underst~nds of 
that model. . • .. 

Othel' bits of evidence supporting this view that cognitive 
developments are of importance in other domains such as emotion 
and motivation have come from investigations in other laboratories. 
The role of cognitive achievement in emotion has been illustrated 
in a very recent study by Schultz and Zigler (1971). On the 
assumption that a clown presented on a stationary condition would 
be easier to accommodate perceptually than the same clown in motion 
due to a difficulty in following contours, these investigators 
predicted that such expressions of pleasure as visual fixation, 
smiling, and non-stressful vocalizing would occur earlier for the 
stationary than for the moving condition. Their findings clearly 
confirmed this prediction. 

The role of cognitive achievement in motivation has been 
illustrated in the findings of Zigler, Levine, and Gould (1967), 
that children of school age appreciate and prefer cartoons near 
the upper limit of their comprehension. In my own theorizing, 
(Hunt, 1965) I have suggesi:ed that the self concept may well be 
the most important of cognitive constructs for the motivation of 
achievement in school and in social behavior. It was especially 
interesting to me, therefore, to find Katz and Zigler (1967) 
suggesting that the disparity between the concepts of self and 
ideal self should be related to developmental maturity. The find
ing of positive associations of both chronological age and IQ with 
the size of the disparities between self and ideal self lend 
support to this contention that cognitive development is especially 
important in motivation. In this same vein, Kohlberg and Zigler 
(1967) have suggested that a child's concept of his sex role 
results largely from having categorized himself as either male or 
female early in development. Inasmuch as cognitive development 
involves transformations of the mental constructions of a child's 
environment, they have reasoned that both mental age and IQ should 
be positively correlated with maturity of social development. 
Moreover, they have found mature trends in social development 
coming early in children with IQs above average than in children 
of average IQ. 

Achi evement and ~loti vati onal Autono!l]Y 

While such findings lend support to the theoretical contention 
that developments within the cognitive domain are of importance for' 
development in emotion and motivation, they also raise questions. 
All too seldom have the gains on tests of intelligence and achieve
ment from various systems of compensatory education perSisted after 
the children returned to the environments of their homes and stan
dard schools. Recent experiences with the evanescence of the 
effects of compensatory education are a case in point. One might 
argue from the traditional view that these gains have been obtained 
only in limited cognitive skills, and that their persistence awaits 
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maturation of the organism as a whole. I question seriously such 
an explanation because evidence which I shall synopsize shortly 
suggests that anatomical maturation itself shows considerable 
plasticity. I suspect that the failure of gains from many of the 
prevalent systems of compensatory education to persist resides 
rather in their failure to provide experiences which inculcate 
ideal self-concepts that include professed ability to learn readily 
along with pride in such learning. Such self concepts might well 
yield autonomous striving. 

It is very likely that autonomous striving has roots in very 
early experience. Burton White (1971) has found the behavioral 
pa~terns marking outstanding overall competence already present in 
chl1dren by age three. Despite the evidences of greatest plastic
ity during the first year (Greenberg, Uzgiris & Hunt, 1968; White, 
1967), his observations have led him to emphasize importance of 
the home-based education that occurs in the period between the 
ages 10 months and three years. During the period from ages 10 
months to three years, White notes, the burgeoning capacity for 
infants' manipulation and locomotion puts stress on mothers, and 
mothers differ in their means of coping sufficiently to make the 
effects show prominently in the competence of their babies by age 
three. ~breover, our own observations of the joy which infants of 
only two or three months show in connection with making a mobile 
sway by shaking themselves (Hunt & Uzgiris, 1964; Uzgiris & Hunt, 
1970) and similar observations by Watson (1966, 1967) suggest that 
the beginnings of the motivation to act upon the world to achieve 
ends anticipated by the infant come very early indeed. Robert 
White (1959) has characterized such motivation by the term "compe
tence" and contended that it is associated with ah emotion which 
he terms "effectance." I have described a mechanism for such 
motivation which is inherent in information processing and action 
(Hunt, 1960, 1963b, 1965, 1971a, 1971b). 

The importance of perceptual feedback to self-initiated action 
in such early development was illustrated in a study reported last 
March by Yarrow, Rubenstein, and Pedersen (1971) at the Society for 
Research in Child Development. This system of motivation, which 
they termed "goal orientation" was assessed in infants at six 
months of age by a cluster of items on the Bayley Scales. Promi
nent among these were persistent and purposeful attempts to secure 
objects out of reach. Their measure of goal orientation correlated 
approximately +.4 with mothers' responsiveness to their infants' 
expressions of distress. According to standard operant theory, 
with its emphasis upon overt behavior, this contingency of maternal 
response to such indicators of distress as crying should reinforce 
the crying and make cry-babies. It did not. In such young infants, 
apparently the contingency of maternal response to crying reinforces 
not the crying, but a hope of change in the circumstances. It 
thereby contributes to the development of confidence on the part of 
the infant that he can control his circumstances. Such may well be 
the origins of that trust emphasized by Erikson (1950). Out of 
such experiences of being able to change conditions in anticipated 
ways through one's own action comes gradually, I suspect, a kind of 
learning set which we (not the infant) might verbalize as: "If I 
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act, I can get ~hat I w~nt and !!lake i~teresting things happen. Ii I 
con~end t~at thls learnlng set lS basl cally cogniti ve in character. 
~t lS ~ plece ?f,k~ow1edge about the relationship between an 
lnfant s self-lnltlated efforts and what comes to him from his 
world. If a child has tried and tried to no avail, he derives 
an~the~ kind of IT.ar~ing set which we migr.t verba1'ize as: IiStrug
g11ng lS useless.' Such a set must be corrected if the infant who 
has acquired it is ever to achieve confidence and trust that he 
can achieve his ends. Such confidence, I suspect, is an important 
precursor of developing that pride in achievement which motivates 
competence. 

We know exceedingly little about the successive landmarks in 
t~e deve~op~~t of these learning sets and concepts with motiva
tlonal slgmflcance. Because \'Ie have thought of cognition largely 
~n terms of ~uch school skills as language, or reading, or number
lng, our varlOUS systems of compensatory education have omitted 
any attempt to provide corrective experiences designed to incul
cate autonomo~s co~petence mot~vation. Years ago, Andreas Angya1 
(1941) emphaslzed ln psychologlca1 development a general dynamic 
trend toward increasing autonomY. We need to know more about the 
kinds of experience which foster and hamper such motivational 
autonomY . 

Maturation and Experience 

" In the various conceptions of geve1opment which have prevailed 
durlng the last half century, learnlng and maturation have been 
domains as separate as Kipling's East and West (and never the twain 
shall meet). Since World War II, however, clear evidence has come 
that informational interaction, especially with information through 
the eyes, influences maturation within the central nervous system. 
~ast ~f,these studies have been insp1red by the neuropsychological 
theOrlZlng of Donald Hebb (1949) or the neurobiochemica1 theorizing 
of Helgar Hyden (see 1959). Riesen (1947, 1958) inspired by the 
former, reported that rearing chimpanzees in the dark resulted not 
only in behavioral deficiencies but also to dilninish the number of 
nerve cel1s and glial cells developing in their retinal ganglia by 
adulthood. Then Brattggrd (1952), inspired by the latter, reported 
~hat rearing rabbits in the dark caused a paucity of RNA production 
ln their retinal ganglia as adults. Since then, a California group 
has reported that thickness of the cerebral cortex and the level of 
total acetylcholinesterase activity of the cortex, as well as rate 
of adult maze-learning, are a function of the complexity of the 
environment during early life (Bennett, Diamond, Krech & Rosenzweig, 
1964; Krech, Rosenzweig & Bennett, 1966). More recently. studies 
of the effects of dark-rearing during early life have been extended' 
through the visual system. Such dark-rearing produces a paucity 
of both cells and glial fibers in the lateral geniculate body of 
t~e thalamus (Wiesel & H~bel, 1963). Moreover, as a Spanish inves
tlgator, Valverde, and hlS collaborators have shown, dark-rearing 
also decreases both dendritic branching and the number of spines 
which develop on dendtitic processes of the large apical cells of 
the striate area in the occipital lobes in mice (Valverde, 1967, 
1968; Valverde & Esteban, 1968). In a still unpublished study, 

" 
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Fred Volkmar, one of mY own students, and William Greenough, have 
demonstrated that low-level complexity in the circumstances encoun
tered rather than the absence of 1 i ght is responsi bl e for very 
sUbstantial decreases in the branching of the dendrites of the 
large apical cells in the striate area in the occipital lobes of 
rats. Such evidence indicates that there is considerable plastic
ity in the maturation of the neuroatomica1 equ1~ment for informa
tion processing, and that variations in the maturation are 
associated with variations in the environmental circumstances 
encountered during development. 

Spurious Factors in the Longitudinal Validity of the IQ 

The evidences of plasticity in early development which 
described in Intelligence and Experience were sufficient to compel 
me to relinquish all faith in the longitudinal validity coeffi
cients for the IQ. It has not been suffi cient for others. In 
Inte11i ence and Ex erience, I distinguished criterion validity 
correspondence of the rank of an individual's score on an intelli

gence test with his rank in that group in performance in school or 
on a vatiety of jobs) from longitudinal validity (correspondence 
between an individual's IQ from an early testing with his IQ from 
a later testing) which I called their "predictive validity" (Hunt, 
1961, p. 312). Moreover, I have said elsewhere that "the plastic
ity which appears to exist in the rate at which human organisms 
develop renders longitudinal prediction basically impossible unless 
one specifies the circumstances under which this development is to 
take place" (Hunt, 1969, p. 128). Yet, both psychologists and 
educators ask almost routinely about the longitudinal ptedictive 
value of those measures of development from our ordinal scales 
(Uzgiris & Hunt, 1966). It seems likely that the failure of the 
evidence for plasticity to be more widely convincing r€sides in 
the fact that substantial correlations are regularly observed 
between IQs based upon early testings and those based on later . 
testings widely sepatated in time. Bloom (1964) based much of ~lS 
discussion of stability and change in various traits on such eVl
dence. It has been presumed generally that the basis for the 
existence of such correlations resides within the differing natures 
of individuals and within their predetermined rates of development. 
This, to be sure, is one source of the obtained correlations, but 
I contend that there are at least two other sources of such corre
lation which are spurious for any such interpretation. 

If the scores on tests of intelligence are based on past 
achievements, as I believe Humphreys (1962a) has demonstrated, 
then the correlation between successive testings must involve a 
patt-who1e re1ationshi~ in which the size of the part from the 
first testing approaches the size of the whole from the latter 
testing as the time bet~een.testing~ ~ecreases. (~umphrey~,.1962b). 
The portion of any 10ngltudlna1 va11dlty-coeff1clent derlvlng from 
this part-whole relationship is completely irrelevant to any 
assumption of inherent stability in rate of individual development. 
It is, therefore, spurious as an indicator of an inherent rate of 
psycho 10gi ca 1 development. 

'I 
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. The second. spurious f~ctor in these longitudinal coefficients 
1S to be fo~nd ln the conslstency of the developmental impact of 
home and ne1ghborhood environment. The recent investigation by 
Yarrow, et a1. (1971) is relevant here. Pedersen, one member of 
this team, teports that measures of home environments--socia1 and 
inanimate--whi ch were based on merely two thtee-hour 'time samplings 
taken a week apart showed correlations with various measures of 
p~tformance on the Bayley Scales ranging to above .5. The coeffi
clent of .5 accounts for 25 percent of the variance in the measures 
of infant performance at six months of age. If merely two three
hour s~mples a wee~ apart can r~present the variations of impact 
of enVlronmental clrcumstances 1n the homes for the first half year 
of the lives of.infan~s sUfficiently well to account for 25 per
cent of the var1ance ln thelr test performances at six months, ther. 
~he consistency 'in the developmental impact of home environments 
1S much greater than Vie have ever conceived such consistency to be. 
VJhatever portion of longitudinal validity coefficients derives 
from such consistency in the impact of home envitonment is also 
~ntire1y spurious as an indicator of the variations in the inherent 
r~tes of maturation for individuals. These two spurious contribu
tlons, one from the part-whole relationship and the other from the 
consistency of the developmental impact in the environment, sub
tract substantially from the traditionally accepted import of 
these observed longitudinal validity coefficients for the IQ. 
~1or~over, the exi stence of such spuri ous components of these 
coefficients renders more credible some of the investigative exam
ples of variations in the IQ associated with encountering differing 
sets of environmental circumstances. 

Especially interesting is an example from a still unpublished 
program of investigations under the direction of Professot R. F. 
Heber of the University of Wisconsin. The first step in this 
program Was a survey of tested intel1 i gence in the poorest census 
district in the city of Milwaukee. In this survey, both the 
mothers and the children of five or six in 500 families were 
tested. The results show that 80 percent of the children with rQs 
under 80 came from mothers with IQs under 80. Such a finding is 
precisely what woul d be expected from the a'!isumption that heredity 
predetermi nes i nte 11 i gence. But Heber and hi s collaborators di d 
not stop there. Instead, they selected a sample of 40 mothers 
with IQs under 75 who also had infants aged under six months at 
the time this portion of the program began. The 22 infants of a 
randomly selected half of these 40 mothers served as controls who 
had been tested repeatedly at the corresponding ages of the chil
dren in a treated group. The 25 children of the other 20 mothers 
Viere given educational treatments by home visitors until they were 
six months old. At this point, they were taken to a day-care cen
ter where each child \~as cared for by verbally articulate women 
who had been trained to administer an educational program which 
was designed to foster the development of confidence and of cogni
tive and language skills. Heber and his collaborators have not 
described the nature of this program in detail. The mothers of 
these children in the treated group also got some attention and 
trai ni ng, but it vias not they who taught thei r chi 1 dren. The 
results of the treatment show in a comparison of the IQs based on ' 
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Stanford-Binet tests aiven when the children in the control and 
treatment groups were ~ 45 months 01 d. Those in the control group 
had an average IQ of 92, which shows in comparison with,the 
mother's IQ of 75 or less an unlikely degree of regresslon toward 
the mean which may well have been based in part upon repeated 
testing. Those in the treatment group averag~d 1~8. However 
evanescent this result may turn out to be, thlS dlff~rence of ?6 
points indi cates that those receiving the day-care \,l1th educatlonal 
treatment have developed much more rapidly during their first 45 
months than did those in the control group. , , 

Another example which shows how large the envlronmental ~nflu
ence on the IQ from at least one kind of test can be appears ln a 
cross-cultural study by Wayne Dennis (1966). Denn~s got ~he 
Goodenough Draw-a-Man test given to samples,of tY~lcal chlldre~, 
aged betlqeen six and nine years, who were llvlng In norma! f~mlly 
environments in some 50 cultures over the world. The varlatl0ns 
in mean Draw-a-Man IQs for these samples ranged from a hi gh, of 124 
to a low of 52. Mean IQs of 124 were found for suburba~ chl!dren 
in America and England, for childl"en of a Japanese fishlng vlllage, 
and for Hopi Indian children. In an of these four cultures, ~he 
children grow up in almost continuous contact wlth represent~tlve, 
graphic art. The low mean IQ of 52 came from a sample of chlldren 
in a nomadic Bedouin tribe of Syria, and the mean IQ of 53 from a 
nomadic tribe in the Sudan. It should be noticed that th~ t·loslem 
religion has been more effec~ive in pr~hi?it~ng contact wlth 
graphic art than either Judalsm or Chrlstlanlty. Yet, even among 
groups of Arab Moslem children, the mean IQs for the Draw-a-r~an 
test range from 52 for the Syrian Bedouins who had almost no con
tact with graphic art, to 94 for the chlldren of Lebanese Ar~bs 
in Beirut \'Iho see television and have considerable contact \qlth 
the graphic art of Western civilization. The DraVl-a-~lan IQ p!'obably 
calls for a less complex set of abilities as these are determlned 
by factor analysis than does an IQ derived from either t~e Stanford
Binet battery or the Wechsler-Bellvue battery. For ~merlcan Chll
dren, however, IQs from the Draw-a-Man test correspond about as 
well with IQs from either of these two standard measures of 
intelligence while IQs from the two standards correspond 'v11~h each 
other. It should be noted that the variation o~ 72 points ~n mean 
Draw-a-Man IQs hoids for children reared in envlronmental Clrcum
stances which are typical for their various cultures, ,Moreover, 
these 72 points of Variation in mean IQs from such tYPlcal groups 
of children fall only about 18 points short of the range of 
individual IQs (that between 60 and 150) which includes all but a 
small fraction of 1 percent of those ind1vid~als.above the patho
logical bulge at the low end of the IQ dlstnbutlon. ,Thus, 
variation in the mean Draw-a-f,lan IQ associated with c1rcumsta~ce~ 
of rearing have a "range of reaction" nearly equal to the ~anatl0n 
of individual IQs. vJhere the variat~on in,in?ividua! IQs ~s , 
commonly attributed largely to genetlc,varlatl0n"th~s Varlatl0n 
in mean IQ must be attributed to the dlfferences ln ~he cultural 
environments. . , d' th' 

Highly significant even yet is the pl0neerlng stu y ln lS 
domain by Skeels and ~Ie (1939). This study, to which Florence 
Goodenough (1939) referred with derision, came about as the 
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consequence of a "clinical surprise." Two residents of a state 
orphanage in Iowa, one aged 13 months with a Kuhlman IQ of 46 and 
the other of 16 months with an IQ of 35, were committed to an 
institution for the feebleminded. They were committed not only 
because of thei r low scores on the test; at 13 months the younge)' 
one had made no attempt to stand even with assistance and he 
displayed no manipulative or voc\~l play, and the older at 16 
months could not walk ellen with help and could not vocalize or 
play with materials. Both, therefore, appeared obviously feeble
minded. At the institution, they were placed on a ward with moron 
girls who ranged in age from 18 to 50 years and in mental age from 
5 to 9 years. Some six months after this transfer Skeels, visiting 
the wards, noted with surprise that these two children had shown 
a remarkable degree of development. When they were tested again 
with the Kuhlman scale, the younger one had an IQ of 77, and the 
older one an IQ of 87. At the end of a year on the ward, the 
younger one had attained an IQ of 100, while the older one remained 
at 88. From a discovery that the older and brighter girls on the 
ward became very much attached to the children and would play with 
them duri ng most of thei r waking hours, and that attendants took 
great fancy to the babies, brought them toys, picture books, and 
play materials, came the fantastic plan of transferring mentally 
retarded chil dren from the orphanage nursery to an i nstituti on for 
the feebleminded in order to foster their development. A group of 
13 with an average IQ of 64.3 and a range between 36 and 89, with 
chrGnol ogi cal ages ranging from 7 to 30 months, were actually 
transferred to such wards. After periods ranging between six 
months for the youngest and 52 months for the 30-month-old young
ster, these children were retested. All 13 showed a gain. The 
gains ranged from a minimum of seven points to a maximum of 58 
points. All but four showed gains of over 20 points. On the 
other hand, 12 other babies with a mean IQ of 87, an IQ range from 
50 to 103, and an age range from 12 to 22 months were allowed to 
remain in the orphanage. When these children were retested after 
approximately corresponding periods, all but one showed a decrease 
in IQ. One decrease was of only eight points, but the remaining 
ten showed decreases ranging from 18 to 45 points, with five 
exceeding 35 points. So long as the conditions that fail to foster 
psychological development persist for but a short time, the essen
tial plasticity characteristic of infancy permits considerable 
improvement when development-fostering circumstances are provided. 

Recently, after 25 years, Skeels (1966) has looked up the 
i Idivid!;als who composed these groups. Those who were transferred 
from the ot'phanage to the ward for moron women in the institution 
for the mentally retarded he found to be average citizens in their 
communities. Their children had an average IQ of 105 and were 
doing satisfactorily in school. These 13 individuals actually had 
a median educational attainment of 12th grade, four had one or 
more years of college work; one had received a bachelor's degree 
and gone on to graduate school. At the time of follow-up, one of 
those who remained il"l tl'le orphanage had died in adolescence follo:oJ
ing continued residence in a state institution for the mentally 
retarded; five continued as wards of state institutions; all but 
one of the remaining six were employed in work calling only for 
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the lowest of skills. One gleans from these studies that environ
mental circumstances which persist over time can make a tremendous 
difference. The effects of circumstances are fairly readily 
reversible early in life, but as circumstances of a given kind 
endure, their effects become more and more difficult to alter. 

Race and Social Class Differences in IQ 

Such evidences of large cumulative effects of prolonged 
encounters with environments of dif~ering development-fostering 
qualities have clear implications for the inevitability of race 
and class differences. The mean IQs of children of unskilled 
laborers typically fall about 20 points below the mean 'IQs of 
children of professional men (,Anastasi, 1958, p. 517). ~10reover, 
the mean IQs for samples of Black children have typically been 
found to fall about 15 points (one standard deviation) below the 
means for white children (Shuey, 1966). These are descriptive 
facts. Yet, as Anastasi has pOinted out, they provi de "no infor
mation regarding the cause of these observed behavioral differ
ences" (1958, p. 598). The exi stence of a 72 poi nt range in mean 
Draw-a-f1an IQs associ ated with development in differing cultures 
suggests that class differences and race differe~ce~ in ~an IQ 
could readily be accounted for through class varlatlons ln the 
development-fostering quality of the environments encountered: 

Intelligence testing, in fact, has always assumed apprOXl
matelyequa1 opportunity for learning, at least in t.ypical 
families. This past decade, however, has brought eVldences of 
large variations in the bazic nutritional requirements, in oppor
tunities to acquire cognitive skills, in opportunities to develop 
the motivational systems required for competence, and in the 
opportunities to acquire those values and standards of. conduct. 
requirec for life in the mainstream of 3 complex organlzed soclety 
(See Hun.t, 1969, pp. 202-214). The fact that such opportunities 
are lacking most eften for children of the poor argues s~rongly 
against the biological inevitaoi1ity of class and r~ce dlff~rences. 
11oreover, inasmuch as higher proportions of the varlOUS racla1 and 
ethnic groups than of native white people ~re poor, one would. 

. expect to be able to explain at least a maJor share of the fa11~re 
of children from these groups to perform at the standard level 1n 
terms of the factors associ ated wi th poverty. 

I have made this last statement repeatedly. I have based it 
on the evidence and inferences I have been describing. Recently, 
however, it has recei ved stronger emlYiri cal support than anyone 
has had any right to expect. In a study reported at the meetings 
of the American Psychological Association~ GeorgeW. f~ayeske (1~71) 
described a special analysis of the data ln the repor~ on Egua11ty 
of Educational Opportunity by Coleman, et a1. (1966) 1n o~der to . 
determi ne the degree to which these di fferen~es among racla1-ethn~ c 
groups could be explained. Of the total var1anc~ among. students ln 
the; r academi c achi evement, 24 percent was aSSOCl ated Vil th member
ship in one of six racial-ethnic groups (Indian, Mexica~, Puerto 
Rican, Negro, Oriental, or native White). ~rom regresslon equa-. 
tions he took into account the socioeconomlc status of each famlly, 

. the p~esence or absence of key members of each family, assessments 
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of the aspir~tions f~r schooli~g by students and parents, beliefs 
abo~t how students mlg~t beneflt fl'om an education, the region of 
resldence, and the achlevement and motivational levels of the 
students attending the school. These are all environmental cir
cumstances associated in varying degrees \~ith membership in these 
various ~aci~l and ~th~ic groups .. 11hen they were taken into 
account In hlS statlstlca1 ana1ysls this percentage of variance 
dropped down to 1.2. This analysis was based on the achievement 
scores for si xth-g\'dde students, but simil ar· res ults were obtained 
for other grade levels and for each region of the country. Thus 
the.effects ~f racial-ethnic group membersh~p on the academic ' 
achl~v~ment.ls almost completely confounded with a variety of 
condl tlOns ln the past or present ci rcumstances of the students. 
Once these are taken statistically into account, race and ethnic 
differences become miniscule. 

It should be n~ted that.s~ch considerat~ons detract nothing 
from the cr~ss-sectlonal va11dlty of the IQ ln terms of its capac
lty to predlct the performance of children in standard schools. 
In the terms of what I call "the problem of the match," standard 
sc~ools we1~ achieve their edUcational purpose only in so far as 
chlldren brlng to the school those concepts, motivational systems, 
and skills for information processing which standard schools take 
for grante? This is ~~other sta~ement which I have been making 
on the basls of the eVldence and lnferences which I have been 
de~cribing. It too gets strong empirical support from recent 
~vldence reported by Jane Mercer (1971) at the American Psycholog
lca1 Association. She found that Chicano children with high IQs 
tend to (1) come from less crowded homes, (2) have mothers who 
expect them to have education through hi gh school or beyond, (3) 
have fathers who were reared in an urban environment and who have 
had at least a ninth-grade education, (4) live in a family which 
speaks English much of the time, and (5) come from families who 
are buying their own homes; and that Black children with high IQs 
also come from families that have c~aracteristics similar to those 
of ~he m?dal configuration for the white community of Riverside, 
Callfornla, where the study was done. She then used the finding~ 
fr~ma multiple regression equation to group each Black and Chicano 
ch11d of the elementary school within the city of Riverside, 
California, according to the degree to which his family conformed 
to the modal configuration of the total community. Each child qot 
one point for each way in which his family background was like -
that of the modal configuration. If his family had all five of 
the modal characteristics, the child received a social background 
score of 5, and correspondingly for 4, 3, 2, 1, and none of these 
characteristics of the modal configuration. The IQs of Black 
children with scores of 5 averaged 99.5 and 104.4. Those from 
both ethnic groups with four points in common with the modal 
configuration averaged 95.5. As the social background scores 
?ecrease, the average IQ also decreased. Of those with no points 
ln comnon.with the modal configuration, the Black children averaged 
82.7 and the Chicano children 84.5. From these latter come a majvr 
share of those who get into special education for the mentally 
handicapped. Jane Mercer suggests an improvement in this standard 
Scheme of diagnosis which would take into account both IQ and the' 
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degree to wh"ich the characteristics of a child's family fail to 
correspond with those of families typical of the dominant culture. 
l>1Dst of such children vlho get into special education encounter 
curri cul a geared merely to slowed rates of acquisition. Hhat they 
need is help in the pcquisition of those "entry skills" and rrotives 
taken for granted in standard schools. This term "entry skills" 
I have learned from rot' collaborator, Girvin E. Kirk, who is expert 
in such analyses. 

Plasticity and Heredity: Implications of Interactjonism 

In presenting the results of the cross cultural study of the 
Draw-a .. Man IQ by Wayne Dennis, I suggested that the 72-point range 
in mean IQs is the best indication that we have of what genetists, 
since the days of \·Jaltereck (see Dunn, 1965), have termed the 
"range of reaction" or the "norm of reaction." This is the dis
tribution or range in measures of any phenotypic characteristic 
from a given genotype which results from developing through inter
acti on with di verse envi ronments. It is a concept whi ch shou1 d 
be much more fa mil i ar to educators and psychol ogi sts. In thei r 
concern with the relative importance of heredity and environment, 
they typically concern themselves rather with indices of heritabil
ity. Heritability is defined as the proportion of trait variance 
within a given population which is determined by ~h~ $enotypic 
variation in that population. If one assumes addltlvlty, the 
variation in a population is the sum of the variances due to 
heredity, to environmental variation, apd to the interaction 
between these. In human investigation, all these must be estimated 
indirectly, and they are typi cally estimated from the correlations 
between the IQs of individuals with varying degrees of kinship 
ranging from identical twins reared together a~d apart, fr~ternal 
twins, siblings, half-siblings, parents and chlldren, COUSlns and 
unrelated individuals (see e.g., Burt, 1957, 1966; Cattell, 1960; 
Fuller & Thompson, 1960, Ch. 7; Huntley, 1966; Vandenberg, 1968; 
Vloodworth, 1941). These stati sti cal estimates of heri tabi 1 i ty are 
typically based on groups of individuals living within the range 
of environmental variation of a given race and class who are 
tested at a single time of their lives. Even though such estimates 
are averages which hold ~nly for the populatio~ samp~ed, they often 
are used as if they applled generally. The prlmary lmportance of 
the heritability of any trait is to provide an estimate of the rate 
of gain in measures of that trait from selec~i~e bree?in$',yet they 
get used to make inferences about the educablllty of lndlvlduals. 
The educability of an individual, ;n so far as it is dep~ndent on 
the IQ, calls for solid evidence about the norm of react~on for the 
IQ. But a statistical index of heritability, to quote Hlrsch (1970, 
p. 101), "pro"i des no i nformati on about ~he norm of reac~i ~n. " , 

Those who find and point out the eVldences of plastlclty ln 
phenotypic measures of intellectual and motivational ,development 
typically get tarred €nvironm:n~alism. I \,/i~h to pOln~ out, h?w
ever, that evidences of plastlclty are not dlssonant wlth a pr:mary 
role for heredity. Heredity is always pr~mary., The genoty?e ~n, 
the fertilized ovum constitutes the startlng pOlnt for any lndlvld
ual organi~m. The DNA in the genes contains the information I'/hi ch 
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~ets the.main lines of development throughout life. Yet, this 
lnformatlon se~ves to ?etermine nothing in an environmental vacuum. 
Moreover, the lnformatlon gets modified by variations in the 
environme~t~l conditions encountered. The DNA is far from totally 
pred~te~mlnlng. Devel?pment comes dynamically in the course of a 
c~ntlnu~ng proc~ss of :nteraction ~etween the individual at any 
glyen,tlme a~d ltS e~vl~onmental clrcumstances at that given time. 
T~lS lS the '!nteractlon~st'~ them~ song. The theme originated 
w~th Johannsen, the Danlsh lnvestlgator, whose narre is now paired 
wlth that of Gregor Mendel as fathers of scientific genetics. The 
norm or range of reaction is a product of interacting 'n the course 
of ?eve~opme~t with different circumstances. For many of the 
tralts ln WhlC~ ed~cators and psychologists are interested, the 
range ~f,reactlon.ls great, Even so, heredity remains primary in 
de~erml~lng th~ Slze of the differences between phenotypic measures 
Whl c~ /11 ~ derl v~ from a g;v~n genotype developing in any tl'/O sets 
of dl,fer1ng envlronmenta1 C1rcumstances. One may put this princi
ple more simply by saying that the genotype determines the norm or' 
range of reaction. 

Unfortunately, the statement in this form is scientifically 
meaningless because neither the genotype nor the ultimate norm of 
reaction is directly measurable and knowable. One can probably 
best i~lustrate this principle concretely. Suppose, for example, 
the ~Xlstence of two pairs of identical twins, one pair typical, 
or \'/lthout pathology, the other mongoloid. Suppose that one twin 
of each of these pairs were reared from birth in the Syrian tribe 
of nomadic Bedouins for which Dennis found the mean Draw-a-Man IQ 
to be 52. Suppose the other of each pair were reared in one of 
the best suburban American homes where Dennis found the Draw-a-~1an 
IQ to average 124. Which pair of twins, the mongoloid or the 
normal, would show the greater difference in IQ on the Goodenough 
Draw-a-Man test at age 3, 8, or l2? I believe you will see imme
d~ately that,the difference to be expected'for the normal pair 
w111 be ~onslderablyg:eater than that for the mongoloid pair. I 
have deslgnated one palr as mongoloid here only in order to permit 
recognition at birth of a pathological limitation on genotypic 
p.,gtential; In principle, the same prediction should hold for pairs 
which differ in potential within the normal range. Thus, hypothet
ically at least, the genotype determines the amount of effect on 
phenotypic measures which ongoing interaction in two differing 
environments can have. 

Despite the primary importance of heredity, the concern of 
parents and educators is to utilize to the full advantage of chil
dren their individual norms of reaction. The heritability 
coefficients are significant chiefly for those in animal husbandry 
concerned with selective breeding. There is also a growing place 
for geneti c counseling in human meeting, but as educators we are 
concerned with utilizing the norm of reaction which is substantial 
in the case of human competence. 

Toward a Revision of the Strategy of Assessment 

The tests of intelligence are generally regarded as one of 
the great monuments of achievement by modern psychology, Their 
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widespread use so continually reinforces the conception of intelli
gence on which they are based that it adds to the difficulty of 
revising that conception with any combination of dissonant evidence 
and new conceptual alternatives. Yet, as I ~ave already. indicated, 
intelli gence testing has left many problems 1 n psycholog1 cal 
deveiopment and education completely unsolved, and it has even 
distracted attention from them. For three quarters of a century 
these tests have focused attention on comparative assessments of 
individual differences in a power (the IQ or Spearman's g) or a 
multiplicity or factored abilities (Thurstone, 1938; Guilford, 
1967). This focus, I believe, has distracted investigators from 
attempting to see how in the various lines of psychological devel
opment the actual landmarks.of ability and of ~otivation.build.one 
upon another. I believe th1S focus has also d1stracted 1nvestlga
tors from examining the nature of the successive learning sets 
which enable and motivate a child to process information and to 
solve problems at successive levels of complexity. Instead of 
helping to tell teachers how to prepare the curricular environment 
to foster the development of any given child, the scores from the 
tests have tended to destroy even the motivation for ingenuity in 
teaching. The saddest words in education, when applied to student 
performance, are lias well as can be expected. II Fortunately, at 
least the beginnings of neVi strategies for the measurement of 
learning and development are appearing. 

One of these new strategies consists of criterion-referenced 
tests ciescr-ibed by Robert Glaser (1963) of pittsburgh. This 
strategy derives from the hierarchical conception of intelli~ence 
as it was suggested by Gagne's studies of adult problem-solv1ng 
(Gagne & Paradise, 1961). Criterion-referencing may be contrasted 
with the norm-referencing which is characteristic of the standard 
test-batteries for both intelligence and achievement (Glaser, 1963; 
Glaser & Nitki, 1971). In the traditional norm-referenced test, 
the performance of an individual acquires its meanin~ from some 
index of its comparative ra,nk among the scores descnb1ng ~he 
performances of the various individuals in the representat1ve group 
on which the norms for the test are based. In the case of 
criterion-referenced tests, on the other hand, the meaning of any 
individual's performance derives directlx from the behavior~l goal 
of the educational experience which has been provided. for h1m. It 
is this behavioral goal which defines performance.des1red of.the. 
tested subject. His performance, in turn, determ1nes the cr1te~la 
of success for the educational effort. This strategy of criter10n
referencing gives new meaning to the standard concepts of 
reliability and validity for test scores (Popham & H~s~k, ~969). 
Reliability derives from examiner agreement, and val1d1ty 1S 
inherent in the relationship between the examinee's performance 
and the educational goal. Thus, this strategy also has the very 
considerable advantage of focusing the attention and effort of 
both teacher and student on the educational goal and of avoiding 
the distraction ~ihich is almost inevitable from the interpersonal 
comparisons involved in norm-referencing. It should be noted that 
age and time figure not at all in this ~trategy of assessment. 
!~issing from such a strategy, however, 1S any devel~pmental . 
or educational frame of reference which can help gU1de the chOlce 
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of learning experiences. One must wait for failure and then 
search back\'iard for its basis. This leaves teaching based too 
completely upon clinical or intuitive skills. 
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. A second new strategy consists of ordinal scales of psycho-
10glcal.development. This strategy is at least ilJustrated by our 
own ordlnal scales of sensorimotor development in infancy (Uzgiris 
& Hunt, 1966, ~968). T~ese scales were inspired by Piaget's (1936, 
~937) observatlons of hlS own three children. They consist of 
ltems based on sequential landmarks for six overlapping lines of 
development through what Piaget has termed the sensorimotor phase. 
Each of t~e~e 1a~dmar~s consists of a specified behavior elicited 
by a speclfled sltuatlon. Inter-observer agreement on the criter
ion behaviors is typically above 95 percent. Test-retest 
consistency for examinations conducted within 48 hours is typically 
above 85 percent, and the great majority of changes which do occur 
are upward on the scales. 

Theoretically when a child shows the behavioral criterion for 
one of these landmarks, it implies that he has achieved all of 
~hose ~teps below it ~n t~at scale. Empirically, for the sample 
lnvestlgated, the ord1nallty of the steps on the various scales as 
indicated by Green's (1956) index of consistency range from, a low 
of .8~?, for the scale on the development of relating to objects, 
to a n~gh of .991, for the scale on the construction of operational 
causallty. For all but two of our six sca1es, Green's index of 
consistency is well above .9. These findings are based, however, 
on t)llly one cross-sectionally studied sample. The issue calls for 
~ongitudinal studies2 and, ideally, for longitudinal studies of 
lnfants developing under environments which differ as radically as 
~ossib~e .. In ~ome i~stances, the invariance of sequence implied 
ln ordlnallty 1S loglcally built in and is of trivial significance 
but in others its basis is not obvious. Contrary to the argument ' 
of t'lary Shirley (1931), however, such invariance of sequence need 
logically imply no predetermined rate or even order of maturation. 
It can just ~s readily derive from transformations of cognitive 
structure WhlCh are a function of the infant's informational 
intera~tion wi~h his environmental circumstances. Presumably 
these 1nteractlons produce developmental transformations which in 
turn permit other, higher-order forms of informational interaction. 

The sequential ordinality of steps in these scales provides 
a novel strategy for the measurement of psychological development. 
One ca~ compare the development of two infants, regardless of their 
ages, ln terms of their positions on each of the scales. This 
permits one to reverse the traditional strategy of measuring 
psy~hologica~ devel~pment. It permits making age the dependent 
varlable, WhlCh vanes as a function of the kind of experience, 

,~such a longitudinal study has recently been described by 
UzglrlS (1972). t~oreover, the use of these scales in various 
orphanages and Parent-and-Child Centers for purposes of evaluation 
of programs of experiential enrichment will yield data of relevance 
to this issue of sequential invariance. 
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instead of the independent variable implied in our traditional 
concept of the IQ and of the normative descriptions of Arnold 
Gesell, et al. (1940). These sequentially ordinal steps permit 
one to define successive levels of development in terms of success 
on lower steps on the scale and failure on those above. One can 
then compare the means and vari ances of age for infants who have 
lived from birth under differing kinds of circumstances. The 
variations in age permit one to compare the educational or 
development-fostering quality of these differing circumstances. 
t~easures based on ordinal scales may have the additional value of 
referring only to past experience and making no claims of persis
tence in the rate of development. 

Let me illustrate these points. Paraskevopoulos and I have 
recently had examined with the scales of object permanence and of 
both gestural and vocal imitation, all the children aged between 
five months and five years who have lived from birth in one of two 
Athenian orphanages with differing regimes of child rearing 
(Paraskevopoulos & Hunt, 1971). The differing nature of these 
regimes can most easily be specified in terms of the child
caretaker ratio. In the fl1unicipal Orphanage, this ratio is of the 
order of 10/1. At the Metera Baby Center, which attempts to be a 
model institution for children, this ratio averages approximately 
3/1 through the day. We also had examined some 94 home-reared. 
children from working-class families. The mean ages for the Ch1l
dren of the Municipal Orphanage lagged progressively for those at 
successive levels of object permanence. Let me take, for example, 
that level at whi ch children follow an object through one hidden 
displacement, but not through a series of such displacements. The 
mean ages of the children at this leven was 33.2 mon~hs at the, 
Municipal Orphanage, 21.8 months at Metera (note a d1fferen'ce 
between mean ages of approximately a year), and 20.3 ~nths for 
those home-reared. David Schickedanz has been follow1ng the . 
development of infants in a Parent-and-Chil d Center at t4t. Carmel, 
Illinois. There the mothers of poverty, who are also the caretakers, 
have been taught how to foster early sensorimotor development. Six 
successive infants from these parents of poverty who have been 
developing under this regime have now achieved this level of 
following an object through one hidden displacement before they, 
were a year old. Their average age approximated 11.5 months. Here 
the differing regimes of chil d rearing consti~ute the ind~p~ndent' 
variable, and the ages of children at a functlOna~ly spec1f1ed ; 
level of development constitute the dependent var1abl~. The norm/ 
of reaction in age for this level of object construct10n must be '''!;. 
at 1 east of the order of 21 months . '::: 

Ordinal landmarks in development need imply no position on th~ 
issue of whethet' psychological development is conti~uous or ~tep-' 
'.'lise. We have identified more landmarks than the !i1X sensonmotor 
stages described by Piaget. Our scale of object permanence, for 
instance consists of 14 sequentially ordinal landmarks. From the 
eVidence'with which I am now acquainted, I believe that psycho-
logical development is continuous, and tha~ th: degree of . 
consistency for measures of sequential ord1nal1ty are a funct10n 
of the range of landmarks employed and of the developmental 
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d!stances between them .. This domain is wide open for investiga
t~on. The l~ndm~rks Wh1Ch we have selected are little more than 
f1rst.approx1mat10ns of ~hat can ultimately derive from exploring 
behaV10ral development w1th such a strategy. Our ignorance of 
gevelopment fro~ the standpoint of this hierarchic~l conception is 
1mmen~e. Yet, 1 f we a~e even to have a basis for gui ding and 
learn1ng of the young 1n what Piaget has termed the preconceptual 
phase,.I believe such a strategy must be extended upward from the 
sensor1motor phase through the preconceptual phase. 

It should be noted that the examining operations which define 
th~ seguentially achieved landmarks in development resemble 
cr1~er~0~-refere~ce~ tests. In neither case does the meaning of 
an 1nd1V1dual Ch11d s performance derive from comparison with the 
performance of others: In ordinal scales of psychological develop
ment, how~ver, th:re 1S no educational experience with a behaVioral 
goa~ to glve mean1ng to the performance. Once the sequentially 
ach1eved landma~ks have been identified, the meaning of any child's 
performance.der1ves from where that performance places him along 
the s~quen~lall~ 0~d1nal scale. From the educational standpOint, 
wryat 1S st111 ~lsslng from this strategy is solid knowledge of the 
k~nds of e~per1ence Wh1Ch promote the acquisition of each consecu
t1ve behav10ral landmark. Moreover, there is little experience 
to guide us in uncovering landmarks through the preconceptual 
phase: In the course of her own teaching of mothers and observing 
Ofch~ldren, however, m~ 70l1eague, Mrs. Earladeen Badger, is 
~la01ng a numb~r of cl~n1cal.suggestions which are helpful. For 
1nstance, once 1nfants 1n the1r play with a shape-box have achieved 
trye level wh~re they put ~he blocks of varying shapes into holes 
w1th a~propr~ate sh~pes w1thout active experimentation but merely 
from Y1sual 1nspectlOn, they can be happily interested in picture
m~tch1ng games. On the o~her hand, while they are still struggling 
w~th a rectangular block 1n a square hole or a square block in a 
c1rcular hole, any a~tempt to in~roduce picture-matching games 
becomes a source of threat and d1stress. You can readily see how 
s~ch procedure~ can be helpful in both devising and testing educa
t10nal strateg1es for fostering the psychological development of 
children with aty~~cal backgrounds. 
. P~tential~.r, there i~ at least a third strategy which might 

Yleld 1nforma~10n.to us: 1n the guida~ce of the teaching process. 
It would con~lst 1n.ask1ng and determ1ning what understandings, 
what strateg1es of 1nformation proceSsing, what motor habits, and 
w~at motivat~onal interests are required before a child can respond 
w1th productlVe accommodations to a given curriCUlum or teaching 
situation. To make this potential strategy concrete, let me ask 
what background acquisitions do kindergarten teachers implicitly 
take for granted in those children coming to kindergarten? Let me 
answer this question with some of the it~ms which I suspect they 
take for granted. I suspect they take for granted that children 
can process information about color, can understand color names, 
and 7anuse these names in their own speech. I suspect the same 
for 1nfo~mation about place which is typically couched in 
prepos1t10nal terms, and for shape with the names of shapes and 
for size with comparative terms. If we once knew what was taken 
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for granted, it would not be difficult to design crit~rion
referenced tests with which to determine whether a chlld has or 
has not the expected skill in information processing. With respect 
to color information, let me note that well over 90 percent of 
four-year-olds from middle-class homes can both identify the' main 
primary colors when they are named, and about 80 percent can name 
them when they are pointed to. Yet, less than 20 percent of the 
four-year-old Head Start children from families of ~overty ~ave~ 
such mastery of the linguistic pr~cessing of color l~fo~mat~on. 
This is a finding from a study winch my colleague, GlrVln Klrk, and 
I now have undeYVlay. . 

Suppose we extend this strategy.by.aski~g yet oth~r.quest:o~s. 
What motor abilities, symbolic lingulstlc sk~lls, cognltlve ablll
ties, and interests are required before a Chlld can ~earn to.read, 
or can learn to read by each of the methods of teachlng readlng? 
Let us repeat this question for numerical counting, for addit~on 
and subtraction, and for multiplication. Do we have syst~matlc 
information on such matters that we can teach to prospectlve 
teachers? . . 

Although I am confident tha~ the a~swer is negatlve, sk~llful 
teachers have always made such dlagnostlc assessments of thelr 
pupils intuitively. One has only to observe a master teacher" 
such as Max Bieberman in mathematics, to gl~an that.each p~pll s 
response to a problem is for ~he master.a klnd of d:agnost~c test. 
The pupil's response serves hlm as a gUlde to the kl~d of lllus
tration or new question which can pr~vo~e understandlng. Such 
teaching is beautiful to \'latch, but lt lS now.so completely an 
intuitive art that it is impossible to commu~lc~te and ~each to 
those who would become master teachers. It lS lnterestlng to note 
in passing that Bieberman's methods of teaching, as they are now 
canned in textbooks, are less successful than he was as a teac~er. 

With the information required for these three new strategles 
of psychological assessment, and with appropriate tests of the 
criterion-referenced rather than the norm-referenced sort, we 
could have a form of psychological assessment which \>Io~ld be teach~ 
able and which could guide the teaching process. Gettlng the 
information about cognitive and motivation~l development, con
structing the appropriate tests, and learnlng ~ow best to teach-
how to provide experiences which foster each klnd of developmen~-
these are large tasks. Until we do them, however,.asse~sment w~ll 
do little to guide the teaching process, and teachlng wl11 remalln 
an intuitive art. Moreover, in continuing as we are, what we 
teach in colleges of education i~ about.as lik~ly to damage as to 
improve the lot of socially atyplcal chlldren ln our standard 
schools. 
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WHAT'S IN A LABEL? A HELL OF A LOT! 
Richard J. Whe1an* 

The title of this document may seem to be flippant, crude, 
profane, catchy, provoking, enticing, relevant, irrelevant, etc. 
If it elicits such reactions, then at least one objective has 
been attained. A title, be it one word or several, is a label, 
and even though it is only a configuration of letters, it does 
elicit reactions or meaning from those who view the label. 
Differenti a1 reactions from people occur because of the differ
ential historical experiences that affect meanings attached to 
a label. Individuals with unique past experiences react uniquely 
when presented the same stimu1 us pattern. Supposedly, most 
individuals would concur with this analysis by verbally agreeing 
that a single label can elicit many different meanings. They 
would probably also support the notion that if individuals react 
differently to a single label, then it would follow that it is not 
appropriate to classify individuals who react differently with a 
1 abel that implies the absence of behavi or differences among the 
individuals so labeled. It has been observed that intra-differ
ences for a vari able are often i arger for a group assi gned a 
speci fi c 1 abel than inter-di fferences on the same vari able for a 
group that is assigned a different specific label. Therefore, 
most educators and certai n 1y all s peci a 1 educators, sho u1 d be 
cognizant of the fact that labels do not solve problems or pro
vide knowledge. Indeed, labels often detract from efforts to 
obtain knowledge relevant to the solution of important problems. 

If labels create problems, rather than sol ve them, what do 
they mean and how are they learned? What are the consequences of 
using labels? Are there alternatives to using labe'ls? These 
questions pertain to human interaction and the humanistic under
standing of human behavi?r. Specifically, and for the, c?ntent of 
this document, the quest10ns are related to conceptual1z1ng and 
implementing educational services for,handicapped children: 
Several aspects of labeling are descr1bed. These asp~cts 1nc1ude 
label meaning, label consequences, and label alternat1ves. 

Labeling 

l-Jhen a label is applied to an indiyidual, or gro~p of in?i
vidua1s it actually functions to descr1be a complex l'nteract1on 
process'between the "labeler" and,"labelee." In h~man tra~s
actions, labels are used to descr1be personal mean1ng, att1tudes, 
and feelings (Osgood, Suci, and Tannenbaum, 1957). Labels can 
have neutral meaning (car), positive meaning (brilliant), and 
negative meaning (dumb). For example, the label "car" usually 
conveys an image of a hunk of metal, with wheels, that is used.to 
increase range and speed of mobility. That meaning is relatively 

*Richard J. Whelan is the Chairman of the Department of Special 
Education at the University of Kansas. 
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~eu~ral, but the ~sage of cars.c~n be n~gative in that pollution 
1S 1ncrea~ed, or 1t ca~ be pos1t1ve as 1n when a car is used to 
rush a ch11d to a hosp1ta1 for emergency medical treatment. 110st 
would agree t~at the 1ab~1 "brilliant" represents positive status. 
Who really ?bJects to be1ng called brilliant? SUC~ a label can 
often funct10n to enhance appropriate pride and positive self 
concept. ,However, to be labeled "dumb" conveys negative meaning 
and funct10ns t? p~omot~ a negative self concept in the individual 
so labeled. Bnll1ant 1S a status label; dumb is a stigma label. 

Labels can be used to represent and assign values of status 
and stigma ~o people, objec~s, and events. Labels are simplistic 
representat10ns of complex 1nteractions. The process of assigning 
1 abe1s may culminate in correct or erroneous usage of these 
r~presentations: .If it is assumed that the correct use of labels 
w~ll have bene!lc1a1 effects and that the incorrect use of labels 
w11l have de~r1mental effects, then it is important to recognize 
thClt ~hese d1 fferent effects are detennined by the same process. 
~hat ~s~ the process of acquiring an~ applying labels must be 
1dent1f1ed a~d understood: From iderLification and understanding 
of the label1ng process, 1t may be possible to decrease the detri
~en~a~ effects that in~orrect ~sage of labeling exerts upon 
1nd1y1d~a~s a~d human 1nteract1ons. The process is neutral; it is 
t~e 1nd1v~dua who uses the process in a facilitative or debilita
t1 ve fash1 on, 

Labe~ Meaning 

Labels have meaning to those who use them and to those who 
have been labeled. Meaning may be described as a product that 
evolves fr~m the relationship between labels (words, pictures) 
and.the obJect or event to which the label is assigned (Osgood, 
S~C1, and Ta~nenbaum, 1957). Osgood, et al. designate labels as 
slgns a~d obJects that ~re labe~ed as signi fi cates , The meaning 
of meam ng, therefore, 1 s the d1 scernment of condi ti ons whi ch are 
nec~ss~r~ and sufficient for an environmental event which is not 
a slgn1f1cate to become a sign of that significate. Significates 
a~e,usuall~ observab~e,events, and signs become related to sig
n~f1~a~es 1f they ~11~1~ the same idea or thought attached to 
s~gn1f1cates. A slgn1f1cate may be conceptualized as an uncondi
t1oned,stimulus which elicits meaning. A neutral stimulUS such 
aS,a word (label), if it occurs contiguous with the s'ignificate 
st1mulus, may become a conditioned stimulus that elicits the same 
meaning as the unconditioned stimulus. The conditioned stimulus 
becomes the sign, and therefore acquires the meaning of the 
signifi~ate. "Whe~ever something which is not the significate 
~vo~es 1 n ,an orgam sm the same reacti ons evoked by the si gni fi cate, 
1t 1S a slgn of the significate." (Osgood, et al., p, 5). 

The development of associations between signs and signifi
cates, as described above, is a classical conditioning paradigm. 
~owever. Osgood and, associates believe that this paradigm is 
1nadequate to expla1n the process of acquiring meaning. A sign 
(label), for example, may not elicit the same behavior reaction 
as its significate (object). The label "ball" does not elicit the 
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same behavior as actual contact or manipulation of a ball. A 
label evokes similar, but not identical, behavior in comparison 
to the behavior evoKed by contact with the labeled object. A 
young child may throw, kick, or handle a ball, but upon hearing 
the label "ball il may only engage in a small replica of the actual 
behavior by making a small movement of the arm as if the ball 
were belng tossed to another individual. The label IIball" elicits 
similar behavior as handling a ball because it has become associ
ated with those behaviors which occur in the presence of a round 
object (ball). Labels, therefore, acquire the meaning of objects 
and events because they represent those objects and events. 
Attachment of meaning to a label is a function of an internal 
representational mediation process (Osgood, et al., 1957). A si.gn 
elicits a portion of the behavior that occurs in the presence of 
its significate, and therefore, is representational of that 
behavior, The representation aspect evokes an internal mediation 
process that stimulates and elicits a variety of behaviors similar 
to those which occur in the presence of the significate. Repre
sentati onal medi ati on processes provi de a more complete under
standing of label meaning than classical conditioning by providing 
a rationale for understanding that labels do not always elicit 
the same reactions as their significates. 

Label Learning 

It has been documented that label acquisition is a crucial 
aspect of developmental learning and self regulation of behavior 
patterns (Allport, 1955; Luria, 1961; Piaget, 1963; Skinner, 1957). 
Children can learn to cope with a variety of environmental events 
by using. labels that enable rather exact discril!linations an~ 
differential behaviors. That is, a label functlons as a gUlde to 
what emitted behaviors are needed whenever a specific situation 
is encountered (Whelan and Jackson, 1971). Labeling is a behavior 
that may be described (labeled) as word responses under the con
trol of stimul us and consequence environmental events (Staats, 
1968). A chil d who says "ball" when presented ~ith a ball obtains 
a great many positive consequences from adul~s ln the form of 
smiles, phYSical contact, and verbal expressl0ns of pleasure. In 
time, a child discriminates that these consequences do not occur 
when the label "ball II is sai d in the presence of a block or any 
other object. It also increased the probability that the child 
will learn that the label "ball" is associated only wi,th round 
objects of varying size and usage. Labels are specific differen
tial word responses that occur in the presence of specific 
stimul us situations. Other 1 abels such as "dog," "cat, II II mama ," 
II daddy, " etc., pl us complete word sequences arel~arned in th~ 
same manner. With such continuous learning experlences, a Chl1d 
develops a lengthy and complex labeling repertoire.. . 

Labels, and meanings attached to them, are acqulred slmulta
neously. This acquisition process is crucial for cognitive 
development. Children who are successful in acquiring skills 
necessary for the solution of complex p~oblems have deve~ope~ v~ry 
precise labels (vocal responses) for obJects and events lntrlnS1C 
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to prob~em si~uati.ons. These labels, plus the labels attached to 
the manlpulatl?n.of labeled objects, function to solve present 
problems and Slmllar problems that may arise in the future 
(Staats, 1968). Thr?ugh the ~rocess.of interacting with environ
menta~ events! labellng behavlors WhlCh describe the meanings of 
such lnteractlons are developed. 

~taats (19~8) believes that labels acquire meaning as a 
fun~tl?n.of envlro~mental factors present when labels are attached 
t? lnd1v1du~ls, obJects, and events. A label may be associated 
~lth an env1ronmental event when it occurs. If that label is used 
ln the future, ~nd in isolation from the actual occurrence of the 
lab~le~ event, lt can evoke a mental image (representational 
m~d1at1on proces~) of the.past event. The mental image associated 
wl~h ~he ~abel glves mean1ng to that label. For instance, if a 
Chl1d s flrst.enco~nter ~ith a dog results in being bitten or 
mauled, any sltuat10n Whl ch evokes a mental image of that encoun
ter, e.g., the label IIdog," may result in crying, rlinging to an 
adult,,,andllm~ybe ~he.label ph~ase, "bad,dog." The meaning of the 
la~el dog 1n ~hlS lnstance 1S very palnful and negative, some
t~lng to be,avolded. In contrast, if a child's first experience 
Wl th a do~ 1 s p l,eas a~t! the 1 abe 1 "dog" wi 11 evoke a mental image 
that has JOy ane:. poslt1ve meaning. Labels therefore that are 
used to ~escribe environmental events also' convey mea~ing, positive 
or negat1ve, about those events. 

• Individuals also learn to attach meaning to a label without' 
an.¥. pl'evious experience with the event associated with the label. 
Chl!dren, as a function of watching TV, assign meaning to the 
label "cowboy.". Th~s l~bel may m~an a totally corrupt man who 
spends ~l~ of hlS t1me ln Dodge Clty getting drunk, attacking 
locel clt1zens, and getting bashed on the head or shot by the 
town marshall. "Cowboy," as a label, may be a~sociated'with a 
cr~el, worthless, and essentially negative person. Unless 
chlldren have read or heard about the true life of present and 
past cowboys, this distorted meaning obtained from indirect 
e~pe~iences .will persist. The fact that most cowboys lead a 
d~fflcult llfe, love their horses, do not "tree" towns every 
nlght, etc., would not be learned unless additional information to 
counteract distorted meaning is provided. A visit to a working 
ranch, or an accurate TV documentary, would be needed to elaborate 
upon and correct the original inaccurate meaning of the label 
"cowboy." It would also be possible to convey that not all cow
boys were, or are, white and that winning the West was possible by 
the ski~lful contributions of black cowboys. 

C hl1 dt'en and adults can also 1 earn 1 abe 1 sand thei r associ
~te~ ~aning by hearing verbalizations expressed by other 
~nd1vl~uals .. For example, on~ may hear that Indians are "lazy," 
genet1cally prone to alcohollsm," "enjoy only humor and are not 

serious about daily problems," etc. Therefore, the iabel "Indian" 
may convey a totally distorted meaning to an individual who has 
never met an Indian, or who does not understand that social 
p?litic~l, and economic conditions can literally drive any indi
v1dual 1nto behavior patterns similar to those described. It is 
expected that non-Indians could form such inaccurate stereotypes 
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from the label "Indian" because of limited knowledge or experience. 
What is not expected, but what actually occurred, is that the 
quoted phrases were expressed, in all seriousness, by several 
Indians attending a workshop on improving Indian residential 
schools. When one realizes that even some Indians do not under
stand the forces that exert debilitative effects upon their 
people"the magnitude of the effort needed to transform erroneous 
meanings into correct ones becomes readily apparent. 

Labels are acquired through direct and indirect experiences 
with environmental events. However, it is important to discern 
that a label may be completely inappropriate to describe the 
object or event. The 1 abel "Indi an" is presently used to describe 
a minority group because of historical error originally made by a 
European sailor who really did not discover what was thought to be 
discovered and, therefore, labeled the inhabitants incorrectly. 
Over time, and with usage, the label "Indian" has evoked a multi
tude of meanings, positive and negative, among those who have 
associated the label with an individual, a group, or an indirect 
description of a group. The label will probably continue in use, 
but the example does illustrate the importance of assigning 
correct labels. To allow a child to label a round object as 
"block," when the comnon label is "ball," will only lead to many 
instances of failure for the child and will probably lead to the 
affixing of a stigma label such as dumb whenever a ball is called 
a block. The process of acquiring the labels "block," and "ball," 
as an association with a round object, is·the same, but in one 
aspect that association will lead to successful relationships with 
the environment, and in the other will 'lead to failure encounters. 

A single label can also elicit a variety of meanings, and it 
is important that children and adults discern this process. 
Different people can use the same label to convey dlfferent mean
ings, and individuals may also use the same label to convey 
different meanings in different situati on3. The label "apple" 
usually conjures a mental image of a red, juicy object that is 
very tasty. However, in a situation where an Indian may ~ay that 
not all white people are evil, another Indian may label hlS col
league as an "apple." He is red on the outside but white on the 
inside. It is the Indian equivalent of the black "Uncle Tom" or 
the "oreo" cookie. When an Indian uses the label "apple," it 
would be important to know whether it means something ed~bl~, or 
means an individual who does not appreciate or have real'lstlc, 
positive pride in Indian cultural custom and heritage. 

The label and meaning acquired through direct and indirect 
contact with environmental events may be accurate or inaccurate, 
positive or negative. In both instances, however, the acquisition 
of a label and its meaning is through an identical process. Even 
though discrimination between and among environment~l events is 
important for learning labels and the complex behavlor labeled 
"labeling," the process of generaliz~ti~n.also occur~. One neg~
tive experience, or hearing another lndlvldual descnbe a ne~atlve 
experience, with an individual may elicit a derogatory or stlgma 
label whi,;h is then generalized to all similar individuals. If 
the expe\"lence is positive, the label may be one of status, and 
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this in turn is generalized to all similar individuals. The 
acquisition of labels and meanings requires fine discriminations 
but their application to people, objects, and events may not be ' 
d~ffe:e~tia~, and may, in fact, be quite general. That is, 
dlscrlmlna~lon rep:esents only one aspect of learning to use 
labels. Dlfferentlal responses based upon specific discrimina
tions are equally as important in learning the correct usage of 
labelihg behavior. 

It can be discerned that an extensive labeling behavior 
repertoire assists children in learning to read, solve arithmetic 
problems, and relate successfully to the school environment. 
Competent teachers convey effective di scriminati ve and differen
tial use of labels and their meaning to children, which in turn 
enables successful completion of school oriented tasks. It is not 
difficult to associate successful reading behavior with a positive 
approach reacti on to the 1 abel "readi ng," nor is it di ffi cult to 
visualize a child failing in school physically avoiding the school 
building or any verbal reference (label) to school. Labels such 
as "arithmetic" and "spelling" can elicit negative meanings and 
avoidance behaviors if a child fails in school, or such labels can 
also elicit positive meanings and apPl"oach behaviors if a child 
succeeds in school. The labeling process, whether it conveys 
positive or negative meanings, is redundant and self-sustaining 
unless efforts are made to decrease negative meaning experiences 
and to implement opportunities to increase experiences which have 
positive meaning. 

Labeling Consequences 

In the descriptions of label meaning and label learning 
processes several illustrations conveyed the positive and negative 
effects of using labels. Labeling is used extensively in planning 
and implementing instructional practices for school age children. 
School is the business of children. Children are the legal cap
tives of one of society's institutions, labeled "schools," and if 
they are to be beneficiaries rather than the victims of school 
experiences, then it is necessary to ensure that educational 
labeling practices function in a positive rather than a negative 
manner. . 

Very complex behaviors are required of children when they 
enter school. They must possess the competence and confidence to 
leave home, establish nelv interpersonal relationships with indi
viduals who represent a variety of roles (labels), and acquire 
knowledge that is thought to be related for successful societal 
functioning. Children are expected to change from various stages 
of dependent, unsocialized, self-centered behavior to points upon 
a behavi or conti nuum whi ch represent degrees of independent, 
socialized, and group centered behavior. ~leeting these objectives 
requires investment and commitment from chi1dren and teachers. 
The business of children is school in which learning and growth 
must progressively occur. The business of teachers is to prepare 
the learning environment in such a way that when children interact 
~·ith it, lr-arning and growth occur. 
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The difficulty of making the business of children and 
teachers functionally possible is best illustrated by describing 
an encounter with an eight year old girl who is labeled as 
"normal" by the school and is not further labeled by anything more 
onero us than "robi n," the name of a statu; readi ng i nstructi on 
group. The child was asked to describe hcw she would conduct the 
classroom as a teacher. Comments such as "3it down and be quiet," 
"don't talk," "keep the walking l'ine straight," "don't touch the 
equipment," etc., spewed forth at a high frequency. Not one 
comment was related to the joy of using newly acquired understand
ings or to the positive enabling role that teachers are expected 
to assume. The child was academically successful, but at what 
price? Unfortunately, advanced achievement was probably obtained 
at the pri ce of behaving under the control of eS'cape and avoi dance 
behavior principles. One learns to read in order to avoid aver
sive environmental events, rather than because learning to read 
enables procurement of quantitati vely and qual itati vely more 
positive satisfactions from environmental transactions. Just as 
unfortunate is the suspicion that if aversive conditions are 
removed, progress in reading may terminate. That is, if a child'S 
only motivation to progress is to avoid punishment, removal of the 
punishment threat creates a motivational void. In the absence of 
positive approach motivational variables reading behavior could 
diminish. 

If thi s process occurs with a "robi n," what happens to a 
child who is in the "sparrows," a stigma reading group? This 
child can't escape aversive events with demonstrated competence 
because of continuous failure. The chi'ld must endure, or perhaps 
with repeated fai 1 ure pl us some "acting out" behavi or, the 
"sparrow" may lose the label of "normal," and obtain a new one 
such as "mentally retarded," "learning disabled," or "emotionally 
disturbed." These labels imply internal, personal defect, rather 
than inappropriate environmental arrangements and transactions. A 
new label may allow the child to escape from an inappropriate. 
aversive situation, but there is no guarantee that a new learn1ng 
environment arranged for children who are assigned a specific 
label will be pleasurable or rewarding. The risk is high, for. the 
child must cope with a new label which may convey stigma and v/1th 
only a chance that the new learning environment will be more posi
tive. To the regular and special class teacher, the label, and 
subsequent administrative decisions related to placement in a 
different learning situation, may be accomplished vJith the best 
intentions, and with regard for the well being of the child. 
Nevertheless, such decisions are often made without a thorough 
analysis of environmental arrangements that could function to . 
produce failure experiences and an attempt to change those cond1-
tions in order to produce success experiences. In essence, the 
conditions are assumed to be correct and, therefore, the problem 
must reside within the child. A new label is applied, and the· 
child is assigned to a situation where conditions are arranged to 
remediate the internal defect. If remediation occurs, the child 
may be returned to the original learning environment in the hope 
that success will now be possible, even though the conditions 
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whi~h.produced or~gin~l fai~u:e have not been substantially 
mod1f~ed. The ~h11d 1S mod1f1ed to fit the conditions, which in 
some 1n~tances 1S necessary. The crucial and debilitative aspect 
though ~s.tha~ learning conditions are rarely evaluted for possi
ble mod1flcat10n. 

. It ~hould be noted that the label, plus deCisions made under 
the rubr1c 9f that label, occ~r without the consent of the child, 
a~d of~en ~lt~OUt the parents full understanding of the implica
t10n~ 1ntr1nS1C to such decisions, especially the possibility of 
detr1ment rather than benefit accruing to the child. In a very 
real sense, a label functions to enable those who would "do good 
work" to dO.it withou~ the consent of those so labeled (Szasz, 
1970): It 1S accompl1shed under the guise of being in the "child's 
b~st 1nteres~," bu~ the effect, whether it is positive or negative, 
~lll be obta1ned w1thout the consent of the individual to be sub
Je~ted to the supposed "good works." These practi ces are presently 
beln$ ~hallenged ~y parents and educators who clearly discern the 
expl1clt dangers 1nvolved in this usage of labels. Some of these 
challenges are expressed in pleas for reform of instructional 
pra~t~ ces, fo:mati on of chil d advocate procedures, and redress of 
leg1t1mate gr1eya~ces against schools through the legal system. 
Labels have pos1t1ve and negative meaning, but it is specifically 
th9se educational practices prescribed by stigma labels that are 
be1ng analyzed. and changed ~n.order to provide children a truly 
equ~l opportumty for humamz1ng learning experiences. 

The March, 1972, issue of Exceotional Children contains the 
statem~nt that th~ aim. of sp~ci al educati on is "to emphas ize the 
educatlo~ ?f t~e ~pec1al Ch1ld' - rather than his identification 
or class1f1catlon. (p. 575). This aim was formulated in 1923 and 
eve~ t~ough 49 ye~rs have passed, special educatprs are just n~w 
beg1nn1ng to real1ze that labels, particularly those that denote 
def~ct or ~egati ve personal attributes, may not be necessary to 
aC~lev~ th1 s 01 d, but !"elevant ~nd very current, aim. Perhaps if 
th1s a1m had been prom1nently d1splayed for all special educators 
to observe each day, the ene'rgies devoted to devising and using 
labe~s could have been added to those energies expended on the 
cont1nuous quest for improved instructional practices. In any 
even~, this histor~cal less9n must be understood and heeded by 
spec1al educators 1f past m1stakes are to be avoided and discarded 

If past.mi~takes in regard to applying stigma labels are to b~ 
unde!"stood~ 1 t 1S necessary to describe the process through whi ch a 
s~em1~gly 1n~ocuous label can be subverted from its original posi
t1ve 1ntent 1nto one that functions to the detriment of an individ
~al ~ho has the dubious distinction of being labeled. It is 
1mpor~ant.to be ~ognizant that labels, or definitions, may serve 
as gUldel1nes wh1ch are thought to be functionally related to 
subsequent behaviors. Given an exact label, it is reasonable to 
assume that this will prescribe certain procedures when interaction 
occurs with the object or person 1 abeled. Unfortunately, 1 abels 
are usually not that precise, nor have they directed exact or 
effective educational procedures. 
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Label Stigma 
. . t tional services for chil-

In the absence of tutorlng lns r~c instructional groups that 
dren educators have attempted to. devl se. These groups are 
would facilitate.academ~c and ~~~~a1ab~~~~1~~. distinguish them 
specifi c categorleS, an are? date orizati on ski lls are 
from other categories. lLafbel~~gn~~a fn agvery complex environment. 
important for successfu unc 10 " . - roach that hope-
These skills enable in?iVidUa~s ~os~~~~n~~el~~g~~~nge life oriented 
fully will lea~ to achle~em~~ll~ individuals "tend naturally to 
objectives. Wlthout suc. s d: t" tiveness to move from the least 
deteriorate and lose theH lS lnc te of or anization and dif
to the most probab~e st~te~ fr?m a stci forms e~ist to a state of 
ferentiation in whl~h d(~~tlnctl~~~4anp. 12}. Educ~tional groups 
chaos and sameness. lener, e~ worthy design, but in 
are ?esi~ned t~ p~eye~t ~~:o~~o~a~i1~ty for a child, as a unique 
app~lcatlon m~ 0 v~~f~erentiation and distinction. Groups can 
~~~~~r ~n t~o a~o~~~~iO~ s~me~ess. among thei r members and thereby cause 

an individual to los~ dlstln~tl~e~~s~btain functional distinctions. 
A typical home lS ?rgan:z~ . h kitchen living room, bed-

Certain activities are.ldentlfl~~ ~~~ieve orga~ization and avoid 
room, bathroom, etc., 1 n or~er . fi c jobs or roles (1 abe 1 s) are 
chaos. In the world ofwor ~ ~p~Cl h ols children are 
kept distinct from other ~C~lvltle~'th~~ ~~eOoft~n divided into 
grouped by grad~, age, ~blllty, an The crucial test of group-
sub-group~ wit~ln a deslgnated g~OUh~ther the group has functioned 
ing practlces lS the awarene~~~~ .~ was organized. Does it promote 
to attain the purposes !ory h. 1. b'ectives? For example, 
the attainment of.humamstdlc learn~~ge~t~a assistance in learning 
several chi ldren ln a gra e may ne . 's formed to recei ve 
phonic skills. A group of these ~hlld~~~l~ room down the hall from 
daily instruction fro~ a teacher lnb~es the group to become better 
the cl ass!'oom. If th~s ~~~~e~~ v~n~f appropri ate school oriented 
readers, lt has been. a~~ \~essary to obtain this process by 
progress. However, lS ,,1 n ': "" satory " or "learning 
labeling the group as remedla~, we~~m~~none ti~e neutral, but may 
disabled"? The labe~s, ~s suc, 'th the children assigned to the 
noW mean that somethlng l~ wrong.wl. ickl assimilated by the 
group. Unfortunately, th~s mean:~~ ~~eq~ossible effect that the 
children, peers, and.teac ers,.wl ata and less than desirable. It 
sub-group is c~tegonzed ~s .st~~~t "Johnny or Susie is going to 
should be pO~Slble to e~p al~ rs. Jones, just as some of.the 
spend some tlme on phomcs ~~~~.Mn facts" Stigma weaning 1S not 
rest of you \~ork extra on a ~ 1?1l not be as long as teachers and 
attached to that state~ent ~n Wl . orne wa does not devalue 
children learn that b~ln~tdlff~r~~ts~~c~al edu~ators would agree 
individual worth or dlgm y.o st behavior indicates that 
vlith the previ ?US state~ents d' ~u~o~a function in thi s fashi on. Now 
speci al educatlon practl ces 1. d and corrected "speci al educa
that past errors can. bl~tret~ov~n~~~cators rather than categori cal 
tors must become facl 1 a 1 . 
educators." (Kroth, 1972, ln press). 
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The most frequent misuse of labels is caused by.reification. 
Si mp 1 y stated, reifi cati on is a process Vlhi ch i ndi vi dual s use to 
label a behavior pattern, or individual. and then use the label to 
explain the origin of the behavior pattern that is labeled. For 
example, there are classical behaviors associated with the label 
"autistic" (Kanner, 1943; Rimland. 1964). The label functions as 
a brief communication device to describe behavior. It circumvents 
the necessity for listing all of the observed behaviors. There 
should be agreement among those who use the label as to what 
behaviors are being described, since accurate communication is 
necessary in concerted planning of a program to assist a child 
labeled "autistic" to acquire more organized behavior patterns. 

At this juncture in the reification process. a label has been 
used correctly as a general description of behavior. However. 
"autistic" is a label recognized by special educators as meaning 
that prognosis is guarded and that intervention programs have not 
been successful in changing the total behavior patterns associated 
with the label. These are realistic meanings as long as they are 
not extended to mean that a child so labeled is worthless and, 
therefore. not worthy of concern or realistic assistance. The 
question of why a child labeled "autistic" exhibits certain behav
iors must arise in the planning of behavior change programs. If 
that question leads to formulation of procedures to change envir
onmental conditions. rather than just change the child. then 
appropriate behavior change procedures can be instituted. All too 
often though the question is usually answered by saying "the chil d 
behaves that way because he is autistic. 1I The label that was 
initially used to describe behavior has now been used to explain 
the origin of behavior. A label is merely a brief descriptive. 
Llrgani zati ona 1 devi ce, and shoul d not be used as an exp 1 anati on. 
If it is, the explanation is myth, fiction. and usually functions 
to the detriment of the labeled individual. 

It may be asserted that using labels to explain behavior need 
not necessarily be detrimental. Reifi cation leads to error, but 
it is human to err, and people who err are at least attempting to 
assist individuals lead a more productive life. Stigma need not 
be associated with error. However. many participants in a con
cerned society are committed to planning some form of assistance 
for children who are labeled "autistic." Special educators are 
among these participants. To err is not good or bad in isolation, 
but practices designed to assist individuals change behavior on the 
basis of error can be debilitative and result in stigmatizing those 
individuals. If a label is used to explain behavior. it follows 
that behavior deviance must be due to some internal defect that 
must be corrected. The label and the individual become fused. 
There is no distinction between the label and the individual. thus. 
the correction has to be focused upon the individual that is 
labeled. The correction may involve medi.cal procedures and manipu
lation of several environmental variables. If the correction is 
successful the f:tisti c chil d is made normal. 

Unfortunate',y, using a label to explain behavior does not 
automatically identify the exact internal defect or precisely 
prescribe the correction to exorcise the defect. Heroi c attempts 
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have been made to assist autistic children, but to date an effec-
ti ve correction has not been discovered. These attempts must be 
continued in the hope of eventually finding correc~ive soluti?ns. 
It is not the attempts that convey stigma but the 1nterpretat1on 
of the results obtained from the attempts. For instance, the 
absence of solution can confirm the original notion that the label 
accurately explains the behavior. If solutions are so difficult 
to identify, the internal defect rati onale must be accurate. 
Therefo re th e 1 abe 1 II auti sti c," if ass i gned to other ch i 1 dren, 
explicitlY conveys the meaning that the internal defect is probably 
not correctable. 

When confronted by repeated failures to discover solutions to 
complex problems presented by an autistic child, a special educator 
may make one of three decisions. The first decision i~volves t~e 
belief that error existed in formulating and implement1ng behaV10r 
change procedures plus the commitme~t to ~ea:n fr?m the error ~y 
designing different proce~ures. Stlgma, 1f lt eXlsts ~t all, lS 
assigned to the intervent10n ~rocedures and no~ th~ chll~ .. That 
is the procedures did not fall because the chlld 1S autlstlc but 
be~ause the procedures \'Jere erroneous. A second decisi on or choi ce 
is to give up in frustration. Again, the special educator may 
assert that the procedures were wrong, bu~ the. competence ~o devise 
more effective methods is not present; stlgma lS not assoclated 
with the child. The third decision is to not admit the existence 
of error, incompetence, or frustration because to m?ke such an 
admission threatens personal self concept, esteem, lmage, and 
integrity. Therefore, the blame for failure !!lust be a~si$n~d to 
the autistic child, and this functions to reheve the lndlvldual, 
who attempted to provide assistance, of gUilt, frustration, and 
pain. Stigma is assigned to the child so that unwarranted status 
can be maintained in another. 

It is the third decision which operates to sustain stigma 
labeling and scapegoating. This decision initi ates the process of 
transferri ng burdens that threaten personal status or to others 
who do not have the opportuni ty or power to refuse to accept that 
transfer (Szasz, 1970). All too often this choice is made by . 
special educators, as exemplified by statements such as IIthe.clnld 
is brain injured and can't learn to count. 1I Rat~er than.adm1~ . 
that the procedures used to teach counting w~re 1neffec~lve, lt 1S 
easier to assign b1ame and failure to the Ch1ld. The :ltual of 
stigma labeling and scapegoating is not unique t? spec1a~ educa
tors. It is a practi ce that has existed, and stlll pe:slsts, for 
eons. IIBy sacri fi ci ng some of its members, the commun1 t~ seeks to 
'purify' itself and thus maintain its integritY and surv1val." 
(Szasz, 1970, p. 260). Handicapped children,.minority group 
citizens poor people, and those \'Iho behave d1fferently, or have a 
different life style, are the targets of stigma labeling. 

Labeling and categorizing are essential to org?nizing efforts 
to promote successful functioning in school and sOClet~. Th1S 
process and the Variety of meanings that emanate from 1 t need not 
result in labels of stigma. However, when the pr?cess does.func
tion in that manner it is vital that it be recoghlzed~ term1nate~, 
and changed to a process in which labels do guide effo:ts to asslst 
felloW humans in a positive manner. It must also be dlscerned that 
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the percei ved threats from the alienated, poor, and minority groups 
are projections, and denial of the threats to personal integrity 
that many members of this society fail to recognize, and for which 
moral responsibility is not assumed. Unless responsibility is 
assumed for personal actions, the perceived threats from the alien
ated, excl uded members of soci ety wi 11 become all too reaL These 
historically stigmatized and scapegoated members now realize that 
it is not necessary to bear personal burdens, plus those assigned 
to them by others. They are insisting on basic rights to a liveli
hood, education, and participation in a society of \'Jhich they are 
part, and from whi ch they have been exc'iuded. This insi:stence must 
be recognized as just. but more important, must be provided. 

The problems intrinsic to stigma labeling are global in their 
ramifications and implications. Special educators and special 
education are a part of those problems and, therefore, must contrib
ute to providing correct solutions. It is not difficult to recog
nize that one solution advanced to counteract the negative meaning 
associated with presently used labels such as "emotionally 
disturbed ll and IIspeci al class ll is to merely change the label. 
There may be some merit in this substitution strategy and indeed 
this behavior is already apparent in educational dialogue. Many 
speci al cl asses that formerly woul d have been 1 abeled lIemoti onally 
disturbed" are now called "learning disabilities ll even though 
children aSSigned to these educational administrative units have 
not ,changed exhibited behavior patterns. Learning disabilities is 
a label that has not yet acquired the social stigma associated with 
the label lI emotionally disturbed,1I but in time, unless the label 
functions to foster child educational progress, it too will acquire 
stigma meaning. Different labels are also being applied to admin
istrative instructional delivery systems. For example, the label 
"resource room ll is being suggested as an alternative for the stigma 
associated with the label IIspecial class. 1I However, when it is 
di scovered that one group of chil dren can spend up to fi ve hours a 
day in a resource room, it is diffi cult to discern the difference 
between that system and the special class model. For a time, a 
new label may function to remove stigma meaning, but unless the 
instructional priorities change within the context of the ne\,1 label 
it will eventually be associated with stigma rather than status. 
Changing a label, without actually changing teacher-pupil inter
actions, is not only a misnomer, it is also basi cally debi litating 
to chil dren who supposedly have been offered new hope for needed 
assistance. Euphemist; c changes may be necessary 'Jnd desi rable, 
but they may also operate to subvert efforts to promote relevant 
changes in educational practices. 

In order to conceptualize and illustrate the process of 
stigma labeling, the label "autistic" was presented. Other labels 
i ndi cati ve of handi cappi ng conditi ons coul d have been selected for 
illustration purposes since the actual label is relatively unimpor
tant. The process of labeling is neutral; it is not inherently 
positi ve or negati ve. For example, very few spec; al educators 
object to the use of such labels as IIgifted," IIcreative.1I IIdiver
gent thinker," because these are labels of status. They are 
aSSigned to children in the same manner as labels of stigma such as 

:1 

1 

i 
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"emoti ona 11y di sturbed" or "mentally retarded." Gifted chil dren 
are usually quite responsive to instructional systems designed by 
educators, i.e., they achieve in school related tasks. With 
achievement, gifted children confer gratification upon the individ
ual who labeled them since the label was confirmed as true by the 
subsequent achievement. If the label is confirmed, and if the 
achievement is valued, the label becomes associated with status. 
The fact that gifted children tend to achieve in spite of, rather 
than because of, instructional systems does not alter the labeling 
process sequence. In comparison, mentally retarded children may 
not respond as expected to instructional systems that have been 
devised. Since effort, energy, time, and personal investment are 
necessary to dev; se i nstructi onal systerrs, any fail ures to achi eve 
as expected must be caused by defects i ntri nsi c to chil dren. The 
instructional system, by definition, has to have merit because it 
is devised by competent professionals. A dilemma has been manu
factured. To recognize that instructional efforts are ineffective 
may be too painful and threatening to those who devised the 
efforts. If t:1is alternati ve is selected, the recipients who 
failed become associated with a label of stigma, e.g., "mentally 
retarded. " 

As previously noted, educators rely upon the use of labels, 
status, and stigma to dev'ise organization for instructional sys
tems. The most ubiquitous techniques used for assigning labels 
to children in special education programs are tests which are 
desi gned to measure intellectual abilities (IQ). Histori cally, 
tests for intellectual abilities were ,constructed to assist educa
tors in designing effective instructional systems. Application of 
tests and test results, as was true in labeling practices, was not 
always consistent with positive intent. In fact, test scores are 
now used to aS$ign labels which confer status, but more often they 
confer stigma. An 'illustration of this process is as follows. A 
child is referred for intellectual ability testing because of 
failure to progress when exposed to a group oriente<;l instructional 
system. If the child is a member of a minority group, does not 
know standard English, has not encountered test items supposedly 
representative of common learning environments, or is a member of 
a group not included in the test standardizatl0n procedures, an 
IQ of 70 may be recorded and filed. On the basiS of this single 
score, an administrative decision for educational grouping labeled 
"mentally retarded" can be implemented. Reification is completed 
when it is asserted that this hypothetical child has a learning 
problem and an IQ of 70 because of an internal defect that is 
labeled "mental retardation." Even though school performance may 
improve and subsequent intellectual ability scores increase over 
time, the label "mentally retarded" may never be discarded. 

Kagan (1971) asserts that extreme reliance upon intellectual 
measures functi ons as a rationale for assumpti on of power by the 
few over the many. It is similar to the conditions that existed 
in the middle ages when power to govern or make decisions which 
affected society was invested in those individuals who had the 
highest amount of religiosity (the middle ages IQ). At the present 
time, according to Kagan, the major power units in America, e.g., 
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;~, government, busin~ss, m1litary, confer membership in these units 
\ t? only the most :ntell:gent. Those who wield power must have a 
1 hlgh~r.amount of lntelllgence Slnce that is thought to be a pre-
1 requls1te for exercisi~g control by the few over the many. Kagan 

./ ~oesthnotl~e~y tdha~ s071ety must devise some realistic rationale 

.l or e lm:te dlstrlbution of some attribute that gUarantees 
. benevolent lnfl~enc~ of.theJe~ by the many. He does challenge, 

however, the lnJUstlce lntnnslC in using a hi 'ly biased cultural 
m~asure such ~s IQ as a realistic rationale. As examples of this 
blas, Kagan cl~es the problems in making inferences about IQ level 
f~m word mea~ln$' problem solving items, analogies, arithmetic 
Skll1s, and ml~slng ~leme~ts. If the child being tested has never 

! be~n taught arl~hmet1c skllls, problem solution is not possible. 
.! ~hlle word m~amng, pr?blem solving, analogous thinking, etc., are 

. 1 lmport~n~ skllls" the 1 t~m~ that test these ski 1'Is shoul d have the 
prob~bl~l~y of be:ng faml11ar to, or exist in the environment ~f, 
the :ndlvldual b~lng assessed. To disprove the assertion that 
ethmc?r econ?mlcally poor children are biologically inferiol', 
Kagan cltes eVl~en7e,fro~ tests of memory span to indicate that 
perf?rman 7e vanabl11ty lS due to individual, and not class or 
ethm c, dl fferences. 

Usi~g. a test of intellectual ability need not be detrimental 
to Or$amzlng equal educational opportunities. Test scores are 
~ehavl or samples that are obtained at a speci fi c t'ime, place, and 
l~ tpe,context of complex human-environmental interactions. The 
dlre~tlons for (!dmin~stering a test, and the score subsequently 
obtalned, ~re essentlally neutral phenomenon. It is only when 
s7ores, WhlC~ may ~e correct or incorrect, are used to make deci-
Slons regardlng chlldren that negative or positive results can ') 
occur. There are ~any sourc~s of testing errors besides biases in 
the.t~st. ,An unskl11ed examlner, particularly one who is not 
fam1 ~ 1 ar Wl th the effects of 1 anguage or ethni c di fference, may not 
reallze that the presence of a stranger, one with a different 
languag~ style or color, can negate motivation to perform as well 
as ~osslbl~. The effects of motivational variables on decreasing 
or lncr~aslng test scores have been documented (Zigler and 
Bu~terflel~, 19~8). An examiner may also note than an Indian 
c~ll d who 1 s bel ng tes ted may keep hi shead lowered and not estab
llSh ey~ contact. This behavior could be interpreted as evidence 
of ~motlonal problems ~nless the examiner was aware that, in some 
Indlan CUltures, lowerlng of the head is an indication of respect 
fo r an adult. 

,Test usage should not be discarded, but it must be revised 
and lmproved. Data from tests can be constructive in devising 
educational programs for children. Tests can also be lIsed to 
eval~at~ the eff~ctiveness ,of educational programs in attaining 
r~allstlc academlC and soclal performance objectives. The neces
slty fo: revising ~nd utilizing test scores in a more appropriate 
manner 1S not conflne~ to thos~ that only measure intelligence. 
Any ty~e.of test, be lt educatlonal, social, vocational, etc., must 
be a~nmstered and interpreted with competence if children are to 
beneflt :ather than become stigmatized from testing procedures. 
Substantlal data to support this assertion has been documented and, 
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disseminated (Gallagher, 1972; Garrison and Hammill, 1971; Hammons, 
1972; Jones, 1972; MacMillan, 1971; Ross, DeYoung and Cohen, 1971; 
Whelan and Jackson, 1971). 

There are many consequenc·es of using labels; som~ promo~e 
benefit and others foster detriment. The focus of thl s sectl0n 
has been on the stigma that may become attached to labels, and 
more importantly, to those individuals.\II~o are labeled. M?st. 
special educators ar~ ?riented to ~rovldlng ~he best hu~ams~lc _ 
educational opportumtles for handlcapped chl1dren .. ThlS orlenta 
tion is laudable, but as was portrayed, can becom~ dlstorted from 
original intent. Positive intent is not enough; lt must be ~~tched 
byobservab 1 e practi ces. If speci al educat?rs do n?t recogm ze the 
dangers in stigma labeling and poorly ~onc~lved ?r 1mp~emented 
educational practices, other public um~s ln soclety w:ll.focus 
attention upon tllese dangers and prescnbe legal remed1atl0~ 
(Hobson v. Hansen, 1967). The legal system has been, and wl11 . 
continue to be, used to alleviate injust'ices p!"acticed, often w:th
out awareness, by educators. At the ~resent tlm~, educators stl11 
have the opportuni t~ to mod~ fy ~du~a~l ?ntll p!,actl ces, but unless 
meaningful responslble actl0n lS lnltlated ln the near future, 
the freedo~ of educators to control action may be obviated by the 
legal system. Recent reviews of the legal implications of educa
tional practices (Ross, DeYoung and.Cohe~, 19?1; Whelan and 
Jackson, 1971) indicate that there lS stlll tlm~ for educators to 
devise appropriate educational systems. Three lmportant aspects 
have emergedfrol'll. litigation. These are as follows: 

1. Positive intent and motivation to pro\fid~ qUality.edubcattional 
services for children are not enough. Dls~repancl~s e v/een. 
intent and actual motivational prac~ices wl11 be.dlsallo~ed lf 
those discrepancies deprive some chlldren of.baslc cons~l~u
tional rights, among them the equal oPlPortumty to partl~lpate 
in educational activities that enable development of optlmal 
learning capabilities. 

Z. If tests of intellectual ability or achievement aretubsedb!or d 
educational assessment purposes, the scores must.no e lase 

3. 

by incompetent test administration n?r reflect dlfferences 
between ethnic groups based upon artlfac~s of test const!'uc
tion. Test usage has not been declared l11egal, ex~ept ln 
those instances where test scores are used for detrlment rather 
than for the benefit of chil dren . 

Educational grouping for specific instructional purposes is 
legal. However, these group~ must no~ clp~rate to. deny equal 
educational opportunity, asslgn organ:zBlt:onal s~lgma to those 
in a specific group, deny basic constltutl0nal nghts to 
children or parents, or segregate children on the basis of 
ethni c or economi c uniqueness. 

The message in recent court decisions is. very clear. It is now 
the responsibi li ty of educators ?nd. Sp~Cl al (~d~cators to respond 
to the message by matching humanlstlc lntent wlth humanistic 
educational practices. 

! 
. i 
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Labeling Alternatives 

The third quest-ion listed in the introduction to this document 
concerns the issue of alternatives to labeling. As indicated, 
labeling can serve positive ends if the ordering of means to attain 
those ends does not result in stigma or detriment, rather than 
benefit, for children. One proposed alternative is the special 
education contract (Gallagher, 1972). This alternative does have 
merit since it provides for accountability, and it can be recog
nized as an extension of a rather common practice in special 
education labeled II contingency contracting ll (Homme, 1969). Sys
~em~,. contracts, and instructional practi ces are implemented by 
lndlvlduals who may, because they lack adequate understanding, use 
such devices to perpetuate and compound procedures which have in 
the past been debil itati ng to handi capped chil dren. In order to 
return to the intent of the 1923 aim to emphasize education rather 
than lab(~ling, the present philosophy of special education must be 
examined, reorganized, and revised. The statements which follow 
)'epresent an i niti al attempt to approach the 1923 aim in terms of 
philosophy and practi ces. If the statements have merit, they 
should stimu1ate thinking, suggestions for change, and perhaps 
utilization of some of the basic concepts. If the statements func
tion in this fashion, their formulation will have been justified. 

Facilitative Education Programs l 

Facilitative Education Programs are designed to assist school 
personnel in organizing educational programs that can be imple
mented to systematically provide instructional services based upon 
individual pupil needs or unique learning requirements. These 
programs are desi gned to provi de functional assi stance and servi ces 
for pupils who have not progressed as anticipated in the areas of 
academic and social behavior development within the learning 
environment to which they have been assigned. Such programs pro
vide facilitative learning environments for pupils whose academic 
and soci al behavior progress has been limited by the nature of 
past and present learning environments in which they have been 
expected to functi on. 

The provision and implementation of Facilitative Education 
Programs for a pupi 1, or groups of pupi ls, is based upon the 
rationale that a pupil's educational development or progress has 
not been facilitated by past or present assignment to a specific 
and identifiable learning environment. This rationale and recog
nition of such conditions does not assign total responsibility for 
failure to achieve progress to either the pupil, teacher, or the 
administrative organization for the implementation of instructional 
services. It does stipulate, however, that educational pro.gress 

lContributions to the conceptualization of Facilitative 
Education Programs were made by Dr. P'ltricia G.allagher and 
Dr. Roger Kroth, Department of Special Education, University of 
Kansas, and Mr. Gerald Carder, Division of Special Education, 
Kansas State Department of Education. 
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has not occurred in the 1 earni ng envi ronment ?r conditi o~s wi thi n . 
which a pupil is expe~ted to !unction. That lS, t~e pupll-teacher- 1 
learning environment lnteractlon has not operated ln a manner that . ;\: 
promotes expected and identifiable educational progress for ~he 
pupil. It further stipulates the requirement for a sy~tematlc I 
delineation of those interaction patterns that have fall~d to , 
provide for pupil educati?nal progress, and the formulatlon of a ! 
soecific educational serVlce program that can ~e expect~d to . 
facilitate the acquisition of academic and soclal behavlors neces- j 
sary for expected and desired educational progr~s~. . . 

Pupil s who may req ui re servi ces from. a. Facl "t~tl ve Educa~l on 
Program can be described as those who exhlblt ~ehavlo: (academlc 
and social) excesses and deficits in the learnlng envlronment to 
which they are assigned. Behavior excesses r:presen~ a class.or 
list of observable behaviors that -interfere wlth pup~ 1 ed~ca~l onal 
progress in that the excessive display o! such behavlors lS lncom
patible with the acquisitio~ of those.skllls a~d know~edge neces
sary for progress in academl c and SOCl al l~arnlng enVl ronmen~s: . 
An example of a behavior excess is the pU~ll.who frequently lnltl
ates a physical struggle \~ith another pupll ln ~he classro~m. 
Another example of a behavior excess is the pupll w~o comm~t~ 
frequent errors on an arithmetic assignment. Behavlor deflclts 
also interfere with pupil educational progress: They rep:esent a 
class or list of observable behaviors such as lnfrequent lnterac
tion with peers or withdrawal from interpersonal .contac~s and a 
defi ci t bebleen expected and actual performance 1 n readl ng compre-
hension. d d f' 't t Whenever a pupil exhibits pehavior excesses an ~ ~Cl S o.a 
marked extent and over a long period of time ~n.a speclflc l~arnlng 
environment, it is important to initiate sufflclent chan~es ln the
learning environment that will operate to reduce deleterlous. 
behavi or excesses and promote the acqui siti on of those behaVl?rS 
(academi c and soci al) whi ch vii 11 decrease ~he extent of behavlor 
deficits. The chronic occurrence of behavlor excesses.and 
deficits, as exhibited by a pupil, can be expected to.lnterfere 
with the educational progress of other pupil~ p~aced ln ~he same 
learning environment, will require an unr~al~stlc expendltur~ of 
teacher time devoted to an individual pupll ln a group learnlng 
environment and will have a debilitative effect upon the ed~ca
tional prog~ess of the pupil if assignment to the same learnlng 
environment is continued. . 

Behavior excesses and deficits may ~e dlrec~ly r~lated to 
inappropriate assignment to a classro~m lnstruc~l~nal group or 
learning environment. Th~t is, a pup~l may exhlblt excess or _ 
deficit behavior in reactlon to behavlor or performance expect~ 
tions that are not consistent with the pupil's ~eyel of.educatlonal 
development or past opportunities to learn ~qul~lte Skllls. A 
pupil should not be expected to perform a crlterlO~ task unless 
skills needed to complete that task have ~e~n prevlously taught.and 
mastered. When behavior excesses and deflclts ?ccur! t~e learnlng 
envi ronment shoul d be analyzed for purposes of 1 d~ntl fYl ~g aspects 
for change. A specific change in a presen~ learnln~ envlronment 
may be sufficient to promote continued pupll educatlonal progress, 
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or analysis may indicate that assigning the pupil to an entirely 
di fferent 1 earni ng envi ronment is the most appropri ate ded s ion. 

Pupils who need the services of a Facilitative Education 
Program usually exhibit simultaneous or concurrent academic and 
sod al behavi or excesses and defi cits. Assu1tati ve and overt 
attacking verbal or physi cal behavior may represent a pupil's 
attempt to avoid an academic task assignment that is too difficult 
to complete, or one that the pupil believes would require too much 
time and effort. In other instances it may be established that a 
pupil has the requisite skills to complete an academic task ade
quately, but because the task requires sustained effort, the pupil 
may behave in a manner designed to avoid interaction and completion 
of the task. That is, such a pupil may only need facilitative 
assistance in developing behavior self-regulation, and once this is 
acquired can proceed to achieve academic progress without major 
revision in tasks or materials presentations. The major purpose 
of Facilitative Education Programs is to organize and design learn
ing envi ronments that will promote pupil educational behavior 
(academic and social) progress. Intrinsic to this purpose is the 
objective of promoting many experiences and instances of pupil 
success with task (academic) completion and interpersonal (social) 
relationships. 

A school system committed to the philosophy of providing 
educational services for all pupils will recognize the need to 
estqblish Facilitative Education Programs. These programs can 
function to provide educational services that will promote success
ful learning experiences for pupils by arranging learning environ
ments that serve the unique needs or behavior characteristics of 
the individual pupil and small groups of pupils. Establishing such 
programs requires concerted efforts from administrators at all 
governmental levels, teachers, teacher preparation personnel, and 
community agencies. The educational benefits will be visible in 
that many pupils will be enabled to progress as a result of parti
cipation in Facilitative Education Programs. 

Public School Facilitative Education Programs 

The types of programs described ensure maximum administrative 
and instructional efficiency for changing learning environments to 
assist pupils in attaining educational progress. Changing learning 
environments should function to reduce or eliminate those behavior 
excesses and deficits that interfere with pupil educational 
progress. Such changes shoul d produce congruity between pupils' 
expectation of, and what is actually provided by, the environment 
by designing facilitative education programs that ensure mutually 
beneficial and productive transaction between pupils and the 
environment in which they function. Program types are designed to 
provide an administrative organization that facilitates the devel
opment of a continuum of instructional services and learning 
environments for a continuum of identifiable pupil educational 
progress needs that require implementation of such services. 
Learning environments are arranged to serve and meet variability 
of pupi 1 educati ona 1 progress needs. 
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A pupil may require anyone or all of the program types at 
various times. These program types are planned learning environ
ments that will operate to promote the educational progress of 
those pupils who are exhibiting behavior excesses and deficits when 
they are expected to function in presently assigned learning 
environments. For example, if the instructional services offered 
in a·regular class learning environment do not promote the educa
tional progt'ess of a pupil (or groups of pupils), modification of 
that learning environment may be instituted, or if needed, a 
different type of learning environment can be arranged for the 
pupil (or groups of pupils). 

Figure 1 is a schematic or graphic representation of Facilita-
tive Education Programs. Public schools which are corrmitted to 
promoting the educational progress of all pupils should plan and 
organize for the operation of one or all of the described program 
types. 

Consultant and Resource Classroom Services 

This type of program is organized to deliver instructional 
services to those pupils who require some changes in regular class 
programs and/or assignment to another type of program for a maximum 
of two hours per day. A consultant teacher may be assigned to one 
or several responsibi lities. For exampl e, this teacher may be 
assigned to one elementary school building for the purpose of 
assisting regular class teachers. This assistance may take the 
form of materials and task developmept for a pupil who requires 
extra assistance in order to maintain educational progress in a 
regular class setting. The consultant teacher may also advise 
regular classroom teachers on curricular and classroom behavior 
management procedures. Other consultant teachers may function on 
an itine',-ant basis for pupils temporarily placed in hospital and 
home s~tuations. For those pupils who exhibit severe or gross 
behavior excesses and defi cits, it may be necessary to retain them 
in home or hospital settings until provisions for assignment to a 
type of facilitative education program can be completed. In these 
instances, a consultant teacher can provide pupil instructional 
services and guidance to the parents and hospital staff members 
during the interim planning period. 

School districts should also plan and organize resource class-
room instructional services. A resource room should be .equipped 
with a variety of instructional media and materials. A consultant 
teacher in cooperati on with curri cul urn consultants can ensure that 
the resource classroom is equipped appropriately. This type of 
facilitative education program should be flexible in the range of 
instructional services provided to pupils with behavior excesses 
and deficits. One pupil, or a small group of pupils, may leave 
the regular classroom for specified periods of time each day in 
order to receive instructional servi ces from a consultant teacher 
who functions in the resource classroom. At other instances, the 
consultant teacher may assist the regular classroom teacher by 
interacting with a pupil who has momentarily become deficient in 
application of self-control. At such times the consultant teacher 
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could provide one to one teacher-pupil interaction until such time 
as the pupi 1 regains enough sel f-control to return to the regul ar 
classroom environment. 

For this type of Facilitative Education Program it is impor
tant that the regular classroom teacher retain involvement and 
responsibility for pupils. That is, the consultant teacher and 
resol,lrce cl ass room provi de servi ces to the regul ar cl assroom but 
do not function to replace it. 

Small Group Classroom Services 

There are some pupils who exhibit behavior excesses a.nd 
deficits to an extent that neither regular classroom ncr consultant 
teacher services can operate to provide facilitative learning 
environments. These pupils should be assigned to self-contained 
small group classroom services. 

In general, pupils should not be assigned to small group 
classroom serviceG until alternative service programs have been 
implemented. Based upon the results obtained from these services, 
a decision can be reached regarding pupil assignment. Consultant 
teacher and resource room services should be initiated as a first 
attempt to provide a. Facilitative Education Program. If pupil 
behavior progress is not noted within a reasonable amount of time, 
assignment to a small group classroom should be implemented. 

The teacher of thi s pupi 1 group shoul d use the servi ces 
offered by the resource room and shoul d also maintain continuous 
liaison communication with the regular classroom teacher. It can 
be anticipated that pupils assigned to these groups will remain 
there for several months or even a school year. However, the goal 
for each pupil so assigned is to facilitate return to the regular 
classroom whenever skills and behaviors necessary for successful 
educational progress within that environment have been acquired. 

A major purpose or functi on of small group cl assroom servi ces 
is to provide a pupil with systematic, organized, individualized 
instruction experiences. This learning environment provides the 
pupil with opportunities to experience successful functioning in 
structured academic and social situations. As a pupil acquires 
competencies in meeting expectations associated with a responsive 
learning environment based upon individual pupil educational 
progress needs, provisi ons for small group learning experiences 
and projects may be implemented \',ithin the classroom. While 
academic or task completion achievement is stressed, this occurs 
concurrently with an emphasis on pupil acquisition of interpersonal 
relationship competencies with peers and adults. That is, academic 
and social relationship skills that are necessary for successful 
functi oni ng in reg ul a r cl ass rooms are 1 ea rned, acq ui red, and 
applied in the small group classroom services. 

Whenever possible, pupils assigned to the small group class
room should participate with regu'lar classroom pupils in instruc
tional activities. The criteria used to determine such participa
tion should be based upon a pupil's progress of ability to function 
successfully in an activity. When a pupil has progressed 
sufficiently for consideration of return to a regular classroom, 
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either the small group teacher or a consultant teacher should 
initiate such arr'angements with the regular classroom teacher. 
Continuous monitoring of the return process is necessary to ensure 
successful culmination. 

Resi denti al Center Facili tati ve Educati on p'rograms 

There are some pupils in public school programs who exhibit 
severe behavi or excesses and defi cits and \'Iho do not achieve 
behavi oral and educat'i onal progress even when assi gned to publ i c 
school Facilitative Education Programs. In some instances the 
parents of such pupils cannot or wi 11 not cooperate with school 
personnel in implementing appropriate programs. If these condi
tions exist, a pupil may be placed in a residential center treat
ment program. Within the total context of treatment, many centers 
provi de an educati onal program. The goal of such total and 
intensive programs is the same as that described for public school 
Facilitative Education Programs. 

Educati ona 1 servi ces p rovi ded in resi denti a 1 centers essen
tially replicate those existing in public schools. Resource rooms, 
tutorial instruction services, and small group classrooms are 
usually available. It is important that residential center and 
public school education personnel plan for the implementation of 
extensive coope~:tive liaison services. Consultant teachers from 
both programs should function to facilitate the return of a 
res'i denti al center pupil to regul ar educati on programs. The pupil 
may continue to resi de at the center for a variety of reasons but 
may be able to function successfully in a public school operated 
Facilitative Education Program. In addition, if a public school 
district that is proximal to a residential center can provide small 
group classroom services for pupils that reside in the district, 
such arrangements should be organized. Figure 1 provides a graphic 
display of this type of interagency cooperation. 

F~cilitative Education Program 
Entry and Departure Procedures 

As stated previously, the purpose of Facilitative Education 
Programs is to provide learning environments and services that are 
responsive to pupil educational progress needs. Before a pupil is 
assigned to one of these program types, systematic assessment of 
presenting problems and recommendations for specific educational 
services should be instituted. In general, every effort should be 
made to retain a pupil in the regular classroom environment by 
changing that situation in a manner that facilitates pupil academic 
and social behavior progress. For example, a consultant teacher ' 
may be assigned to a regular classroom to assist the pupil and the 
teacher in developing procedures that will function to maximize 
retainment. Admission to other types of program services should 
be determined on the basis of continuous evaluation of the effec
tiveness of prior services in decreasing pupil excess and deficit 
behaviors. The importance of clearly defined entry procedures 
should be emphasized in organizing and implementing educational or 
instructional services. 
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Of equal importance is the delineation of a specified plan 
for departure procedures from a type of Facilitative Education 
Program. Each program type is designed to ensure maximum respon
siveness of the learning environment to the unique academic and 
social behavior progress needs of each pupil. 

Continuous evaluation and analysis of pupil functioning within 
a specified learning environment should be the basis upon which 
program entry and departure decisions are determined. For example, 
if it is determined that a pupil assigned to a small group class
room service has progressed to a level where additional progress 
can best be facilitated by the regular classroom learning environ
ment, then placement in that setting should be arranged. Subse
quent and frequent evaluation of pupil functioning in that setting 
would provide information to substantiate the presence or absence 
of anti cipated educati onal progress. If progress has not occurred, 
then utilization of consultant teacher services should be consid
ered. In order for the program types to be facilitati ve to pupil 
requirements for instructional services, maximum flexibility in 
utilization of service delivery systems must be implemented. 

In order to provi de the most effective organizational struc
ture fo'" admi ni steri ng Facil itati ve Educati on Programs, a cornmi ttee 
to function as child advocates and expedite effective entry and 
departure procedures should be named and duly authorized to 
function. Membership on the committee is as follows: 

1. Director of Facilitative Education Programs or designated 
staff member. 

2. School psychologist or qualiTied replacement such as a 
consultant teacher, or other staff qualified in assess
ment, facilitative instructional procedures, and evalua
tion as these competencies pertain to providing 
appropriate instructional services. 

3. Teacher of Facilitative Education Program to which pupil 
may be assigned. 

4. Teacher of program types to whi ch pupil is presently 
assigned. 

5. Staff from other service programs in the school, parent 
organizations, and from a variety of community and state 
agencies that can provide contributions to decisions 
regarding pupil entry and departure in the total operation 
of Facilitative Education Programs. 

Refl ecti ons 

This document has attempted to provide some understanding of 
1 abeling practi ces and the consequences of such practi ces. To 
elaborate upon these practices would be redundant. However, the 
information contained in the description of Facilitative Education 
Programs deserves comment. There is no guarantee that children 
who are assigned the label "facilitative" will not become stigma
tized in the same manner as they have by current labels. Perhaps 
it is only necessary to assert that all educational endeavors 
should be facilitative of pupil progress, but if labels do provide 
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o~ganization instead of chaos, it is doubtful if they can be 
d1 sca~ded. Label s must be. used to provi de benefi ci a 1 educati ona 1 
exp~nences.and not as dev1ces to excuse failures of individuals 
or 1hstruct10nal practices. Verbal intent to implement quality 
programs must be matched by responsible and accountable education
ally ?riented behavior. The crucial aspect, since it involves the 
~ost lmportant element in the educational process, children, is 
1 n what manner need fo r servi ces is estab 1 i shed and how these 
services.are provided in actual day to day learning transactions. 

A~ 1s.true wi~h contract~,?r systems, a phi'losophy of special 
educat10n 15 funct10nal only 1f 1t promotes instructional services 
that reflect its intent. A philosophy can be distorted to meet 
perso~al or selfish e~ds, jus~ as a behavior change technique 
(con~l ngency contract1 ng) can be used for detriment or benefi t. 
A ph110sophy, however, does provide a foundation for planning 
imple~entin~, and evaluating what educational systems do for, 'to, 
~nd I-nth ch11dren. If the foundation is relevant and functional, 
1t should be ~eas?nable to expe~t that educational practices which 
emanate from 1t w111 promote ch11dren's educational progress. 
Labe1s, be they philosophical labels, technique labels, etc. can 
assist educators in this endeavor. However, 1 abels must be the 
servant of educati ona 1 acti viti es and not the master wh i ch di ctates 
practi ces to whi ch chi 1 dren are exposed. ror educators to commi t 
themselves to less than quality education, and to defend that 
whi~h is u~equal education, i~ tantamount to irresponsibility, and 
even more 1mportant, results 1n the neglect of those children who 
are.in need of, and deserve, the most effective educational program 
ava11able. In answer to the question, "What's in a label?" there 
is indeed "a hell of a lot." The continual quest must be to make 
what's in a label function for the educational benefit of children. 
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Eight years ago we became interested in developing a measure 
of adaptive behavior which would provide standardized data for a 
representative population of persons living in the community. We 
were designing an epidemiology to study the distribution of mental 
retardation in the population of a medium-sized American city 
(population approximately 100,000) both from a traditional clinical 
perspective and from a sociological perspective. 

We planned to locate persons with the IIsymptomsll of mental 
retardation, to count them, to describe them, and to calculate 
prevalence rates for various subpopulations. Vie used two approaches 
to case finding: a field stuny in which we contacted a representa
tive sample of 6,907 persons under 50 years of age, and an agenc.y 
survey of 241 community organizations providing services to 
retarded persons and their families. 

For the field survey, we selected a representative sample of 
3,000 housing units located within the city's limits, approximately 
10 percent of the population. We screened all persons in each 
housing unit under the age of 50 for possible mental retardation, 
approximately 7,000 persons. In order to determine the "symptoms ll 
of mental retardation, we used the definition of the American 
Ass'oci ati on on Mental Defi ci ency in whi ch a mental retardate is 
defined as an individual who is subnormal in intellectual perfor
mance and adaptive behavior when compared to his age peers. These 
deficiencies may be related to biological abnormalities, but 
evi dence of organi c i nvol vement is not mandatol"y to an eva 1 uati on 
as a mental retardate. Intellectual subnormality was operation
alized by using the Stanford-Binet LM for older children and adults 
and the Kuhlman-Binet for young children. 

*Data in this paper has been collected under the auspices of the 
following grants: Public Health Service Grant R01 MH-20646-01 
from the National Institute of Mental Health, Department of Health, 
Education and Welfare; Public Health Service Research Grant No. 
MH-OS667, from the National Institute of Mental Health, Department 
of Health, Education and Welfare and Public Health Service General 
Research Support Grant No. 1-S01-FR-05632-02, from the Department 
of Health, Education and Welfare, Socia-Behavioral Study Center in 
Mental Retardation, Pacific State Hospital, Pomona, California; 
Public Health Service Grant No. PH43-67-756; McAteer Grant No. 
MS-14A and 1-19-14 from the California State Department of Education, 
Office of Compensatory Education. The opinions and conclusions 
stated in this paper by the author(s) are not to be construed as 
officially reflecting the policy of the Department of Mental 
Hygiene, State of California. 

**Jane R. Mercer is an Associate Professor of Sociology at the 
University of California at Riverside. 
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Because there were no standardized measures of adaptive 
behavior which were applicable to the general population of the . 
community, we developed a seri es of 28, age-graded, sca ~ es fe:,:'" thl s 
purpose. The scales for young children contained many ltems 
modified from the work of Gesell and Doll. The scales for school
age children and adults consisted of a series of questions concern
ing s~cial role performance. F~om these two m~asu~es, we ~enerated 
a four-fold typology for screenlng the populatl0n ln the fjeld 
epidemiology. . 

The typology defines mental retardates as th?se who :al1 ~oth 
the IQ test and the Adaptive Behavior Scales. ThlS t~0-~1~ensl0nal 
definition of mental retardation generates a type of lndlvldual not 
identified in one-dimensiona1 taxonomies, those who fail the 
intellectual dimension but pass adaptive behavior. Under a two
dimensional definiT.ion, such persons are not mentally retarded 
although they would be labeled as mental retardates.under a one
dimensional typology. We have called them the quasl-retardates. 

A third group in the typology consists of those who p~ss the 
intelligence test but fail adapti~e behavior .. We hypothesl~ed that 
this group would consist of behavlorally ~aladJusted.person~ •. 
However, this category is not of central lmportance ln the eplde
miology and will not be discussed further. The fourth group are 
those who pass both dimens'ions, the "normals." ... 

There were two phases to the field survey: In ~he lnltlal 
interview, phase one, all members of each houslng unlt were 
screened using the Adaptive Behavior Scales. Usually one rp5~ond
ent answered for a 11 members of each household. I n most C,c ~~" 
t~e respondent was the spouse of the.head-of-hous~hold who answered 
questions for those individuals in the housing unl~ to w~om she was 
related. Unrelated individuals were individually lntervlewed. 

In phase two, a subsampl~ of the phase one s~mple was select~d 
for intelligence testing. ThlS subsample was des:gned to selec~ Q 

disproportionatel~ large nu~ber of th?s~ persons ln the populatlon 
who have a high rlsk of havlng the CllnlCal symptoms of mental 
retardation. . 

Conclusion 1: When we compared the characteristlcs of the 
mentally retarded with the quasi-retarded, we found t~at the. 
clinically retarded came from significantly 10wer,~ocl0economlc 
levels; had parents with significantly less educatlon; \'Jere more 
1 i kely to come fl":lm famil i es in whi ch the head-o:-househol ~ wa~ 
divorced, separated, or widowed; and were more 11k~ly to 11ve ln 
deteriorated housing. On the other hand, the quas 1 -retarded were 
more likely to come from homes in which English w~s spoken all the 
time and in which the head-of-household w~s born ln the ~outh. We 
found that the quasi-retarded were more 11kely to be MeXlcan
American or Black than the clinically retarded and that they were 
significantly more likely to be perfo~ming ~he~r ~duc~tional, 
occupational, and family roles in a manner lndlstlngul:hab1 7 from 
the rest of the population. We concluded that a two-dlmenslpnal 
definition of mental retardation is a viable concept worthy of 
conceptualization because it does differentiate a group of persons 
who show adequate social competence even though they score low on 
an intelligence test. 
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Conclusion 2: A second question addressed by the study asked 
whether it makes any difference which criterion level is used as 
the cutoff for subnormal--the traditional criterion of the lowest 
3 percent. the educational criterion of the lowest 9 percent; or 
the AAMD criterion of the lowest 16 percent? We found that the 
criterion leve" used is relatively unimportant for middle and urger 
status Anglos. Their rates of clinical retardation were not 
materially increased by raising the cutoff level. However, rates 
for low status Anglos, Mexican-Americans and Blacks were greatly 
inflated when the higher criteria were used. 

We also found that rates of clinical retardation based on the 
t~aditional criterion more ~losely approximated rates from other 
major epidemiologic studies of mental retardation than did rates 
based on the educational or AAMD criteria. The traditional 
criterion is also the criterion which most closely approximated the 
actual rate of labeling in the community of Riverside ,as revealed 
in the case register of persons nominated by the 241 agencies. 
Therefore, we concluded that there is a significantly higher level 
of diagnostic consensus among clinicians and researchers in the 
field of mental retardation when the traditional criterion is used 
than when either of the other cutoff levels are employed. 

We looked at the actual social-role performance of adults 
screened in the field survey as "borderline retardates" and com
pared their performance to that of persons identified as clinical 
retardates at the traditional criterion level. We found that most 
of those adults who failed only the educational or AAMD criteria 
were filling the usual complement of marital, occupational, and 
community roles played by adults. Unlike those identified as 
clinically retarded under the traditional criterion, there was 
little in the role performance of the adult "borderline retardate" 
that would warrant calling him either subnormal or mentally defi-
cient. Therefore, we concluded that the traditional criterion 
~ ... pl·oximates the actual labeling practices of the community and 
produces more convergence between clinical and social system 
definitions of deviance. At this criterion level persons a'('e 
least lik61y to be labeled as retarded who, as adults, will be able 
to fill a normal complement of social roles. 

Conclusion 3: Another question addressed by the epidemiology 
was that of the relationship between sociocultural factors and 
rates for clinical ~£tardation. Both in the field survey and in 
the social syst(;'!] survey of community agencies, persons from 
ethnic minorities and lower socioeconomic levels were over
represented among those identified as mentally retarded. Using a 
two-dimensi ona"1 defi niti on of retardati on and adheri ng to the 
traditional 3 percent cutoff level reduced these disproportions 
but did not completely eliminate them. 

Using data for Mexican-Americans and Blacks in the field 
survey, we did a stepwise multiple regression in which an 
intelligence test score was used as the dependent variable and 18 
sociocultural characteristics of the family were used as independ
ent variables. It was possible to predict 37 percent of the 
vtl,ri ance in Mexi can-Ameri can scores from these soci ocultura 1 
factOl":> and 27 percent of the vari ance in Bl ack scor'es. When a 
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similar analysis was done for elementary school children.in th~ 
Riverside Unified School District, 15 percent of the varlance In 
Full Scale vliSC IQs of 598 Mexi can-Ameri can elementary sch~ol. 
children could be accounted for by sociocultura~ char~cterlstlcs 
of their families. Nineteen percent of the vanance ln the Full 
Scale WISC IQs of 339 Black childr~n ~ould be accounted for by 
soci ocul tura 1 background characten Stl cs. . 

Mexican-American elementary school children who scored hlgher 
on the WISC come from less crow~ed homes an~ have mothers who 
expect them to have some educatlon beyond hlgh school. They have 
fathers who were reared in an urban environment (over 10!000 ~opu
lation) and had a ninth grade education or more: They llved l~ a 
family which spoke English all or most of the tlme and was bUYlng 
its home. "1 t th se The primary vari ab 1 es for Black chil dren were Slml ar. 0 0 
found for Mexican-American children. Instead ~f overcr~Wdlng, the 
size of family emerged as the most important slngle varlable for 
Blacks. Educational expectations for the child appea~ed as ~he 
second most significant variable after the ~ommon varlance wlth 
size of family was taken into account. Marltal status of the head, 
socioeconomic index score fot' the occupation o~ th~ head-of-house
hold and whether the family is buying or rentlng ltS home appeared 
in that order. Thus, the more a Black child's ~amilY res~mbled the 
modal sociocultural configuration of the communlty, the hlgher the 
child's score on the WISC. . . . 

The fi ve most predi cti ve background characten Stl cs .1\1 the 
multiple regression were used to form an index. Each Chlld.wa~ 
given one point for each of his family.background c~aract~rlstlcs 
which were like the majority Anglo sOClety on the flve.prlmary 
sociocultural variables predicting Full Scale IQ for.hls group. 
Each Black and Mexican-American elemem.)ry school Chlld w~s . 
assigned one of five groups according to the ~xtent.to WhlCh hlS 
family background conformed to the modal Conflguratlon for the 
total community of Riverside. The mean Full .S~ale IQ for tha~ 
group of Ml:'id can-Amed can chi 1 dren whose famlll es were most 11 ke 
the dominant cultural configuration was 104.4. The mean Full 
Scale IQ for the Black children whose home~ most resembled.the 
modal cultural configuration of the communlty wa~ 99.5 .. Dlff~~
ences between both means and the national norms for the "test l,;dn 

be accounted for by chance. . 
On the other hand, those childre~ in the group least llke 

the sociocultural mode for the communlty had a mean score almost 
one standard deviation below the norms for the ~es~. The 127 
Mexican-American children with 0 or 1 characterlstlcS of the 
sociocultural modal group had a mean Full Scale IQ of 84.5. The 
47 Black children in that category had a mean Full Scale ~Q of 
82.7. The average child in the 0-1 group would run the rlsk of 
being labeled as a borderline reta~date. . . 

Two major conclusions from thlS portlon.of.the study, the 
clinical epidemiology, are basic to our cont:nulng.research. 
First, we concluded that a one-dimensional dla~nosls for ~etarda
tion in which only an intelligence test score lS systematlcally 
used as the basis for evaluation is not equitable for persons 
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from non-Anglo b~ckground~. There is a real need for a standardized 
measure of adaptlve behavlor. Second, we concluded that pluralistic 
assessm~nt.p~oced~res, which take the sociocultural characteristics 
of t~e lndlvldual.s back$round into account when evaluating the 
meamng of a partlcular lntelligence test score or 'adaptive behavior 
score, would produce greater convergence between clinical diagnosis 
and ~oci~l system.defini~ions. Such procedures would eliminate the 
ethnlc dlsproportlons WhlC~ result from present clinical procedures. 

Our present study, WhlCh we are calling the Pluralistic Assess
~ent Project, has been funded for three ye~rs by the National Insti
tute of Men~al Health. The first year of the study, Phase I, has 
been ~pent ln ~laborating, pretesting, and refining measures of 
adaptlve behavlor, health and impairment, and sociocultural modality. 

The concep~ual ~ramewor~ from the Riverside epidemiology of 
mental retardatlon wlll provlde the foundation for the expanded 
frame~ork to be used in the present study. Our current project is 
studYlng the full range of exceptionalities identified and labeled 
in public school children. Because the Riverside study was con- . 
cerned primarily with subnormal behavior, our earlier conceptual 
framework focused on the negative tail of the statistical distribu
tio~ a~d lumped all persons scoring higher than one standard 
devlat~on below the mean as an undifferentiated group of "normals," 
approxlmat~ly.82 percent of the population of the community. For 
the ~luralls~lc Assessment Project, the framework will be expanded 
~o d~fferentlate at both extremes of the normal distribution for 
lntellectual performance and adaptive behavior. 

"Subnormal ,I is defined as scoring in the lowest 3 percent and 
"supranormal" is defined as scoring in the highest 3 percent. 
"Normal" refers to scores ranging from the fourth through the 
ninety-seventh percentile. 

Seven major categories of persons win be identified. Three 
?f these major types are identical to types ide~tified and studied 
ln t~e Riverside epidemiology--the comprehensively retarded, the 
quasl-retarded, and the behaviorally maladjusted. Four new types 
have been added to differentiate along the entire statistical 
distribution. The "normals" are those who score in the normal 
range on both an intelligenc0 test and on adaptive behavior. The 
"social role gifted" are those who score among the hiahest 3 per
~ent in adaptive be~avior and in the normai range of intelligence 
"test scores. The "lntellectually gifted" are those who score in 
the highest 3 percent on an intelligence test but in the normal 
range in adaptive behavior. The "comprehensively gifted" are those 
who score in the supranormal range for both measures. 

Intellectual Performance will be operationalized by using the 
~echsler Intelligence Scale for Children (1973 edition) because it 
lS the most widely used, individually administered, intelligence 
test and presents a more differentiated report of the child's 
performance -than other standardized measures. l 

lWe wish to thank Or. J. H. Ricks, A. G. Wesman, and 
J. E. Doppelt of the Psychological Corporation for agreeing to 
make the new edition of the WISC, which is now being standardized, . 
available for the study. 
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Sociocultural Modality will be operationalized using a series 
of questions concerning the characteristics of the child's family 
background. These questions will include those found to be most 
highly correlated with intell'j gence test scores and adapti ve 
behavior in the Riverside epidemiology plus others suggested by 
related research. Each child will be classified into one of five 
sociocultural groupings within his own ethnic group according to 
the extent to which h15 family background approximates that of the 
modal configuration of the community on the five characteristics 
most highly correlated with clinical measures for his group. These 
indexes, one for each ethnic group, will comprise the three socio
cultural modality measures for the study. If a single index can be 
developed which applies equally to all three groups, only one 
series of norms will be developed. 

Adaptive Behavior will be operationalized by means of an 
Adaptive Behavior Inventory for Children (ABIC) which will use the 
adaptive behavior scales of the Riverside epidemiology as the 
basis for a more extensive and refined scale directed at children 
five through eleven years of age. 

The working construct of adaptive behavior developed for the 
earlier field survey corresponded closely to that of the AAMD but 
incorporated the sociological concept of the social role as a 
unifying focus (Mercer, in press). 

Hhen clinicians speak of social adjustment, social maturity, 
or social competence, they refer to an individual's ability to 
perform successfully in the social roles considered appropriate 
for his age and sex. Therefore, adaptive behavior is conceptual
ized as an individual's ability to play ever more complex social 
roles in a progressively widening circle of social systems. As a 
person matures, the behavioral standards of society become more 
demanding and the number and complexity of social roles which he 
is expected to play increases. His ability to cope with these 
increasing expectations for social role performance constitutes 
his adaptive behavior. 

The individual's success in learning the roles expected of 
him in the family, neighborhood, peer group, school, and community 
is the basis upon which judgments of his social adequacy are made 
by persons playing reciprocal roles in those systems. It is this 
sort of juagment which is implied in legal codes describing a 
feebleminded person as one who is "incapable of managing himself 
and hi s affai rs," as one who cannot make "proper adj ustments to 
life for one of his chronological age," or as one who is not able 
to assume "those responsibilities expected of the socially adequate 
person." It is this kind of judgment, made informally and unsys
tematically, which was systematized in our clinical epidemiology. 

The construct of adaptive behavior for the Adaptive Behavior 
Inventory for Children (ABIC) is conceptualized both as the 
development of skills in interpersonal relations and as an expand
ing, age-graded dimension in which the individual gradually 
increases the number of social systems in which he participates 
and the number and complexity of the roles he plays in those 
systems. Thus, it incorporates the sociological concept of the 
social role, described earlier, as a central construct. A child's 

Mercer 
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~ 1 1ty to interact amicabl w·th 
1n~ societal demands by Platin~ so~~h~rs ~nd ~o c?pe wi~h increas
ne1ghborhood, school~ and comm ' 1a ro es 1n h1S fam1ly, 
age and sex constitutes his adaUpnt1~y cbomhPar~ble to others in his 

F' , 1ve e aV10r 1 Ve pr1mary spheres have b d l' . 
developing the Adaptive Behaviore~~ et 1nea}ed fo~,the p~\rpose of 
hub of adaptive behavior is the indye~dorr, or ~h1ldren. At the 
relations as a member of various ro~:l u: St~k1~1 in interpersonal 
sphere. We have identified e' h se s-~ ~ ~nterpersonal 
are present in the role sets ~f ~o s~t\?f /1 gl11 f1 cant others I'lho 
substitute; a father or father sub~ti~ ~ . re~:l A ~ther or mother 
teachers; sisters or sister f' ,u e, aut ne1ghbors; 
peers in the neighborhood; an~g~;:~~ b~oth~rs 1 or br~the~ f~gures; 
personal relationships with th ' a, ~c 00. Sk1ll 1n 1nter-
irrespective of ~he age of thee~~i~~:n1f1cant others can be rated 

The four pnmary social sy t ' h' 
are the family, the neighborhoo~ e~~ 1n ~ 1fh the child operates 
In these social systems the number efsc ~o , and the community. 
expectation for perform~nce i 0 .ro es and the level of 

~~f~~t~~e~:~~ct~~~~~!s~~e ~on~~~~~~~i~~~ha:g~~vi~~c~~~!~n~nder_ 
mance expected; the expe~ta~~~~e~~tl 1n l the nature of t~e perfor
progressively more motivated b ,a ro e performance w1ll be 
and expanding independence andYf~~:~rna~ thandelxternal c?n~rol~; 
role performance. om rom aut superv1S10n 1n 

• The clinical procedures a d t' 
by s~hool psychologists in ass~ss~~grm:n~vel fr~mewohr~ curre~tly used 
spec1al public school ro p aC1ng c lldren 1n 

~~gnrO C~~edrefOnrfArom ~ocroc~f~~~a~a~a~~~~~~~~s i~h{~h ~~~i~~~~o~fthe 
I7encan soc1ety into in ' , 

programs. We antiCipate that the Pl f~p;?pr1ate educat10nal 
wi 11 provide one approach to dev 1 ~ra1 s 1 c Assessment Project 
cultural differences into accoun~ ~p1ng a s~stem for taking socio
~hi~dren, Chicano children, and Bla~ka~~~~~lng loswerhstatus Anglo 
1stl c assessmenfo sho ld loren, uc a pl ural-
placement and p;ogra~min~~su t 1n more appropriate edUcational 
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REPEATED MEASURES OF IQ AND ELIGIBILITY 
FOR SPECIAL CLASS PLACEMENT 

Rosalyn A. Rubin* 

. The use of intelligence test results as the major if not the 
sole criterion for special class placement for the mentally 
retarded is predicated upon the assumption that such instruments 
individually administered by competent examiners yield valid and 
reliable estimates of the current and presumably potential intel-
lectual functioning of children. 

In recent times basic questions have been raised regarding 
intelligence test validity, whether or not the traditional con
cept of general ability remains viable as well as whether avail
able tests can provide accurate estimates of this general ability 
factor. Prior presentations at this conference have been con
cerned with questions regarding the relevancy of using instru
ments normed on one population in estimating the capacities of 
members of another population. Yesterday Dr. Hunt set forth the 
fallacies inherent in assumptions that present test performance 
can yield a direct measure of innate ability independent of an 
individua1 1s life experiences and independent of the language and 
the setting in which the instrument is administered. 

Severe limitations regarding the use of traditional IQ 
measures with minority racial and ethnic groups have been re
viewed. In addition serious questions have been raised regard
ing the practical use of these instruments in developing educa
tional curriculum and teaching strategies for the retarded. 
Ho~~ver, it appeared in yesterday IS General Sessions as well as 
in the small group discussions that most of us continue to accept 
standard IQ measures as reasonably accurate estimates of general 
mental ability within the English speaking white population on 
which they were originally normed. 

The issue to which I wish to address myself in this paper is 
not that of intelligence test validity per se, but rather the 
question of whether these tests are consistent in their measure
ment of whatever underlying variables they may be tapping. Can 
we anticipate with a high degree of confidence that repeated 
measures of intelligence administered over a period of years will 
yield IQ scores of comparable magnitude for the same individual? 
Can we assume that results of two different widely used individ
ual 1Q tests administered to a group of children over a period 
of time will result in the same rank ordering of individuals 
within the group? The consistency or reliability of measuring 
instruments is a necessary though not sufficient foundation for 
the establishment of test validity. 

The "constancy" of the 1Q has been repeatedly investigated 
in the past. Major longitudinal studies such as the Berkeley 
Growth Studies, the Fe1s Institute study, and the Harvard"Growth 

*Rosalyn A. Rubin is an Associate Professor at the University of 

Minnesota. 
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Study have reported results of to groups of children over cons~~~~a~~d IQ '!1easures ~dministered 
scores of subjects in these s . a e perl ods of tlme. Test 
continuum aHhough the distri~~~~es have span~ed most of the IQ 
positive direction. Results of ~~ns were1~yplCallY skewed in a 
that IQ scores of individuals be i~s~ ear ler stu~ies suggest 
tend to remain relatively stabl g nlng.at approxlmately age four 
found that correlations betweene30ve~ ~lme. Nancy Bayley (1949) 
at later ages ranged from 46 an yea~ IQ tests and tests 
"depending largely on the ~lap~~d'~~' t~etSlZe of the correlation 
longer the time period betwe lme e ween tests." The 
How~ver, what is frequently ~~e~rsts th~ lower the correlations. 
tudlnal studies reveal that th- ooked 1S ~ha~ ~hese same longi
indeed fluctuate over time soe ~~ores of 1ndlv1dual subjects do 
to th~s point a little lat~r. me l~~S enormously. I will return 

Ihe general effect of . leave psychologists and eduPrevl0us research findings has been to 
the consistency of scores 0~~!~~!dreaS9n~~1~ well satisfied with 
IQ tests. Most of us feel . on ln 1v1dually administered 
such as the Binet and the Ht~~t~o~o~f~~ta~le ~ith instruments 
Error of measurement is a . 0 0 Wh1Ch the Standard 
at which these tests wereP~~~~~~~~~lYd4:5 ~~ points for the ages 
a child obtains a score of 105 on re 1n e present study. If 
ledge (or even write in a t~e WISC and we mentally acknow
iti es are 2 out of 3 that h~YC~O 1 Ogl ca 1 report) that the probabil-
101 'and 109, thi sis sati sfa~to~~\ sco~r fall s somew~ere between 
academic expectatio d . 0 a concerned Slnce the 
would not be Signif~~a~~l/~~~:;~~nal pr~~ra~ for .. this chi1d 
found to be 100 or 110 rather than ~~re. ~~. irue 

IQ eventually 
However when one approa h h' e ln1 la .105. 

frame of reference it appear~ ~~a~ 1S ~~me t9P1C ~ith a different 
been totally resolved In the p pr~ .ems ln th1S area have not 
with the effects of e~tablis' rese~ 1nstance.we ar~ concerned 
continuously distributed var~~~fearbl~rarYIcutt~ng p01nts on a 
classification of,individuals a su~ l~s Q Wh1Ch result in 
of eqUivalence of measurin . s men a y retarded or not. Lack 
mean, errors of measuremenf l~~dr~~~~t~d rlegfrelssion ~owar~ the 
scores a 11 take on an addeci" . 1 Vl ua . uctua t1 ons 1 n 
upon their implications for 1~~~~~~~~10fh'!1~~nlng when one focuses 
to specific education 1 c 1 ren whose assignment 
school careers, may d:pe~~o~~~~S~n~ft~n for the duration of their 
the possible scores which the same .s~~g·de telst.score ou~ of all 
through repeated m 1~ lVl ua mlght obtaln 
wi th a di fferent i ~~~~~~:~~~s over tlme or through meaSUrE:ulent 

Procedures and Results 

taine~h~h~~esent r:p~rt is.based on an analysis of IQ data ob-
the 1960 St~~~o~~~~~~!ir(~l~nM)f t~~ WISC and the Short Form of 
~egarded and widel used' . ese are the two most highly 
lntelligence and a~e fre ~nstruments for assessing childrenls 
against which other testi ~n~~Ytused as ~he cri~erion measures e 0 establlsh thelr own validity. 
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d d ta obtained as part of the 
This report is base .upon a ontinuin prospective longitu-

Educational Follow-Up Pro~ect, a ~ b~havio~al sequelae of prena
dinal study of the edu~at1~~~~h~~d conditions and events (Balow 

!~l~l~~r1~~~): a~~u~~rs~bje~ts are also ~~~~ic~~a~!~e~~aih~alSY' 
national "eolla~orativ~ 6~f~~c~e~~~l~~~cal a~d Sensory Disorders 
Mental Retardat19n, ~n 1. 'nvestigation in 12 medical cen-
of Childhood" wh1ch 1s.a ma~or ~ Minnesota Hospitals) of the 
ters (including the Un1~ers1ty fated childhood disorders. 
antecedents of neurn o~~~~ ~~~/~~rn at Uni ver~ity o~ tvI~~;:~;' ,)ta 

A total of 1,6 1964 who were subJ ects 1 n ,~, . 
Hospitals from 1960 through . e Pro'ect were incluued 1n 
Minnesota branch of theue01ia~or~~~~ thevJreached the age of five. 
the Educational Follow: P . u {most exclusively (96.5%) white, 

The study popu~at~on 1S a es of families of study subjects 
and the socioe~onom1~h1n~~~t~~~~tion of socioeconomic index 
closely approx1mate e 1 . th north central states. 
scores of the urban popu1at10n of eas not initially drawn in a 
Although the Minnesota study s~mp1epu~ation examination of sample 
random fashion from the gend~ra ~o of IQ' SES pre-school lan-

. t' s along the 1menS10ns , , 1 . 1 character1s 1C 1 d'ness neonatal neuro oglca 
guage development, schoo t~ea 1f bi~th anomo1ies all attest to 
abnormalities, and p~oporf1~~ 0 tudy sample on these variables. 
the essenti a'l no~ma 11 ty dO b ~ s ts are aged seven through twelve 
At the present t1me stu Y su Jec h six 
and are enrolled in gr~des o~e thro~~e administered the Short 

All available stu~y subJects ~ and the vJIse at age seven. 
Form of the Stanford-B1net at age our 

Table 1 
S-B and WISe IQ Scores . 

for Total Educational Follow-Up Study populat1on 
(N = 909) WISe 

IQ 
151 + 
141-150 
131-140 
121-130 
111-120 
10l-1l0 

91-100 
81-90 

71-80 
61-70 
51-60 

S-B Cumulative 
Cumulative 

Freg. 
2 
6 

35 
88 

153 
257 
173 
130 

Freq. %age %age -
100% 

99.7% 
99.0% 
95.2% 
85.5% 
68.7% 
40.4% 
21.4% 

- - - - - - - - -

3 
14 
50 

173 
282 
214 
109 

54 
10 

0 
0 

100% 
99.6% 
98.0% 
91.4% 
72.4% 
41.4% 
17.9% 

- - - -
5.8% 
1.1% 

0 
0 

50 & below 

49 
11 

5 
o 

7.1% 
1.8% 

.6% 
o 

102.6 
R 
SO 
r = .600 
r = .281 

103.5 
15.8 

(N = 909) 
(N = 65) 

13.7 
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IQ data are reported in Table 1 for the 909 Follow-Up Study 
subjects who were administered both the four-year Binet and the 
seven-year WISe. Most subjects born in 1964 had not yet been 
administered the seven-year WIse at the time these data were 
obtained. The scores for the total group were normally distrib
uted on both the S-B and the WISe with a mean of 103.5 and a SO 
of 15.8 on the Binet and a mean of 102.6 and a SO of 13.7 on the 
WIse. The correlation between these two measures for the total 
population was .60 which is comparable to previous findings of 
.67 reported in the literature for the same instruments over a 
similar age span (Schacter & Apgar, 1958) and .59 for repeated 
testings with the S-B at these ages (Honzik, Macfarlane and 
Allen, 1948). 

In the state of Minnesota it is mandatory that school dis
tricts provide special instruction and services for school age 
EMR children. The state guidelines for special education 
(Minnesota Department of Education, 1963) specify that children 
with IQ scores in the range from 50-80 are eligible for EMR 
special class placement while those with scores falling beyond 
these limits may be considered for trial placement under special 
conditions. For this reason we analyzed our data separately for 
those subjects who would legally be classified as EMR in Minne
sota, their state of residence. 

We th~n computed the correlation between Binet and WISe 
scores for subjects who scored below 81 on the S-B. Within this 
resiricted range we obtained a correlation coefficient of .281. 
This presents quite a different picture of the consistency of 
test results from the overall correlation of .60 particularly 
when one is concerned with classification of children at the 
lower end of the continuum. 

Surprisingly few studies have been done on the reliability 
of either the 1960 Binet or the WISe with retardates (Baumeister, 
1964; Himelstein, 1968) and even fewer studies (Rohs & Haworth, 
1962) have been directed to a comparison of the Binet (LM) and 
the WIse on a retarded population. Earlier investigations 
summarized by Littell (1960) into the relationship between the 
1937 S-B and the WIse utilizing mentally retarded children were 
based upon subjects already placed in institutions or in special 
school programs for the mentally defective. Therefore there is a 
strong probability that only those individuals who consistently 
functioned at a relatively low level would have been included in 
the study samples with a resultant reduction in the magnitude of 
score changes from one test to another. 

In the studies noted above the intervals between testing 
periods were relatively brief and the subjects were considerably 
older and duller (e.A.s up to 16 and mean Binet IQs from 56.3 -
62.5) than the subjects in the present investigation. All of 
these factors may have contributed to the relatively high correla
tions which they reported. 
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Table 2 
Discrepancy Scores 

S-B IQ minus WISe IQ 

S-B (80 WISe (80 
Discrepancy Total Pop. 

(N = 909) ~N =-65) (N = 54) 
Scores 

31-35 2 0 0 

26-30 14 0 2 

21-25 33 0 2 

16-20 54 0 6 

11-15 100 1 7 

6-10 126 0 10 

1-5 149 11 12 

0 25 1 1 

- 1-5 124 13 8 

- 6-10 112 10 5 

-11-15 69 8 1 

-16-20 62 11 0 

-21-25 22 1 0 

-26-30 10 3 0 

-31-35 3 3 0 

-36-40 2 1 0 

-40-55 2 2 0 

X 10.0 12.0 9.3 

SO 7.4 10.6 7.0 

As may be seen in Table 2 the 'discrepancies between the two 
1Q scores earned by individual study children (S-B IQ minus WISe 
IQ) ranged from 0 discrepancy in 25 cases where subjects obtained 
identical scores on the two measures to as much as 44 points. 
The mean discrepancy between these measures was 10.0 with a SO of 
7.4. Approximately the same number and magnitude of discrepan
cies were found in each direction so that pluses, indicating 
higher Binet scores, and minuses indicating higher WISe scores 
were approximately equal. The discrepancy scores for subjects scoring at or below 80 
on the fi rst measure admi ni stered, the Bi.net, range from 0 to 44 
with a mean discrepancy score of 12.0 and a SO of 10.6. Twelve 
(18%) of the 65 subjects scored higher on the Binet, 52 (80%) 
scored higher on the WISe while one (1.5%) subject obtained the 
same score on both measures. Of those subjects scoring <80 on the WISe 14 (26%) had 
scored even lower on the S-B while 39 (72%) earned higher scores 
on the Binet. These changes in score for subjects identified as 
low scorers, as measured by either instrument, in the direction 
of higher scores on the other measure were in the anticipated 
direction on the basis of regression toward the mean since an 
individual selected on the basis of a single deviant scor.e would 
be expected to score closer to the mean (in this case a higher 
score) on another similar test or on a re-test with the same 
instrument for that matter. It is important to note that of the seven individuals whose 
scores increased by more than 30 points from initial to final 
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testing, six were members of the .. .. ~nder 81. If we analyze these d frou~ wlth lnltlal Binet scores 
lnto IQ levels we find that t a a wltho~t breaking them down 
than 1% of the total pOPulati~~ ~~ven subJects represent less 
of 65 represent 7 1/2% of the 80 IQ909d· However, six subjects out an under group. 

N 

11 

10 

9 

8 

7 

6,----

5 

4 

3 

2 

l-

61- 66-
65 70 

S-B 

X = 73.7 

SO = 6.03 

Table 3 

. WISe IQ Scores for Subjects 
wlth Stanford-Binet IQ Scores ~80 

(N = 65) 

,--- .---

r-- f--

f--

I-

f--

f---

1 , 
l 

0-

71- 76- 21 .. 86- 91- - -
75 80 

96 101 106- 111- 116-
85 90 95 100 105 11 0 115 120 

WIse IQ Scores 

WIse 

X = 84.4 

SO = 11.9 
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Table 4 

Stanford-Binet IQ Scores for Subjects 
with WISC IQ Scores ~80 

(N = 54) 

N 7 

6 

5 

4 

3 

2 -

\ 

56- 61- 66- 71 
60 65 70 75 

- 76 
80 

- 81- 86-
85 90 

Stanford-Binet IQ Scores 

~ 

X = 73.5 

SO = 5.06 

S-B 

X = 80.8 

SO = 11.10 

91- 96- 101-
95 100 105 

When we attempted to identify th?se sUbjectst~~i5!~~~ ~~ra 
EMR special classes in the state OfdM~~~~S~~~nO~ubjects were 
measured IQ of 80 or ~elow, we.foun s 38 (60%) of them were 
identifi~d.on the basls ~f t~e~~e~~Bwi~c' scores. Conversely when 
misclasslfled ~n th~f~a~ls °the basis of WISe IQ scores ~80, 27 
(~~i)c~~r~e~~s~~~~~1f1:d ~~ the basis of their Binet IQs. 
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Summary and Discussion 

The fact that IQ scores do not remain absolutely constant 
over time, particularly when obtained on different instruments, 
does not come in the nature of a profound shock to anyone who has 
been exposed to introductory cou~ses on tests and measurement. 
We a~e constantly admonished to remember the SE of measurement 
associated with all testing instrument~. We are warned of the 
treacherous phenomenon of regression toward the mean which has 
confounded the results of all too many studies of populations 
which initially were deviant on one or more characteristics. 

What is graphically illust~ated here is the effect of this 
unreliability of scores, measurement errors, etc., upon the cate
gorization of children as retarded or not retarded. In the 
presence of an arbitrary cut-off point relatively minor fluctua
tions in score can assume enormous significance. An individual 
who scores 76 on an IQ test may be categorized as retarded even 
though we are aware that there exists a reasonable possibility 
that hi s IItrue ll score is 81 or even hi gher'. 

A previ ous study reported in the i i tel't:cure in whi ch the 
data were analyzed in a similar fashilJn .. 'as conducted by Klapper 
& Birch (1967) i~ which the WAIS was admin)stered to 54 young 
adults who had been tested 14 years earlier with the S-B (M) at 
a Cerebral Palsy clinic. The initial 3-B scores for this group 
ranged from below 50 to 120. The correlation between Binet and 
WAfs scores for the entire group was .64 whereas the correlation 
between these measures for subjects whose initial Binet scores 
fell between 75 and 89 was .31. The obtained r of .31 for sub
jects at this level was not significantly different from zero 
given the relatively limited size of their sample. 

Klapper & Birch also analyzed the changes in absolute scores 
for each individual and concluded that the lIaccuracy of score 
prediction varied w1th the level of the initial IQ .. , The 
least stable individual scores were obtained when initial IQ was 
between 50 and 89 and most particularly between 75 and 89 ... 
The greatest amount of change occurred in those children whose 
initial IQ placed them in the mildly subnormal or borderline 
normal range. These changes were largely in the direction of 
improved levels of IQ.II This score range, 50 - 89 is where our 
study subjects fell, and the area between 75 and 89 is one of the 
most ambiguous in terms of educational programming and expecta
tions on the whole continuum. In the Berkeley Growth Study it 
was found that between six and eighteen years of age the IQs of 
almost 60% of the group changed 15 or more points and a third of 
the group changed 20 or more points (Honzik et al., 1948). 

The period from four to seven years of age is a crucial age 
range for educational planning particularly in view of increasing 
emphasis,upon early identification and early intervention to 
prevent or ameliorate later cognitive and educational impairment. 

Whether the observed discrepancies are due to differences in 
the two measuring instruments, actual changes in abilities rela
tive to the subjects age mates over time, regression toward the 
mean, or any combina:;;ion of these or as yet unidentified 
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variables cannot be ascertained from the present data. Knowledge 
of the exact source of these discrepancies is not actually 
requisite to realization that IQ scores obtained through the 
administration of instruments considered to b.e comparable may 
fluctuate widely during the course of the early school years'. 

The foregoing data clearly indicate that long-term educa
tional decisions, and categorization of children, based upon 
single IQ test scores even though derived from the most highly 
regarded instruments in the field administered by competent 
examiners are not sufficiently consistent to warrant uncritical 
reliance upon such data as determiners of differential educational 
placement. 
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THERE IS MORE TO THE Q THAN MEETS THE I: 
THE APPROPRIATE USE OF 

STANDARDIZED INTELLIGENCE TESTS*** 

Jerome D. Pauker*** 

It is a shame that the misuse of standardized intelligence 
tests has brought upon them so much justifiable criticism. If we 
W~Y'e to survey the qualifications of all those in psychology and 
education and counseling and speech therapY who administer 
intelligence tests or similar tests and who interpret test scores, 
I think we would find striking deficiencies in training and in 
understanding of what standardized intelligence test scores mean. 
And if these people do not c.::orrprehend fully the relationships of 
test scores to behavior, it is not surprising that so much distor
tion and nonsense sometimes appear in the guise of test score 

interpretati on. The IQ, or intelligence test score, at times may indicate a 
lot !TOre than !TOst definitions of intelligence vlOuld suggest, and 
at times may relate very little to the traditional concepts of 
intelligence. The fact that this may be so is ignored much too 
often, or forgotten, or never considered in the first place. 

The concept of intelligence, itself, may have caused more 
trouble than it is worth. It is talked about too often as though 
it operates in isolation from e!TOtion, temperament, interests, 
motivation, energy level, stimulation, and the like. These may be 
just as important as intelligence, or ~ impo\"'tant than intelli
gence, in determining what a person will do, how well he will 
succeed, how far he will progress, as well as what score he will 
earn on an intelligence test. ~1any interpretations of intelligence test scores are based on 
oversimplified, over-abstracted conceptions of what intelligence 
is. Such interpretations may ignore the fact that intelligence is 
an operaticnally-defined concept. The operations generally used 
to define intelligence are certain kinds of problem-solving tasks 
which are grouped to form an intelligence test. 

The operations in the test devised by Binet and Simon were 
apparently not intended by them to define intelligence, but were 
meant to serve the purpose of providing a more obj~tive means of 
predicting who would do well in the schools of Paris and who would 

, *A previoUS version of this paper was presented under the title 
"Behavioral Correlates of Standardized Intelligence Test Scores" 
as part of a symposium, "Use and Misuse of Standardized Intelli
gence Tests in PsyChological and Educational ResearCh and 
Practice" at the Annual Convention of the American PsyChological 

Associatiop" '~ashington, D. C., 1971. 
**The research reported in this paper received partial support 

from the General ResearCh Support Grant Fr5387 NIH. 

***Jerome D. Pauker is a Professor of psychiatry and psyChology 
at the University of Missouri-Columbia. 
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need special educational atrentio " 
tests such as the'Stanford-Bi t n. Standardlzed lntelligence 
Scale for Children still do t~et a~d,the Hechsler Intelligence 
and,d~ it well regardless of t~e ~h~~~~blY well for U. S. schools, 
r~llglon, sex, or country of ori i s r~ce, c~eed, culture, 
glrl, a black, low social class g n. A w~lte, mld~le social class 
hermaphrodite, a blind and deaf b~~ida,malnland Chlnese classless 
would probably do poorly in th c 1 ln the Kalihar'; ':',Jsh--all 
their scores on the Standord B~ a~erage U. S. ~lemen~dry school if 
problem is that many ersons - lne or the HISC were low. The 
be, reg ui red to know b~tter w~~f }~~~l dJ,~no~ better, or who s ho ul d 
eVldence of low intelligen~E.' 1'he" e (, ~ lOW IQ scores as 
~nd intell i gence are not th '. l very Sllnp~e fact that IQ score 
lnformation in a tests a e same often remalns a piece of 
trickle down into test s~~r~e~s~rements course which does not 
easy, then, to blame the chil~n erp~etation. This makes it very 
sc~ool performance. The IQ sco~ h~S ~arents' genes for his poor 
Chlld can learn; it does ' ,y ltself, does not tell if a 
learn in the typical U sPredhlctlreasonably well whether he will 
Nt' . sc 00 • --
o only is the IQ score us d th ' intelligence, but it is also Ofte as dOugh it were the same as 

thing stati c. vie do ncr ne e~ use as though it were some-
vlhen we give a person a ~Ch~es~ar!lY use0ther scores in that way 
example, we do not imply tha~\~g~ca"agt score ?f,five years, fO~ 

"Norms" is another te as ost the ablllty to reach six. 
tests and measurements cou~~etha~hoften gets left behind in the 
"normal" is a legitimate defi~it' e ~se, Of. the norm to mean 
Of many possible definitions of ~~n If lt l~ clear ~h~t.this is one 
tlons of this particular definit' rmal and lf the llmltlng implica-
Unfortunately, norms are oft lon ?f norma~ are also clear. 
a way that they imply all de~~ ~~~d 10 test lnterpretation in such 

. the more ur,fortunate because ~~l l?nS of nor~a~. This becomes all 
norms as scoring standards' ralses Opposltlon to the use of 
cry for both culture-specif~~ ~~ss-cu~turfl work, a~d, raises a 
The use of such tests could ms.an cu ture-speclflc tests. 
w~ite, middle-class test suc~e~~l~h~nwi~~blems. For exampl~, if a 
SlOUX Indian culture which test ,were adapted to flt a 
one use to test the ~hild of h,~r WhlCh of several tests, would 
mother? The choi ce mi ht be aWl e father and a Si oux Indi an 
Indian reservation (ana if th~~~arer lf the fam~ly lived on an 
on that reservation)~ut what ifw~~e al~le~r SlOUX Indian culture 

The fact that n~rms can be ~y 1 ve off the reservati on? 
dr~wn from populations which ar/~h!l~d, as su~h! only to persons 
WhlCh the norms were derived does t al~ or slmllar to those from 
norms are devoid of meanin' no ml_an that scores based on 
population or cross-cultur~l l~s:n~aot~er,poP~l~t\O~S. Such cross
are assumed and understood' (1) th\ ~hJUstlfleu If the following 
necessarily h th " a e test scores do not 
populations ~~ein ~hsame behavlOrs associated. with them in all 

. ~2) that if' similar b~,h~~ror~o~~!a~~~n ,~ntdedr d~!ferent circumstances; 
ln more than one 1 t" OCla e wlt.h the test scores 
ities of these'beh~~~o~sl~~ill~ed~~S not f~l1ow that the probabil
under all circumstances' and (3) thetsame ln all P?pulations or , a any hypothetlcal constructs, 
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intervening variables, or other influences presumed to be under
lying or affecting the test scores in one population or in some 
ci rcums tance will not necessaril y be operati ve aCl"oSS all popul a
tions or in all circumstances. 

Still another problem in the interpretation of standardized 
intelligence test scores is that the aspect of probability is not 
given'enough importance. We do not deal with absolute truths in 
test score interpretation, we deal in probabilities, and the 
implications of probabilities in intelligence testing seem as 
difficult to get across as are the implications of probabilities 
in weather reports. A ten percent chance of rain does not mean 
that it wi 11 not rai n. In fact, if it is an accurate predi cti on, 
a ten percenfchance of rain means that: it will rain on an 
average of one out of ten days on \~hich the probability of rain 
is ten percent. When one deals in probabilities, one tries to 
better the odds by judicious weighting of other factors and one 
pays cloze attention to the relative effects of being ri ght and 
wrong. Test results are used too often as though they signified 
in themselves some direct, absolute, il,nmutable general truth; this 
may be the reason that test scores are relied upon too often to 
make deci si ons and to provi de causes and answers, ins tead 0 f bei ng 
used as aids in dec; si on-maki ng and to provi de i nformati on on 
which to base appropriate further investigation. 

Standardized intelligence tests have been used for a number 
of purposes other than the prediction of school performance and 
the evaluation of intelligence. They have been used, for example, 
in job selection, the diagnosis of brain damage, the partial and 
sometimes entire definition of mental retardation, the evaluation 
of personality, and the diagnosis of mental disorder. The ways in 
which such uses have been investigated have sometimes left much to 
be desired. For example, one popular approach in research on 
diagnosis is to select two types of children, give them the WISe, 
find out how they are different in test patterns, and then use 
these patterns to try to identify these same types of children 
among othel" children vlho are tested. This is just the opposite of 
what we do in clinical work. We are not given children of a 
certain type and asked to predict what their test scores will be 
like; we get test scores and try to determine vihat the child is 
like. The fact that test patterns derived from two groups of 
children do not generally cross-validate when the patterns are 
then used to identify similar children is not very surprising. If 
we wert: to compare apples and bananas on a test of shape, we vloul d 
find them to be different and we would find that apples scored 
high on the roundness scale. If our shape test were a valid one, 
we would expect that if we were to take two new groups of apples 
and bananas, they would again be differentiated by the test scores. 
If, however, we were to use the test to diagnose everything round 
as being an apple, then we might find ourselves in trouble \~hen we 
woul d try to bite into doorknobs and other round things. 

After having sai d all of this, I will noVi say that I sti 11 
advocate the use of standardized intelligence tests, provided that 
we do more to let people know what standardized intelligence test 
scores mean and do not mean, that we inform the general public 
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about what we consider to be 
who can best interpret test reasonable qualifications of people 
to de the research necessar/~~r~~, /nd provided that \ve continue 
scores describe and predict in di~~ out more ab?ut what test 

The IQ score has been f erent populat1ons. 
IrVing Gottesman (1968) has f~n~ ~o have a variety.of correlates. 
metabolism rate, EEG al ha fr~s e some 9f them ~s being basal 
level, race and warmth ~f exam{uency, he1g~t, we1ght, anXiety 
of schooling, mother's attitude n~~~ f~the~. s occupation and years 
leve~, mother's concern with langu ar /c ~evement, home cuHural 
anOX1 a at bi rth, and the desi r t age eve. opment, degree of 

I want to give an exa e a master 1ntellectual skills. 
~aking to determine the be~~~fo~o~ of a research approach I am 
1ntel1igence test score patte a carre ates of standardized 

Th rns. 
e reco rds of the Psych t· L 

of Missouri Medical Center we~~ r1C ha~oratory at the University 
Performance Scale IQs at 1 sear~ e for boys Who had WISe 
Verbal Scaie IQs and Who c~~f~ 15 ho~nts higher than their WISe 
Full Scale IQwith another cont~~f b e mhtched tor age and WISe 
Performance Scale IQs di d not d' ff oy w ose WLJe Verbal and 
Twenty-two pairs of boys were s~ i~;n~.yf~o~e than nine points. 

The ~1edical Center records f th 1 1~ . 
coded, using a method devised byoJ Oes~. o~s(w~re apstracted and 
developed by Sines and Davi " ~ne:, Slnes, 1966) and 
abstracted. The frequ . s. /~YChOl091 cal repo:ts were not 
of the boys with 1 en~les 0 ~tatements appear1ng in the charts 
the frequencies o/~fi~s~l:i~~:~~~~sb~tw~~n I~s were compared with 
boys, using a statistic for th . .n. e c ari:~ of the control 
betwee~ two sample proportions~ slgmf1cance of the difference 

otle o;l:;~-t~~ statements were found to appear more frequently in 
summarized ~s ~~lf~~~~ of charts. The group of statements may be 

As compared to their t 1 WISe P fi con~ro s, the group of boys whose 
Verbal efc~r~a~Qe Scal~ rQs. were much hi gher than their 
somewhat slo s was .~scnbed as having developed 
problems durf~~'p~~~~~~~~ n~eff~:;~ntt~ajor de~e~opme~tal 
or early childhOOd.' They'd'jd have' e n~ona~a pen ad, 
reported history of measles and mumpas mor~h rbCJ uently 
to be easy to ge" al 'th . e oys appear 
~any behaVi or pi'~ble~~g11~te/ndT~;~ ~~!S r~~~~i~d t~~:ve 
r;eq~ently ~o. naye P?or verbal abil ity and trouble 
~d~~g (w~lcn f1tS 1n with the lower Verbal Scale IQs) 

~~rd t~Yd~l~~l~av~U~o~'fross motor problems. They try' 
quest· '. a~ ure seems to throw them. The 
in th~on of organ1c bra~n damage arises more frequently 

1S group, and desp1te the fact that the groups 
are matched for.Full-Scale IQ, both the question of 
~~ntal retardat10n and the diagnosis of mental retarda
t 10n appear far more frequently in the charts of the 
arget group than in the charts of the controls. ' 
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It would be inappropriate and unethical to take these state
ments and apply them to the next child who comes along \~ith a WISC 
Performance Scale IQ much higher than the Verbal Scale IQ. These 
statements came from the charts of Univei'sity of Missouri Medical 
Center patients \"Iho were referred for psychological evaluation and 
who vary relatively widely in age as well as in other characteris
ti cs. I do not know to what extent these statements mi ght apply 
to a six-year-ol d Chicano schoolboy in Los Angeles or to a ten
year-old Columbia schoolboy or even to a ten-year-old boy in the 
University of Missouri Medical Center, since I have not yet cross
validated these findings and I do not know which statements might 
be age-specific or might even appear again. It should be clear 
that we have here an example of the appropriate use of standard
ized intelligence test scores in research, and the potential for 
their misuse in practice. With additional appropriate research, 
there is also the potential for appropriate use in practice. 

I am also identifying groupS of children \~ho are very similar 
across all the WISC subtests, who fit WISC profile types. The 
preliminary results of an analysis of their charted statements 
look very promising. Another piece of reseaY'ch which I would like to describe 
brie.fly is an attempt to develop a psychometric indicator of 
acculturation and to use this measure to investigate the relation
ship of acculturation to standardized intelligence test scores. 
The indicator of acculturation is a provisional scale of the 
Missouri Children's picture Series (~1CPS). The provisional scale 
has the name "Dami nant Whi te Ameri can Cul ture Scale." 

The Missouri Children's Picture Series (Sines, Pauker, Sines, 
1963) is an objective, non-verbal test of personality for children. 
It consists of 238 cards, each one with a picture on it. The child 
is required to sort the cards into two piles: those which look 
lik.e fun to him and those which do not look like fun to him. Test 
responses are scored by counting for eight different scales. The 
additional, provi sional scale, the "Dominant White Ameri can Culture 
Scale," is made up of 29 MCPS pictures to \"Ihich black and white 
schoolboys were found to respond differently. The "Culture" Scale 
items are scored in the \~hite boy direction, so that the higher the 
score, the more the child is responding in the white direction. 
The scores on this scale were then correlated with the WISC IQs of 
two small samples of black boys and one small sample of white boys, 
all school children in a suburban St. Louis elementary school in 
which the ratio of blacks to whites is approaching 50-50. 

To sunmarize the results briefly, the only corr21ation of 
note was between the MCPS "Culture" scale scores and the vJISC 
Verbal Scale IQ scores of a group of 18 seven- to eight-year old 
black boys. The correlation of .78 indicates that, for this 
particular group of black boys, the more they were 1ike the middle
class white children in their sorting of the picture!; of the MCPS 
"Culture" scale, the hi gher was thei r score on the v~!rbal part of 
the standardized intelligence test. 

These results suggest the possibility of the use of appro-
pri ate, measured, moderator vari r.r,.les to make adj ustments in the 
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scores of persons who are not f th . uted to the standardized test n~om eI~aJor groups which contrib-
"Culture" scale reall is rms., for example, our 
intell i gence test sco'~es, ~~!~t~~ to c~ltUral. differences and to 
correction factor to all may e p?sslb~e to develop a 
scores of those black ~hi{d~~ th~ s~andardlzed lnt~lligence test 
by not having grown up in mid~l~-~la~~e b~~~ cultu~ally deprived 
alternatively, with the "Culture" l' W 1 e s~ttlngs. Or, 
direction, we mi ht h ~ca e scored ln the black 
bl~ck intelligen~e te:~es~o~~~r~~t~~~ fa':~~~lto lapPly to.the new 
chlldren who have been cul s~ r.n e-c ass, whlte 
up in black settings. turally deprlved by not having grown 

Again, there are impli t' h scor~s. There is no purpos~aS~~~~d ~re f~~ the ~se and misuse of 
unadjusted scores until it y el er adjusted or 
which is reliably associate~a~J~h ~~~w~ that there is b~havior 
start to be said about the find' I hcores, And nothlng can even 
~hey have been adequately expan~~as d ave prese~ted here until 
nere, too, that for another an cross-vall dated. I can add 
and of higher IQ score than f;~~/f, bllack boys who were, younger 
results did not hold.l 191na group, the orlglnal 

If \~e are going to c t' . tests, and I think that w~ns~~~~dUS~~g s~an~ardized i~telligence 
a~d scientific responsibility t ? e~,lt lS our ethlcal, moral, 
tl0nships between behavior and ~n~n~~~ 19ate thoroughly the rela-
means more than usin armc' e ~gence test scores. This 
analogy, more than b~sin' halr an~lysls, more than reasoning by 
more than playin other ~ con~lusl0ns on what is theoretically so 
peoples' lives. gIt means U~~t~~~~l~ectucil ~y ,satisfying games with' 
~rubby work which is necessary to ~n ~n ~~ng the,tedious and 
1 ndeed , may be re1ated to in ,0 ln or er to flnd out what, 
we must be aware at least Oft~~~~g~~ce tes~b~cores. It means that 
probabilities are in the case e,possl e ranges of the 
extent we are justified in ap ~f,partthlcular ~ro~p~ and to what 

There is a med' 1 1 P ylng em to lndlvlduals. 
use a treatment whi ~ha i /~o~e of. thumb whi ch says th~,t you do not 
than his disease or injury. Atl~~lY ~okbe har~ful to the patient 
colleagues in clinical s e rlS of,belng accused by Tl1Y 
deviationist thoughts ~ ~~~f~o~kof harborlng medical-model 
ought to have some si~ilar . 1 e to sugges~ that perhaps we 
tests. something to the eff~~r~h f~r thosehuslng p~ychologi cal 
about offering a test score ' t a we ~IJg t to thlnk carefully ln erpretatlOn when the probability of 

lThe following Psycholo T h' , Lab~ratory. sponsored jOintl~Ybye~hnl~l~ns Of the Ps~chometric 
Medlcal Center and the Mid' ,e O1verslty of Mlssouri 
tered and scored tests in ~~~~sourlhMental Health Center, adminis-
in this paper: Sue Bowie 10US p ases of the research reported 
Gle~da ~ood. Ellen HorowitzSU~a;~~kw Mciry ~~U~herty, Ju?y'Goldberg, 
thel r tl me and effort thei; e t' 00: e~ r generos 1 ty wi th 
enthUsiasm and i • xper lse ln thelr work, and their 
the "sub-" l'n " nbterest, m~ke one wonder about the validity of 

su -professlonal." 
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~~!~gt~~O~~f!~t;~~t~:i~~a:r~~; ~~:!!~~1~:i::~~~~~~r~!~~~~:ihe 
pekrson thano~~~ ~~f~~~~ ~~n~~~~nai~ectio~, then we may end up with 
rna e some m 11 t t ust have printed on them the 
a law which says ~hat aTh , eSt Sstmmay be injurious to your f~ture 
statement: "Cautl0n: 1 s e 
weli-being." b b s we dehumanize him 

vlhen we characterize a p~rso~ ,y n~m er,' this onl if Vie 
to a certain extent. \~~ ar~ Just1'f1ede1~\1~~~~le the va11dity of 
have valid reasons for 1t, 1f Vie can d,msatisfaction but also to 
the reasons not only to ourhcol~~ig~~smost affected by it, and if 

~~\~~t~~:~~i~~~ ~~e t~~~e~s \~~I~ agai n into human terms and 
humane practices. 
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DO BANANAS TELEPHONE? 
Walter Higbee* 

Two years ago the writer accepted the responsi bil ity of 
conducting some research on language processes of young Sioux 
Indian children living on the Pine Ridge Indian Reservation in 
South Dakota. Preparatory to initiating the research project, 
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it was necessary to meet with a delegation from the Tribal Council 
to get permission for the project. Following my presentation to 
this group, in which I outlined my method, talked about my statis
tical design, and speculated about the implications of the study, 
I called for questions. One of the members raised his hand and 
conmented, "Yoll say you're going to conduct another study of the 
Sioux? Do you know what I think you shoul d do when you finish 
this one? I think it would be time to conduct another study. 
This time you should make a study of all the studies that have 
been done on the Sioux, number them in chronological order begin
ning in 1890, compute the total cost involved, and publish this 
as a study in was te an d futil ity . " 

Si nce Custer's time the Si oux have been vi ctims of over
study. Anthropologists, sociologists, psychologists, and educa
tors have lined library shelves from Berkeley, California, to 
Geneva, Switzerl and, with research reports on the descendents of 
Sitting Bull and Crazy Horse. This accumulated research has, for 
the most part, had negligible effect on improving the anthropolo
gical, sociological, psychological, or educational "plight" of 
the Sioux. 

Despite the objection raised at the Tribal Council meeting, 
my research was initiated, conducted, and will soon be presented 
under the title, PsycholingulJiti c Characteri sti cs of Si oux Indi an 
Children. Before it takes fts- place on our and other library 
shelves, we hope to be able to extract findings from it that will 
make significant contributions to the curricula for the Parent
Chil d Centers and Head Start Programs on the reservati on. We have 
determined, for instance, that on the Illinois Test of Psycholin
guistic Abilities, young Sioux Indian children do demonstrate 
intact basic memory processes on both the Visual and Auditory 
Sequt!ntial Memory subtests. We have noted, as have others, that 
Indian children score especially well on the Visual Memory sub
test which, interestingly, uses distinctly Indian-like designs on 
the memory test objects. We have also determined that these 
Indi an children have a great deal of diffi culty responding to 
Grammatic Closure and Auditory Association test items--items which 
call on language processes most closely related to the subtleties 
and intricacies of the English language. 

Our suspicion that tests which include much language based 
content may be bi ased agai nst Si oux lndi an chi 1 dren, many of whom 
come from Lakota-English speaking homes, was demonstrated rather 
dramatically by one particular incident. I had employed a Lakota 

*Walter Higbee is a Professor at Black Hills Stat~ College in 
Spearfish, South Dakota. 
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sp~aking India~ to assist me in working with some of the young 
chlldren who mlght relate better to an Indian examiner. We were 
attem~ting to transl~te ~ome of the ITPA Auditory Reception sub
test ltems from Engllsh lnto Lakota. He had no particular 
difficulty in translating "Do dogs bark?" but when he came to "Do 
ban<l:,nas ~elephone?" he suggested that in order to make a proper 
~ranslatl0n from English to Lakota and then back to English the 
ltem would come out something like this. "Does the yellow. oblong 
apple that grows in a distant land use the way of talking where 
ropes are put between poles?" 

Intrigued by this instance of language confusion on a test 
that is used primarily for di agnosti c purposes. 1 became further 
interested in the possibility that tests such as the Stanford-
B~net ?r Wechsler. which are used for classification purposes. 
mlght lnclude content that serves to penalize the bilingual Indian 
child. Further. 1 became interested in the speculation that such 
tests might include items that could be misinterpreted because of 
cultural confusion. Calling on my Indian friend again. we arranged to take a 
critical and penetrating look at particular items from the 
Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Chi ldren. We chose the WISC 
because it is used extensively in South Dakota to classify Indian 
children for eligibility for admittance to special education 
programs. The first item we looked at was number nine from the 
General Information subtest. The item reads "Who discovered 
Ameri c~?" t4y friend looked at the suggested correct responses 
and sal d. "I see you have two choi ces • Col umb us and Leif E ri cs on 
and. of course. they are both wrong." 

Following this initial discovery of rather definite cultural 
confusion. we turned our attention to an item-by-item consideration 
of the WISC General comprehensionsubtest. As 1 had suspected we 
came up with several glaring examples of cultural misinterpretation. 
For purposes of this presentation. 1 will give the WISC test item. 
give the expected correct respons0. and then give the possible 
response that a Sioux Indian child might present. and the suggested 
justification of that response from his traditional background. 

Item ,~ What is the thing to do when you cut your finger? 
Put a band-aid on it. Wash it ... lith soap and water. 
Nothing. (The Sioux warrior attitude of bravery might be 
stronger t.han the need to ask mother for a band-ai d) . 

Item 2: What is the thing to do if you lose a ball that belongs 
to one of your friends? 
Give him one of mine. Try to get it back. 
1 wouldn't have to do anything. (The concept "friend" in 
Sioux is a very intimate concept. The Indian child might 
not find it necessary to replace the toy because the act 
of replacement might endanger the friendship) .. 

Item 3: What would you do if you were sent to buy a loaf of bread 
and the grocer sai d he di d not have any more? 
Go to another jtore. 
Go home. (There is only one store on the reservation). 

Higbee 

Item 6: 

Item 9: 
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WhY,isitbettertobuild h . It 1 S safer It· a ouse of brl ck than of wood? 
I don't kno~ (T1S more permanent. 
vaftion. ~ b~ick ~~~~e a~:a~~ ~~if~s~?~S~~ on the reser-
o some klnd). 1 U 10n or o.n agency 

~Ihy is it better to a b'll b It is safer It l'S P Y 1 S Y check than by cash? . more conven' t . 
I don't know (Th . len. 
not have a checkin~ ~~~~~~t c~ild' s father ~robably does 
the reservati on) . ecause there 1 s no bank on 

Item 10: Why is it better to . ~ than to a street beg~~~~ m~ney to an organized charity 

A more orderly way of gi vi n mone money goes to a worthy pers~n y. It ass urnes that the 
I woul d gi ve it to the be . (T 
identify more close ly wi t~g~~· b ,he Indi an chil d can 
been taught to be suspi ci ef eggar! and he may have ous 0 organlzed charities). 

Item 14: Why should a promise be kept? 
An ag reement between two . 1 . be honored. peop e lS a contract and should 

~eop~e wou~ d 1 augh at you if you di dn 't. (Persons "'ho 
rea promlses are subject to ridi 1 ' 

the fear of harming the deity). cu e. Also, there is 

The preceding examples shoul db ' . tha~ test bias does exist on tests t~ ~ufflclent to demonstrate 
Indlan children. They also add to a ar~ ~sed to classify 
stration of test bias with' 't my SUsplcl0n that the demon-
accomplished best not by th~l~or~ y,group children can be 
intelligence such as IQ s na YS1S of global measures of 
?f subtest scores but b/~~es, nor by the m?re refined analysis 
ltems. • e careful analys'ls of individual test 

~ne last example should se " blroWS1~9 through the General In~~~mt~,emphabslze thlS point. While 
ast tlme, my Indian frie d. a 10n.su test of the vJISC one 

celebrated on the Fourth ~f ~~~e ?~cr~ss ltem number 17, "What is 
~oLlld a child be expected t y. e as~ed me, "At what age 
ltem would probabl be a 0 a~swer that? I replied that the 
:esponded by saYin~, "Noepr~p~late for about a 12-year old. He 
lmportant about the date '0 e ~ ask you something. What is 
didn't know. He then said e~em er 29?" I had,to admit that I 
could tell you that is th' A~y 12-year old S10UX Indian child 
~lassacre. Why don't ou ~s~nm versary, of t~e Wo unded Knee 
lntelligence tests?" y us somethlng 11ke that on your 
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SPECIAL EDUCATION PLACEMEl' 'T: 
THE FEDERAL CONSTITUTION 

AND ITS IMPLICATIONS 
Grant S. Nelson* 

The current controversy and intellectual ferment over the 
placement of children in classes for the mentally handicapped, 
especially those to the educable mentally retarded, illustrates 
vividly, both from the educational and legal perspective, how 
commonly the reforms or innovations of a few years past become 
viewed in the contemporary setting as anachronistic and unjust. 
Whi 1 e speci a 1 classes for the development of the "e)tcepti ona 1 
child" were once considered progressive and sensible, they are in 
many contexts today perceived as "burial grounds" for SUbstantial 
numbers of children. Ross, DeYoung and Cohen, "Confrontation: 
Special Education Placement and the Law," Exceptional Children, 
Vo'i. 38, September, 1971, ~, p. 5. Where track systems were 
developed as an arguably desirable method of developing 
and stimulating each child's intellect to a maximum degree conso
nant with the child's ability, such systems today are not only 
often considered educational suspect to many, but from a legal 
perspective, constitutionally defective as well. See e.g., 
Hobson v. Hansen, 269 F. Supp. 401 (D.C. 1967). Terminology such 
as "exceptional," "special education," and "emotionally disturbed," 
while once considered neutral and humane, in many contexts today 
are often perceived as harmful and invidious labeling. 

More particularly, attacks on current placement practices are 
focusing on the use of intelligence testing as a basis for the 
assignment of children to special classes or tracks for the 
mentally retarded, classes that too often for many children repre
sent a terminal status and the admission of defeat. While many of 
the objections directed to these procedures would have equal 
application to children of all backgrounds, racial or Rconomic, 
there is increasing concern and analysis being focused on the 
impact of such procedures on minority group children. Of course, 
educators. lawyers and most laymen are probably familiar with the 
substantial arguments that cultural bias in intelligence testing 
renders the result of such testing educationally suspect as to 
members of certain minority groups such as the Blacks or Mexican
Americans. On the other hand, it may well equally be argued that 
such tests, notwithstanding cultural bias, are useful devises to 
aid in evaluating a child's ability to cope with and adjust to 
the sophistication and complexiti"es of modern society which, after 
all, is probably perr,leated by cul tura 1 bias. In other words, such 
testing may well be of value if used with common sense in develop
ing an educational program tailored to the needs of the individual 
child and in fostering maximum development of that child's 
abilities. Yet the facts cannot be ignored. The use of 

*Grant S. Nelson is an Associate Professor of Law at the University 
of Missouri-Columbia. 
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intelligence and achievement tests has apparently resulted in 
disproportionate numbers of minority group children being assigned 
to classes for the educable mentally retarded. One scholar, fo~ 
example, has suggested that over half of the children enrolled in 
classes for the mentally retarded at the time of his study were 
from minority group backgrounds. See Dunn, "Spedal Education for 
the Mentally Retarded--Is Much of It Justifiable?", Exceptional 
Children, Vol. 35, September, 1968, 5, ~: 6. More importantly, 
howLJer, the claim is made that, once assigned to such classes, 
students never reemerge and in all probability will remain 
imprisoned throughout life by labels attached to them very early 
and perhaps prematurely in their development. Tn~ee commentators 
have recently very succinctly delineated the pertinent arguments: 

Special education programing is inadequate. Once 
a child is placed in an educable mentally retarded class, 
there is little chance that he will le~ve it. Insuffi
cient attention is given to the development of basic 
educational skills and retesting occurs infrequently, 
if ever. Contributing further to the lack of upward 
mobil ity is the student's POOl" sel f-image whi ch is 
reinforced by such placement and contributes to the self
fulfilling p~ophecy of low achievement. 

The personal harm created by improper placement is 
irreparable. Special class placement becomes a basic 

• factor in a self-fulfilling prophecy, frequently rele
gating the victim to an economic, educational and sccial 
position far below that which he has the ability to 
achieve. The social stigma surrounding the label 
'mentally retarded' remains with the individual his 
entire life. Obtaining a job may be difficult if not 
impossible and even if adequate employment is found, 
the psychological damage created by improper placement 
persists. Ross, DeYoung and Cohen, p. 6. 

The main purpose of this paper is to explore the legal impli
cations of this placement procedure. In this connection, primary 
emphasis will be placed on the placement decisions, and assign
ments made on the basis of testing, rather than on the validity of 
the tests themselves. This is because the primary injury to the 
child, if any, results more from the placement assignment than 
from the test in and of itself. 

From the legal perspective the situation described above gen
erates at least two substantial questions of more than threshold 
constitutional significance: (1) Is the Equal Protection Clause 
of the United States Constitution violated by public school testing 
and placement practices that have the effect of assigning a sub
stantially disproportionate number of minority group children to 
special classes for the mentally retarded? and (2) Does the Due 
Process Clause of the 14th Amendment require that a public school 
child and his parents be afforded the opportunity for a hearing 
before a child is assigned to such special classes? What follows 
is an analysis of the above questions together with a consideration 
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of the developing case law and its possible impact on current 
practices in the special education area. 

The Equal Protection Problem 

The United States Supreme Court has consistently held under 
the Equal Protection Clause that racial classifications are con
stitutionally suspect and that such classifications must be not 
merely rationally related to a valid state objective, but must be 
necessary to the accomplishment of an overriding state purpose. 
See McGlaughlin v. Florida 379 U.S. 184 (1964); Loving v. Virginia, 
388 U.S. 1 (1968). In other words, the burden is very heavily on 
the state to justify racial classifications and, in effect, they 
create a strong presumption of invalidity. However, the Supreme 
Court applies the above principles normally only to state legisla
tion, regulations, or practices that create racial categories on 
their face or that are enforced on a racially discriminatory 
basis. Where a state legislature's practices are neutral on their 
face and neutrally enforced but discriminatory in effect, it has 
generally been assumed that such legislation or practices do not 
raise substantial Equal Protection Clause racial discrimination 
issues. An exception to this general notion may be found in 
situations where a racially neutral regulation or practice has 
discriminatory effect and there is a past history of legally 
imposed racial discrimination. In Lane v. Wilson, 307 U.S. 268 
(1939), for example, the Supreme Court struck down a racially 
neutral Oklahoma voter registration rule where the effect was to 
prevent sub~tantial numbers of blacks from voting and prior voting 
legislation on its face discriminated against blacks. See also 
Meridith v. Fair, 298 F.2d 1696 (5th Cir. 1962). Moreover, there 
are, for example, several cases where the federal courts have 
disapproved the placement of black students in certain classes or 
schools based on scores from achievement or aptitude tests. How
ever, in these cases more than discriminatory effect was involved 
because in each instance the school district involved had been 
legally or dejure racially segregated prior to the landmark 
desegregation dpcision in Brown v. Bd. of Education. 347 U.S. 483 
(1954) and in ~ }me instances the tests were applied only to blacks. 
In these cases, the courts simply believed that the testing 
devices were used to achieve the result of racially separate 
schools accomplished by the now invalid segregation laws. See 
e.g., Green v. School Bd., City of Roanoke, 304 F.2d 118 (4th Cir. 
1962); Sin leton v. Jackson Munici al Se arate School District, 
419 F.2d 1211 5th Cir. 1970. There was no suggestion, absent 
the above special circumstances, that discriminatory effect alone 
in placement resulting from a testing program would raise Equal 
Protection problems. Much legislation that is neutral on its 
face and uniformly applied hurts some groups in society more than 
others. For example, the sales tax, although racially neutral on 
its face, impacts more heavily on poor people. Does the fact 
that a disproportionate number of poor people are black mean that 
the sales tax is a violation of the Equal Protection Clause? 
Since it is unlikely most courts would invalidate such measures 
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as the sales tax it is unde t d bl involving themsel.ves in pur~se~~ \ e that they generally avoid 
402 U.S. 137,142 (1971). ec cases. See James v. Valtierra, 

Parenthetically it sh ld 1 
~:~i~~~{i~~l~r"~~g~~~~~~~~ ~~Ssi~l!Or~~i~ft~~o~~~;"ng~~~~~Ys~~~~ts 
enactments are racially dis~r~~~~~ton t~e'rffface ~ven though such 
Thompson 91 S Ct 1940 ( ory In e ect. See Palmer v 
to violating this ~p roachl~~l~. The closest t~e courts have c~me 
otherwise neutral te~ting proc~~u;~e casesbP~eV10US1Y noted where 
the prior legally imposed segregati~nwer~h elng used to sustain 
general rule against exam' . .' e reasons for the 
court determine, for examl~~ng motlVe are ~bvious. How does a 
member voted in favor of ~ t' ~~y each leglslator or school board 

One other ty f" ff eS"lng program? 
tinguished from o~~ ~itu~ti~ct case s~ould be mentioned and dis
recently held in Griggs v D~k ~he Unclted States Supreme Court 
(1971) tr,at where a test ~ . e. ower ~mpany, 91 S. Ct. 856 
employment has the effect ~ slmllar d~vlce used as a basis for 
employment, the employer mu:tS~~~~~~{~~liYhatextchlUdtingtblacks from 
demonstrably J'ob 1 t d .. e es s are 
1 

. -re a e. Whlle the theory of th,'s d .. 
oglcally could b t d eC1Slon 

r~tionale is curr~n~~ye~n~~ ~~ pt~~ie~uca{ionlal setting the ~riggs 
tlon because that d . . . p era va ue to our consldera-
Federal Civil Ri9ht~C~~~0~hr~~ ~nterpf~tigf Tit~e VII of the 1964 
situations. Moreover. it is notS a~Pd!c~ le.malnl y to ~mployment 
what the- E 1 P . . a JU lCla lnterpretatlon of 

qua rotectlon Clause requires in "effect" 
To set our probl" cases. 

dealing with in most ~~s~~n~~~s~~ci~ve the~'lwhat we.are probably 
racially discriminator e - e speCla educatlon area is a 
cedures and programs thatffect caused.by the application of pro
administration. The assi -are non-raclal o~ their !ace and their 
numbers of minority groupg~~~~;n~nd.retent!o~ of dlsproportionate 
educable mentally retarded s In specla classes for the 
from the utilization of te~tf~r examp~et.results in most instances 
causing discriminatory effect gbu~eguh·ahlonlshand other devices 
culturall b' d ' W lC a tough arguably 
in their ~dm~~~~t;a~~~nnev~~~~e~~s~ non-r~ciald~n.their face and 
protection analysi~ the~e has been ~~~~l~ t~r:u~~~~~ali~q~~l 
i~~:~:~~~~e~~~~~~~~;~f;:~~~;!l~:~~;~t~;f=C;u~;~:~ti:lt~:~!;g 
~~de~al court decis~ons conCerning'the~~e~~~'a~~~~g~~~en;o~f~~~ 
an~fY~{Ssom~h~~p~ns~on of.the traditional Equal protect~on 
pronounc~d' . en ~ncy ln lower federal courts seems more 
testing dev~~e~l~~:~lofns wlhere the court.is convinced that the 
th or p acement contaln cultural bia d .ere~ore, cannot accurately reflect the intelligence o~ an , 
mlnorlty group members. 

One of these majo d .. . 
i~P~h'at401 (D.D:C. 1967~,.~~}7~~n~0~sF~~b~~~ (D.~~n~~~, i~~9F). 

case, ln a declslon by J Sk 11 W· .' . 
court declared that school te t" e y. rlght, the district s lng practlces and pupil placement 
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procedures constituting the "t~acking~ system in effect at that 
time in the District of Columbla publlC schools had the effect of 
discriminating against black students and were, therefore, 
violative of the Due Process Clause of the Fifth Amendment. (In 
this case the Due Process Clause is used as equivalent of the 
Equal Protection Clause which in theory is applicable only.t~ the 
states). The track system then in e!f~ct w~s a form of ablllty 
grouping under which students were dlvlded ln separate, self
contained tracks ranging from "basic" for the slow student or 
academically retarded to "honors'; for the gifted. The court 
believed that the tests used to create the tracks were based on 
white middle class values and did not relate to the Negro and 
disadvantaged child. The court stated: 

... track assignment based on such tests relegated 
Negro and disadvantaged children to.the lower tracks 
from which because of reduced currlcula and the absence 
of adequat~ remedial and compen~atory education, as well 
as continued inappropriate testlng, the chance of 
escape is remote. ~., p. 407. 

Under the circumstances, the court conclude~ that the tracking 
system violated its own premise because true ability was not 
being reflected in the track system and that, therefor~, "the 
track system amounts to an unlawful .d~scriminat~on a~a:nst those 
students whose educational opportunltles are belng l:mlted on thTt 
erroneous assumption that they are capable of acceptlng no more. 
Id., p. 514. What Hobson seems to b~ saying is.that tracking per se 
15 not bad but that the testing mettl,s used dld not correctly 
establish the members of the track. 1 JS, if tests fre~ of . 
culture bias were utilized, presumably no equal protectlon clalm 
would be present even if the effe~t of ~he test we~e to plac~ 
disproportionate numbers of certaln raclal or ethnlc groups ln 
the lower tracks. 

Along similar lines as Hobson, the Federal District Court in 
S an ler v. Pasadena Cit Board of Education, 311 F. Supp. 501 

D.C. Cal. 1970 noted the racially discrimina~ory effects of the 
Pasadena interclass grouping practices which, :n large.measure, 
were based on the results of intelligence testlng consldered ~y 
the court to be racially discriminatory because of the emphasls 
of such tests on verbal ability. The court, however, apparently 
took no action because of the·delicate issues involved.but urged 
"the people of Pasadena to examine carefully the grouplng 
policies of the District." ~., p. 504. 

Commentators have also recently referred to ca~es whe~e 
class assignments have been challenged because testlng de~lces 
which assumed an understanding of English were used on chlldren 
who had predominantly Spanish speaking backgrounds. See Ross, 
DeYoung and Cohen, p. 8. These are relat~vely.easy.cas~s even 
assuming that a very narrow equal protectlon vle~polnt:s . 
followed. In any event, the application of testlng devlces ln 
such a manner should probably be considered so irrationa~ as to 
violate the Due Process Clause of the 14th Amendment, WhlCh 
requires that state regulations have some "rational basis." 
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What the fo~egoing recent cases do suggest is a rather strong 
tendencY,on the part of the courts to invalidate class assignment 
or grouplngs that result in disproportionate numbers of minority 
group ~hi~dren being assigned to "slow" or Ilstigmatized" groups 
w~ere lt lS concluded that the testing devices used are culturally 
blased or do not reflect the minority group child's true ability. 

One recent federal case? howeyer, suggests a standard, by 
analogy, to the effect that lf raclally disproportionate grouping 
o~curs a~ a result of ~ testing program SUbstantial equal protec
tlon clalms ma~ yet eXlst even though the 'test is arguably 
culturally unblased. In Chance v. Board of Examiners of the City 
of New York,.330 F. Supp. 203 (S.D. N.Y. 1971) two plaintiffs who 
were res~ectlvely Black and Puerto Rican, brought an action 
challenglng th~ co~stitutiona~ity under the Equal Protection 
Clause of exa~lnatlons prescrlbed and administered by a city 
board ?f examl~ers to t~o~e se~king licenses for permanent appoint
ment to supervlsory posltlons ln the New York City school system. 
The co~rt ~oted that t~e tests to a large extent called for the 
regurgltatlon of me~orl~ed mater~al and that the application of 

, t~e tests resulted ln dlsproportlonately fewer Blacks and Puerto 
Rlcans passing the examinations and b~coming a principal than wa p 

the case for white candidates. Thus, the court concluded that ~ 
th~ ~xam~nation~ in this case had the "de facto effect" of dis
c~l~lnatl~g.agal~st Bla~ks and ~uerto Ricans and issued a pre
llmlnary lnJunct:on a~alnst t~elr use. Perhaps more important 
than the re~ult ln thlS case lS the constitutional standard the 
~ourt en~ncl~ted for such cases. "Such a discriminatory impact 
lS constltutlonally suspect and places the burden on the Board to 
sh~w ~hat the examinations can be' justified as necessary to obtain 
prlnclpals ... possessing the ~kills and qualifications required 
for successful performance of the duties of those positions." Id., 
p. 223 .. See.also, Armstead v. Starkville Municipal Separate -
School Dlstrlct, 325 F. Supp. 560 (N.D. Miss. 1971). Note that 
the court would appear to treat an "effect" case as a traditional 
race classification case. In other words, even in the absence of 
defects in the examination such as those mentioned above the 
co~r~ may be suggesting that where there is a substantia; dis
crlmlnatory effect, the state must show that examinations are 
necessary to obtain qualified principals. 

The imp~ications of applying the reasoning of the Chance 
case to our lnstant problem are SUbstantial. It is doubtful that 
the Chance.cou~t would hold that school authorities have a heavy 
burden to Justlfy use as such, of testing simply because the 
resu~ts ~how a racially discriminatory effect. After all, 
testlng ln and of itself is not objectionable, it is the decisions 
made based on the testing that cause problems. On the other hand 
the reasoning of the Chance case might very well mean that school' 
authorities will be required to establish that where the place
ment of ~hildren ~ased on intelligence testing results in minority 
group chlldren belng placed, for example, in substantially dis
proportionate numbers in classes fot' the educable mentally 
retarded, suc~ placement is necessary to the proper functioning 
of the educatlon system. In other words, school authorities may 
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. ther feasible way to educate these 
h~ve ~o show tha~.i~ere l~t~~u~ the imposition of the permanent 
mlnorlty group.c lt rlenl Wblling This may be true even though 
stigma of detrlmen a ~ e. . 
culturally neutral testlng }S used' Ple to avoid the track system 

Are there other ways, or exam, et not substantially 
and its consequential l~be~ing ~r~~~s~d~~~tron of normal or gifted 
impair the smooth fun~tlonl~~ ~ are not feasible, the Chance 
children? If such ot ~r me 0 Set of special placement 
reasorying.may not re~~1~e th~oa~:~~~~mh~W disproportionate the 
for mlnorlty group c 1 ~e~ b' However such courts may very 
assignments are on a.racla a~ls. of'other methods such as 
we~l requi~e the oPtl~~m pr~~il~:~~~tU~~y discriminatory eff~ct 
malnstreamlng be~ore d eYt~l 1 ement Indeed such a pOllCY 
to exist in speclal e uca l?n p ac 'ffice of'Education, 
is being promoted by the ~nlt~d Sl~~~sw~rds while mainstreaming 
Bureau for.the Hand~cap~e '1' n °it is not ~hollY inconceivable 
may be valld educatlona po lCY't uld very well in some 
that courts like the Chance cour co 
instances requir~ it abs ~ ~~~t~~ro~h~a~~urts will go in applying 

In speculatlng a ou . 1 d t'o placement pro-
the Equal Protection Clause to specl~ ~ u~a lF~rst it should be 
cedures, several caveats must be emp ~~l~~a~ce are ~ot as yet the 
noted that decisions such aSHobs~nl~wer federal trial court or 
law of land; rather they represen. . k' the law only in 
appellate decis~ons.that are~ st~~~tlYT~~e~S~~~~ they dealt with 
their federal dlst~ldctsdO~yC~~~u~nited States Supreme Court, 
have not been conSl ere '- h meaning of the 
which, of tou~se;.ultim~te1{ ~~~e~~1~~~,tf~r example, the author 
Federal Constltut:ory. : e 'dered by many legal scholars to 
of the Hobson dec~sl~n~ ~s c~~s: t and his views as to the mean
be too much of a JUd~Cl~. aCc~~~~e are not necessarily shared by 
ing of the Equal Pro ec lon . outside the District of 
all ju~ges, state.and fe~e~:~ti~~ ~~dY of opinion that such 
Columbla. There lS a su s . h than legal and, as such, 
issues are primarily educatlona} ratx:~ple Chief Justice Warren 
better left to the educators. or e '1 District of 
E. Burger, then a j~dge on t~e cour~o~~o~peeaH~~sen appeal and 
columbia Circuit, dlssented :n the can b~ criticized for its 
noted that ~he. "Hobson doctr: ne . te~ti a 11 enormous scope, and 
uncl~ar b~s:s ln preceden~b'~~~yP~hich mayYstrain the resources 
its lmPOsltlon of reSp?nSl 1 1 'udiciar." Smuck v. Hansen, 
and endanger the prestl(gecofc~he ~96Q) ~tate Courts tend to 
408 F.2d 1?5, ~96-197d ~'d: .l~iy inJs~ch highly specialized 
avoid gettlng lnvolve JU lCla d cement See, e.g., 
areas as educational ~lac~~entG~n~ ~o~:nCit S~hool District, 287 
~i~t~an2~'5~~ar~9~~ : u~~r~~~er,elegal .sc~o~ars ~~~v~~~e~epre-
c~iti~al of the sweeping a~proachF~~de~~~~~:alp~ofessor Phillip 

~~~i~~dbYo~U~~ec~~~~e~~i~~ ~~nChicago Law School, a renow~~~ 
~~~;~~t~~~~n~~a~a~tS~~~!~~~ ~~Jth~~~!~~~;y~~!i~~~~~s~~~!~~~er 
receive no better educatlon Wl ln e 
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students. " 35 U. Chi. L. Rev. 583., 595 (1968). Fi na lly, there 
is some tendency 'on the part of some educators in very scholarly 
and analytical articles, to place undue emphasis on the implica
tion of cases filed, rather than those actually decided. There 
is, after all, no limit on the imagination of p1ai.ntiff ' s lawyers 
in their claims for relief. Indeed, sweeping claims are often 
made by lawyers for plaintiffs even though they are clearly 
willing to accept a much more modest result. 

The Procedural Due Process Problem 

The law traditionally has treated any attempt to have a 
person declared legally incompetent, either for purposes for 
confinement or simply for purposes of the appointment of a legal 
guardian, as a serious proceeding requiring most of the essential 
attributes of due process. It is almost universally accepted in 
state statutory or constitutional provisions that such a deter
mination of mental incompetency requires an opportunity for a 
hearing with notice to the accused. In most instances, the 
hearing provided for is judicial. Moreover, in many states a 
jury trial is required on the issue of mental incompetency. See 
generally, Alexander, Brubaker, Deutsch, Kovner, Levine, 
Surrogate Management of the Property of the Aged, 21 Syracuse L. 
Rev. 87, 94, 133-134 (1970). Indeed, the presence in most states 
of at least minimal hearing requirements has meant that the' 
Uni'ted States Supreme Court has had generally 1 i ttl e opportunity 
to consider whether the Fourteenth Amendment Due Process clause 
requires some minimal type of hearing. Rather, it seems generally 
a~'sumed that some type of hearing is required as to the issue of 
incompetency. See, e.g., Pearson v. Probate Court of Ramsey 
County, 309 U.S. 270, 276-277 (1940). 

As has been previously pointed out, in any determination 
that a child be placed in "special education" or, in particular, 
in any type of class for the mentally retarded, there is a strong 
possibility that the placement may be terminal. The social 
stigma associated with the label of "mentally retarded," aside 
from its possibly being a self-fulfilling prophecy in some 
instances, may very well permanently relegate the child so 
labeled to an inferior econowic and social status in life. He 
may very well be cut off from normal job opportunities and social 
intercourse. In view of this probable substantial detrimental 
impact on the chi1d ' s future caused by such a placement determi
nation, does the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment 
require that the child and its parents be afforded the opportu
nity for a hearing before some impartial person or panel as to 
the validity of such a proposed placement determination by school 
authorities? Some educational scholars seem to intimate an 
affirmative answer. See Ross, DeYoung and Cohen, p. 6. 

An interesting case that may well have a bearing on this 
problem is Wisconsin v. Constantineau, 91 S. Ct. 507 (19,71). The 
police chief of a small Wisconsin town, pursuant to a state 
statute, caused a notice to be posted in all retail liquor stores 
in the town that sales or gifts of liquor to Constantineau were 
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forbidden for one year. The statute provided for posting without 
notice or hearing as to any person who "by excessive drinking 
produces certain conditions or exhibits such traits as exposing 
himself or his family 'to want'" or becoming "dangerous to the 
peace" of the community. The United States Supreme Court noted 
that the label or characterization given an individual by 
"posting," though to some "merely the mark of illness. to others 
.•. is a stigma, an official branding of the person." rd., 
p. 510. The Court held that under those circumstances, procedural 
due process requires notice and an opportunity for a hearing. 

Few reasonable men would argue that hearing should be 
required every time a child is retained or denied advancement in 
the normal school setting. On the other hand, if the Constitution 
requi res the opportuni ty for a heari ng befo\"e a person may be 
labeled "an excessive drinker" and before a person may have a 
guardian appointed for him based on incompetency, it does not 
strain logic to suggest that a court may well conclude that a 
child and his parents must be afforded the opportunity for a 
hearing prior to the placement of the child in a clearly stigma
tized class such as one for the mildly mentally retarded. The 
placement decision may well have a much more adverse impact on 
the child than the branding as an alcoholic would have on the 
problem drinker. Indeed, although I have not been able to 
examine the final written opinion prior to pre~~nting this paper, 
it is my understanding that a three judge federal court, in a 
case entitled Bowman v. Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, has applied 
procedural due process standards to placement determinations in 
the mental retardation area. Note that the due process theory is 
not tied to mino~;ty group discrimination and thus, if applicable, 
the concept woulc apply to all children regardless of minority 
group status. This is not to say that a full blown judicial 
hearing would be required, but perhaps at least a hearing before 
some disinterested party other than the school official making 
the decision. Indeed, most school systems consult ~ery carefully 
with parents before such a decision is made, and there is 
constant monitoring to make sure the decision was a correct one. 
Some may even provide for a hearing. Whether the Supreme Court, 
however, will apply procedural due process standards to special 
education is open to question. In any event, where the parents 
are not convinced by the school authorities' conclusions, to pro
vide for some minimal type of hearing before a third party may 
well be a prudent policy to avoid such Due Process claims. 

[Author's Note: It should be pointed out that in an appeal of the 
Chance case, reported after the delivery of this pap~r, the Court 
of Appeals for the Second Circuit affirmed the result reached by 
the trial court, but specifically avoided an endorsement of the 
trial court's "effect" reasoning. See 4 F.E.P. Cases 602 
(April 22, 1972). The Second Circuit analysis was more'in line 
with the traditional approach referred to in the first paragraph 
of the Equal Protection section of the Paper.] 
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Professor Nelson has discussed with you some of the SUbstan
tive constitutional law principles which will be involved in 
litigation arising from intelligent and achievement testing and 
~pecial education placement procedures in the schools. As 
litigation develops in this area, it is most likely that the vast 
majority of these suits will be based on the federal civil rights 
statute 42 U.S.C.A. 1983 (hereinafter called Se~t;0~ 1983). As 
has been pointed out, this federal statute can be the basis of a 
civil action by any person whose federal constitutional rights 
have been violated by the utilization of a power or status created 
by state law. 

In this paper, I propose to discuss with you some of the 
additional difficulties a plaintiff may encounter in bringing such 
an action, even assuming that he can establish that in a testing 
and placement procedure there in fact was a violation of his 
federal constitutional rights. I would point out that the cases 
I will be discussing will not actuully involve school testing and 
placement factual situations because litigation in this area is 
only beginning to develop. We do not have significant case prece
dent at this time in these particular types of cases on the prob
lem~ I propose to discuss. What little litigation has developed 
is at a level where it would not generally be looked upon by 
courts or lawyers as furnishing any significant precedent. For 
this reason it will be more useful to our discussion to look at 
more or less established precedent in other types of Sect'ion 1983 
cases and consider the extent to which that precedent may offer 
some prediction of how the decisions will develop with respect to 
the particular problem under discussion; i.e., special education 
placement in the schools. 

In particular I·want to discuss the matter of immunity from 
suit for various types of defendants under Section 1983. By use 
of the term "immunity" I am referring to a pri nci pl e of 1 aw whi ch 
for one or more of a number of policy reasons, provides that a 
particular type of defendant will not be subject to suit under 
the statute even though it is shown that his activities have been 
such as to apparently bring him within the purview of the statute. 
In other words, these are situations where the courts have 
created an absolute defense for certain types of defendants in 
certain situations. 

I wish to divide my discussion into two particular .catego
ries and to first discuss immunities which may be applicable 
where the suit is against the school itself as an entity and to 
then consider the matter of suits against individuals which 
would include members of the school board, school officials such 
as superintendents and principals, and of course people directly 

*Elwood L. Thomas is a Professor of Law at the University of 
Missouri-Columbia. 
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involved in the testing and placement practices such as counselors, 
teachers, and other testing personnel. 

Within the above two categories, I will be discussing litiga
tion where the plaintiff is asking for two different types of 
relief. On the one hand, I will consider the matter of immunity 
where the plaintiff seeks a court order prohibiting or requiring 
certain specified conduct. This type of remedy, referred to as 
equitable relief, is normally prospective in nature only. On the 
other hand, I will also discuss immunity defenses where the 
plaintiff in the litigation seeks money damages as compensation 
for the deprivation of his constitutional rights. 

A plaintiff is entitled to recover actual out of pocket 
expenses under Section 1983. He can also recover a monetary 
amount for such things as humiliation, embarrassment, and mental 
suffering. Further, even if actual damage is not shown, nominal 
damages are presumed and may be recovered. In a case where the 
plaintiff can show a wrongful act by the defendant done intention
ally and without just cause or reasonable excuse, the jury is also 
entitled to award punitive dam@ges. These are damages, not 
dependent on any injury the plaintiff has sustained. but are 
merely for the purpose of punishing the defendant. Unlike most 
other litigation in American courts, the judge also has discretion 
to allow the plaintiff attorney's fees as part of his judgment 
against the defendant, provided the defendant's conduct was in 
bad faith. Hill v. Franklin County Board of Education, 390 F2d 
583 (6th Cir. 1968). 

In considering first the matter of a suit against the school 
district itself, the most important and basic case with respect 
to immunity is Monroe v. Pape, 365 U.S. 167 (1961). In Monroe, 
the plaintiff sued the City of Chicago and thirteen police 
officers as individuals alleging that plaintiff's constitutional 
rights had been violated in connection with an unreasonable 
search of his home followed by arrest where he was held on an 
open charge for more than ten hours. The City of Chicago moved 
for a dismissal of the case against the city before any evidence 
was offered on the ground that a governmental body could not be 
sued under Section 1983. The city's particular argument was that 
the statute (paraphrased) says: 

Every person who ... sUbjects ... any citizen ... to 
the deprivation of any rights ... secured by the , 
Constitution ... shall be liable to the party ~njured 

The city contended that they were not a "person" \'1ithin the mean
ing of the statute and, therefore, no recovery could be had 
against it. It supported this argume~t by citing the court to 
the legislative history of Section 1983 which included two 
amendments, ultimately defeated, which would have included 
specific language in the statute to make a county, city, or 
parish liable for any damages resulting from certain acts which 
occurred within the boundaries of the governmental unit. The 
United States Supreme Court, in an opinion by Justice Douglas, 
held that in view of the defeat of these amendments, "we cannot 
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b l' h 99 .e leve t at the word 'person' was . 
~~~ludfe thh~mll (a gove'rnmental bOdy)us:~dl~hthiS parti~ular act to 

y 0 C 1 cago was d'S smi ssed. ' e case agal nst the 
. ,The Monroe case is importa t . 
1~ ~s fairly clear that. the doc~ .to our dlSCUssipn today because 
lmlted to just cities ~nd t r~ne set forth there is not 

bO~ies Which would incl~de p~~~rc U\ exten~s t? other governmental 
15~er v. ~oard of Educat'ion of Tow~co~o~ disJrlcts. However, see 

. lr. 970), a suit for dama es range, 424 F2d 741 
Wlthout.hearing, where with no a~s for;exPulsion of a student 
f~om thlS school board cas~ simpl~c~ss,on, Monroe is distinguished 
~lty. Therefore, we might' t eca~se Monroe involved a 
~s ~ot a IIperson" under sec~i~~tl~~/ay~ng that ~he.school itself 
o ?ok further and see how the 1 . owever, lt lS necessary 

appl1ed Monroe. ower courts have subsequently 
. We might first ask whether it ",,,, . 
lS for money damages or is for .~abls a dlfference if the suit 
?f Park Ridge, 293 F2d 585 (7the~~1 a1ge )r~lief. In Adams v. Citt 
1 n the Ci rcui t Court of Appea 1 .1 r th 61 , a case 1anded down 
was decided, the court stated: s ln e same year as Monroe v. Pape 

We are aware that 't '. 
that a city is n;t 1 .wa~ sald ln ~onroe v. Pape ... 
However, in that ca~~t~~~ the amblt of Section 1983. 
were held recoverable f Y dama~es.w~re sought and 
who were police officer~o~fthe ~ndlvldual defendants, 
Monroe v Pape su eta C1ty. The facts in 
excluding municiP~ji~ie~e~~~~111n~~r~nt reasons for 
such as unauthorized misconductlaf1t~ty fo~ damages, 
o~ power of city to indemnify plo. t.ifofflcers, lack 
mlsconduot and a cit' aln 1 s for such 
exercise of its POlic~ ~ governmental immunity in the 
injuries inflicted b 0l1ers , f~om liability for 
their duties. Howev~rpoi~cemen ln the p~rformance of 
action for dama es for' e case ~t bar lS not an 
the future on1/ and aSk~o;;~ ~o~ml i~ed. It .1 ooks to 
and an injunction a' . .ec aratory Judgment 
federal constitutio~:~n;~ ~~vasl0ns of plaintiff's 
municipality's ordinan g NS contemplated by a 
support a city's immunf~· one of th~ reasons Which 
for tortious injuries a1~e:~om.an ~ctlon fo~ damages 
agents or servants applies t~ i~:llcted by ltS officers, 
apparent why a ci ty and its off'i 1 ~ fase

h
· No reason is 

restrained from ro . . Cla s s ould not be 
constitutional rrgh~~e~~~v~lYtV~ol~ting plaintiff's 
enactment, and an injunctfo~nn tOb1ts own legislatiVe 
vided in Section 1983. 0 e granted as pro-

.. A1~hough a few courts have a 1· . 
1nJunctlon cases (see liabi1'tf ~ppled.the M?n:oe lmmunity to 
l. Rev. 131, 147) most have ~of 0 ubllC Entltles, 45 So. Calif. 

. ~hese courts are in effe~t·sa . . 
~mt 1S not a "person" whe - 'd Ylng that Whl1e a governmental 
person" When the Plaintii"~ SU\ unde~ ~983 for damages it is a 

- see s an lnJunction limiting or 
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prescribing future conduct. Assuming this reasoning continues to 
be followed, it is relatively clear that it applies with equal 
force to both the public school district and the municipality. 

A line of cases is beginning to develop which appears to 
further limit the doctrine announced in Monroe and open the 
governmental unit to still further liability. It so happens that 
these cases involve school districts as a defendant. They arose 
in situations where black schools were closed when the school 
system was desegregated. In Harkless v. Sween Inde endent School 
District, 427 F2d 319 (5th Cir. 1970 the ten plaintiffs, black 
teachers whose contracts had not been renewed, sued the school 
district for an injunction ordering that they be reinstated and 
for damages by reason of lost back pay. The defendant s-.;",)ol 
district argued that the action was prohi~ited b~ Monroe. In . 
refusing to dismiss the case, the court flrst pOlnted out that ln 
spite of Monroe, many courts have allowed injunctive relief; and 
with respect to the prohibition of Monroe, that the case o~ly 
involved damages in the nature of a recovery for tort. ThlS 
court proceeded to distinguish damages for back pay on the ground 
that these damages are simplY one additional feature of the 
equitable relief sought by the school teachers. Although the 
court does not expressly discuss the distinction between damages 
sounding in tort and damages sounding in contract, the case 
could be viewed as turning on this di$tinction. In that event, 
we would be saying that the school district is not a person under 
Section 1983 for the purposes of being sued for tort type damages 
but for other purposes and particularlY,f~r pu~poses ~f responding 
in damages for contract as well as for lnJunctlve rellef, the 
governmental unit is a proper defendant under the statute. Other 
cases allowing the recovery of back pay of school tea~hers,have 
been approved without discussion o~ the governmental lmmu~lty r 

problem, Smith v. Board of Educatlon, 365 F2d 770 (8th Clr. 1960) 
and.Wall v. Stanley County Board of Education, 378 F2d 275 (4th 
Cir. 1967). <' Assuming that the case law may develop to clearlY approve 

< the recovery of damages sounding in contract from the school 
itself, what is the impact of this in a< special eC'lcation place
ment case. It will be most difficult for the plaintiff to cast 
his claim for damages in the nature of contract. Financial 
reimbursement for diminished achievement and development as a 
result of being improperly placed in special edllcation would 
clearly be a tort type recovery. Any damage based on alleged 
stigma or improper label would be in the nature of damage to 
reputation and would also appear to be of the tort type. Any 
damage based on contract would have to be based on some type of 
implied ,contract to furnish education reasonably suitab:e to this 
particular child. Even if the contract could be establlshed, the 
damages in contract for the failure to furnish the agreed type of, 
education would probably be distinguishable from the back pay 
type of damages in the teacher severance cases. As such, the 
"back payll excepti on to governmental immunity under Secti on 1983 
does not promise a great deal of hope for the plaintiff who 
seeks to recover damages from the school as an entity in the 
type of factual situation under discussion here today. 
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In summary, with respect to th l' " we can probably say that the actio ef labll:ty of the public school 
form of ~n injunction prohibitin n or equ~t~ble relief in the ' 
conduct lS ~vailab1e to the Plai~t~~f~r~sCrlblng certain future 
~amages agalnst the school is hi hl ' ~t the recovery of money 
lnterpretation of Monroe v P g Y unllkely under the present 

L t 
. ape. . 

e us turn then to t' i ndi vi dua 1 defendants suc~c a~' ons under Secti on 1983 against 
or superintendents; and teache~~hOOl ,~oard members; principals 
an~ the like. In particular I ' gUl ance a~d testing personnel 
WhlCh may exist in the law t~ want to examlne various immunities 
!rom suits under Section 1983 ~r~te~t th~se i~dividual defendants 
lS sometimes labeled with th' uc, an lmmunlty for an individual 
~s in the governmental immun~tgener1c :erm "official immunity." 
l~ affords an absolute defenseYtar~~, lf s~ch an immunity exists vld~d the individual can bri h? e ap~ll~able individual pro-' 
perlmeters of the immunity rengl' dlmself wlthln the specified 

Th tt
' le upon. 

, e ma er of lmmunity def ' " ~ellef cases is easily di denses,bY lndlvlduals in equitable 
lmmu~ity against injUncti~~o~~li~~ sl~~e the individual has no 
Sectlon 1983 is being violated': the court finds that 
for the futu~e by court order. lt lS free to correct the situation 

In looklng at official im 't' . three types of immuni ti es whi c mum 1 es 1 n, damages cases, there are 
most significant judicial aLith~/~e ~ell ll:ustrated and find their 
Supreme Court cases, In Tenne 1 y ln two lmportant United States 
~he,c?urt recognized the validrtv. Br~ndho~e, 341 U.S. 367 (1951) 
lndlvldual legislator's The y ?f lffimumty under Section 1983 for 
def~ndan~, a member of' the Ca~~~e l~volved the,activities of the 
1eglslatlve committee investigat?rnla ~~nate, ln connection with a 
a~proves thi s absolute immunity ~~n th 1 e ! an1

guage ,of the court also 
w:th the more traditional law ' e ~g:s,ator ln connection 
b~lls, voting and debate on pe~~~~~glaC~l~lt:es such as introducing 
c ear that the immunity is absolute et~~ atlon. The case makes it 
e~en though the legislator may h ' lS means that is applies 
tlonale for'the immunity is thata~~ an unworthy purpose. The ra-
cute the functions of his off' ,e law maker must be free to exe-
or criminal. The privile e i lce wlthout fear of prosecutions, civil 
that the legislator will 5 fS absolute rath~r than qualified so 
also from the time conSUmi~g ~~enO\OnlY from ultimate judgment but 
whether otherwise meritoriou ceSSl y of,defending any litigation 
the eTxistenceof what is com~o~~yn~~ile~h~~ c~sel f~rml~ established 
, he other very signif' <, egl s atlVe lmmunity." 
In this area is Pierson v l~ant Unlted States Supreme Court case 
and enu~ciated two other typ:~'oi86f~:S: 54? (19~7) which clarified 
the plalntiffs. fifteen white and ~ lCla! :mmunlty. In this case 
and convi cted under a Mi s' , ,lack ml m sters, wer" arrested 
state bus terminal in Jac~~~~lP~~ s~at~te, for integnting an inter- . 
declared unconstitutional th' ~SSlSSlPP1: After the statute was 
under Section 1983 a ainst ey rought ~hlS suit fo~ damages 
and against the muni~iPal ~~~c!h~ee pollcemen ~ho arrested them 
th~m., The judge contendel h J~dge who convlcted and sentenced 
p~lnclPle of "judicial immun~t;a~ l~une under the.long standing 
o Bradley v. Fisher 13 Wall 335 2~ ~ourt, relYlng on its case , .,. Ed. 646 (1872) restated 
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the proposition that a judge has absolute immunity from liability 
for acts committed within his judicial jurisdiction. Like legis
lative immunity, judicial immunity is absolute and applies even 
when the judge is accused of acting maliciously and corruptly. 
The rationale for judicial immunity is that the judge must be free 
to decide all cases brought before him, even those which are so 
controversial as to arouse the most intense feelings in the 
litigants. If he is wrong, the parties may appeal, but he is not 
and should not be required to make these decisions under the fear 
that unsatisfied litigants may hound him with litigation. 

In Pierson v. Ray the police officers also asserted a claim 
to immunity. Their claim was based on different rationale, i.e., 
that they had made the arrests in good faith believing the 
statute to be constitutional and they should not now, after the 
statute has subsequently been found to be unconstitutional, be 
liable for damages under the statute. The Supreme Court held that 
if in fact the officers acted in good faith, believing the statute 
to be constitutional and made the arrests with probable cause, that 
no action for damages would lie against them. It is important to 
note two distinct features of this immunity; first, it is not an 
absolute immunity as in the case of the legislative and judicial 
immunity but is a qualified immunity only applicable if the 
defendant in fact was acting in good faith. Second, it literally 
injects a new element for recoyery into Section 1983. Where by 
its terms, 1983 requires olily a showing that the defendant 
violated the plaintiff's constitutional rights ~nder color ?f ,law; 
we now add the factor that certain defendants w1ll not b~ 11~ble 
for damages if they act in good faith even though th~re 1S v101a
tion of the plaintiff's constitutional rights. We w:ll refer to 
this immunity as the "good faith immunity. II The rat10nale for 
the doctrine is that if the defendant was doing what the law or 
the rules and regulations of his job required ~im to do ~ithou~ 
any reasonable basis for knowing that he is d01ng someth1ng Wh1Ch 
will violate another's constitutional rights, then he should not 
be held liable for damages. If this immunity applies and the 
defendant acts in good faith, he is safe fr9m damages-: .. 

The question then is, to what extent w1l1 these lmmunltles 
extend to the school case and protect individual defendants, 
particularly in intelligent and achievement testing and special 
education placement litigation. Initially, ~f you review t~e. 
rationale for the three immunity areas, I th1nk you can enV1S10n 
individuals in the school setting functioning in situations where 
their duties include activities which involve characteris!ics . 
which would support the rationale for all three types of 1mmun1ty; 
judicial, legislative, and ministerial. ~or ex~mple, the school 
board in the establishment of rules and regulatlons clearly 
performs a legislative function. Can't you argue that in that 
endeavor they need the same freedom from fear of litigation as is 
afforded the legislator by legislative immunity? Further, the 
schoo 1 admi ni strator who is called upon to deci de upon the 
expUlsion of a student performs a quasi-judicial function; doesn't 
he need the same freedom of decision as is afforded the judge by 
judicial immunity? In fact, when the testing counselor takes 
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103 the results of intelligence d . 
de~ermination with respect t~nth!Ch~evement testing and makes a 
thls person engaged in judicial t p acem~n~ of a ~tudent; isn't 
any School case where all th . d~p~ddecls~on maklng? Finally in 
conduct Which results in th edln ~Vl ~als lnvolved in the chai~ of 
constitutional rights are .e. epr1vatlon of the plaintiff's 
and perhaps all who will s~~l~ed as defen~ants, there will be many 
procedures in good faith with Yt be followlng orders or established 
constitutional rights will b o~ fa~y reason to believe that 
e~titled to the "good faith lie dl~ nnged. Are not these persons 
P1erson v. R~? e ense afforded the policemen in 

In considering the appl· t· 
not ~Ouched by the Supreme C~~~tl~n ?f.these immunities into areas 
are 1n hopeless disarray On t~C1s1ons, the lm'fer court cases 
appears to be a holdin ~n .e au ?r has stated that "there 
under the CiVil Rights gAct elther slde of every immunity issue 
School Context 46 Ind l .J Damages under Section 1983: The 
m 1 ' .. ourna 1 521 Ev h ' o~e.or ess consistent in resul . en w en tne courts are 
ra1s1ng the immunity defense so ;~~tl~~y~rs are often sporadic in 
case Where f}'om all appearances ~ 1 S • not unusua 1 to read a 
the case is decided without d· som~ lmmun~ty could be argued but 

What about applyin le i 1SCU~SlO~ of ~mmunity. 
level legislative type GOdi~s slat~ve lmmunlty to members of low 
example of the confusin suc as sc~ool boards? As an 
Richmond, (9th Cir. 196§)p~~~~~e~~, conslder §jJJibeau v. City of 
?f. a county board of su er . e court. statE::] that the members 
1mmunity if all the act~ c~~~o;~ ~ould ~nJ?y ~bsolute legislative 
the sphere of legitimate legi~lat~n Pla1~t~ff s petition were in 
Nelson v. Knox, 256 F2d '312 (6th ~~e af~lY)lty. Compare this with 
held that the members of a' 1r .. 58 where another court 
abso 1 ute 1 i abi 1i ty 'of the l~; ~Yl c~~nc1 ~ cou ~ d not enjoy the 
plaintiff's claim that the 1S ~ lYe 1mmunlty against the 
bUSiness by passing illegalC~~ncll.members destroyed his garage 
even though this is clearl alf:n~lng ~nd'regul~ting ordinances 
Gouge v. Joint SCho01Dist~ict Ng1sia~~~e/unctlOn.Also consider 
1970) Where members of ash 1· SUpp. 984 (W.D. Wis. 
tive imml!nity in a suit fo~ ~o board were denied broadlegisla_ 
discharged teachers. It is d~~~$eslunder Sectio~ 1983 brought by 
ac~urate, but the precedent ~ t~~U t.to generallze and be 
wel$h~ed against the Use of fe . ~St~lme.appe~:s someWhat 
off1c1als. glS a lye lmmUnlty for school 

With respect to judiCial i ·t . . 
~xtended to judges at all level mmun1 y, ~hl~ ~octrlne has been 
lnv?lved a Police judge) and it\Of tre JUd1c1ary (Pierson v. Ral 
anclllary court personnel su h as a so b~en extended to include 
of c?urt, Court reporters p~rofs bros~cut1ng attorneys, clerks 
examl ner for a Superi or C' .e o~r m~mbers, and a medi ca 1 
the absolute judicial imm~~r~y1g calliornla. On the other hand, 
persons operating in situat. as no generally been extended to 
though Such persons are en ~o~~ ~nassoci~t~d with courts even 
~hsembles the judiCial fun~tron l\~ d~c~slon making process which 

e development of case authority' i eth~ endant ~ho undertakes 
new ground. n 1 s a rea Wll1 be cha rti ng 
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This leaves then the "good faith" qual'ified immunity and its 
availability to school personnel. Here, the case precedent 
strongly favors the defendant. In McLaughlin v. Telendis, 398 F2d 
287, (7th Cir. 1968), a suit for damages against the school super
intendent personally, by non-tenured teachers who alleged they 
were not rehired because of union activities, the court refused to 
grant legislative or judicia1 immunity to the school superintendent. 
However, the court stated that if the superintendent showed good 
faith conduct he would be immune under the same rule which granted 
immunity to the policemen in Pierson v. Ray. Likewise in Gouge v. 
Joint School District No.1, supra, the court recognized qualified 
good faith immunity for individual members of the school board and 
in Nelson v. Knox, supra, they afforded the individual members of a 
city council the good faith immunity as a defense. These cases 
clearly demonstrate the availability of the good faith defense to 
individual school personnel involved in the testing and placement 
process. 

In summary, it can be said that a plaintiff in this type of 
case has two classes of potential defendants; the individuals and 
the school as an entity. The plaintiff can obtain injunctive 
relief for the future against either class of defendant without 
serious difficulty in the form of immunity defense. On the other 
hand, if the plaintiff seeks money damages he probably cannot 
recover against the school as an entity because of governmental 
immunity and his action for damages against the individual 
defendants will probably also be unsuccessful unless it involves 
a situation where the individual,acted in bad faith, i.e., he 
either knew or should have known that the procedures he followed 
and·the conduct he .engaged in would deprive the plaintiff of 
some constitutional right. It can be said to those engaged in 
intelligent ar.dachievement testing and special education place
ment that if you act in good faith by keeping up to date on 
developing testing and placement procedures and make reasonably 
good faith efforts to apply these in your day to day activities 
that it is unlikely that a jl)dgment for money damages would be 
returned against you individually or against your school as an 
entity. On the other hand, both you and your school are always 
subject to judicial review and prospective court order if your 
activities, even in good faith and with the best of intentions, 
should invade the protected perimeters of Section 1983. 

A look to the future in this area calls for a few words of 
caution. As one reviews the current legal literature with respect 
to the matter of immunities in Section 1983 actions, it is reason
able to predict that we may see a limiting of some of the 
immunities and a resulting broadening of the situations in which 
a defendant may be subjected to liability for money damages. 
Many persons writing in the area at this time are of the view 
that injunctive relief, which is nearly always prospective in 
nature, simply does not motivate broad compliance with-procedures 
to assure that constitutional rights will not be invaded. The 
argument is that if the only serious threat of litigation is that 
the court will tei1 you to change your procedures for the future, 
the potential defendant is inclined to wait for the litigation 
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recovery of money damages can s~ the othe: hand, the threat of 
persons engaged in activities h~v~ t? brlng the attention of all 
actions directly and immediat f l~ mlght p:oduce such damage 
of ex1s~ing procedures. To t~.y 0 an exam1nation and evaluation 
or e11m~nation of governmental 1~ end~ some autho~s.urge the limiting 
Deve~oplng Governmental Liabilitmmunlty under Sectlon 1983. (See 
55 Mlnn. L. Rev.; Liabi1it y u~der 4? ~.S.C.A. Section 1983, 
of ~h~ Civil Rights Act, 4~ ~~ PUbl~c Ent1tles under Section 1983 
Ent1t1es under the Federal CiV:1C~~1~. L. Rev. 131; SUing Public 
Reconsidered, 43 Colo. L. Rev 110519 ts Act: M?nroe v. Pape 
gov~rn~enta1 entity to 1iabilit f)· The Sol~t1on of opening the 
p~alntlffs than efforts to dever o~ damages 1S more attractive to 
w1th respect to individual def ~p troa?er f:ee?om from immunity 
county, or the School bo d en an s Slnce 1t 1S the city, the 
?efendant is often unins~~edthat has th~ mon~y; the individual 
lS the age old attraction of a~1nmany tlmes Judgment proof. It 
le~s? so~e have recognized th~ g ~f~e: the deep poc~et. Neverthe
el1mlnatlon of the good faith .POSS~bl11ty that the l1mitation or 
attention to the demands of S l~f!1umty would also bring increased 
Section 1983: The School C ~c lon 1983. (See Damages under 
possible that these pressur~~ ~xt, 46 Ind: L: Journal 521). It is 
be. sufficiently persistent and ~~r~h~nre In 1mmunity defenses will 
at10n of the precedent discussed. e u to generate some re-examin-
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THE TESTING MOVEMENT: SOME SELECTED SOCIAL 
AND LEGAL POLICY CONSIDERATIONS* 

A. L. Fanta** 

The thesis of this paper is that we ought t~ avoid the estab
lishment of rules, re'gulations, and legal guidelines with regard 
to the classification, measurement, and testing of exceptional 
children in our school systems without first taking a deep and long 
look at the social processes leading to the establishment of future 
policy in this area of educational activity. It is only by a 
critical examination of these social processes that we can learn if 
we are in fact being truly responsive to a social need or if our 
efforts, no matter how well conceived, will ultimately contribute 
to ill will, social distrust, and educational problems of a greater 
depth and scope than those we face today. It is to this process 
that I will turn my analysis, and hopefully in the body of the 
paper, in the course of sketching out the social processes involved, 
the pitfalls to be cognizant of, as well as the benefits and 
rewards that accrue, I will make a few cautious suggestions 
regarding items I deem it advisable for us to consider. 

Question of Power 

Ultimately in this area we are dealing with questions concern
ing power. The exercise of power always commits one to share 
responsibility for the uses of such power in the broadest sense. 
We call this social process cooperation. The special educator, 
the user of technical educational skills, because of this coopera
tion cannot escape identification with the social patterns of 
political power that encompass and transcend his occupational 
tasks,l Sanford, in his study, points out that organized social 
science is part of the Establishment from which its researchers 
are usually drawn and from which research is often dependent for 
financial support. 2 In this context~ we also know that the social 

*I am indebted to Professor Claude Marks, Chairman of the Depart
ment of Special Education, University of Delaware, for his 
helpful suggestions and critical comments in the preparation of 
this paper. 

**A. L. Fanta is an Assistant Professor, Sociology of Education, 
University of Delaware. 

lFor an interesting report concerning the field of psychology, . 
see S. L. Halleck, "Therapy is the Handmaiden of the Status Quo," 
Psychology Today, 1971, 4, 30-34, 98-100. 

2N. Sanford, "Whatever Happened to Action Research?" Journal 
of Social Issues, 1970, 26, 3-23. 
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scientist often serves a legitimizing function for both the norms 
of conduct and the patterns of taste either approved by or over-
looked by society at large. In serving this normative function, the special educator and 
the legal scholar are in effect, not so much agents of the status 
quo, but rather are themselves subservient, in terms of coopera
tion, to the existing power relationships in society.3 Through 
the combination of information control, normative sanctions, and 
research design special education teachers and legal scholars 
possess the power to cause changes in the beliefs, atti!udes, 
va 1 ues, and behavi ors of those wi th \~hom they interact. 

It does not seem to be a valuable expenditure of energy to 
dVlell upon que~tions of who possesses what powers ~o cause what 
social change.~' Rather, 1 suggest that our analys:s.should stu~y 
how that power is applied, and as a result of examlnlng t~e soclal 
process see if social patterns appear and what their meanlng 
appears to be. 

Establish a Clinical Perspec~ive 
A first step in this social process, 1 suggest, is to desen

sitize the political universe. This has limits, but as much of 
the universe (social and political) as is possible will be seen 
not in political (ideological) terms but will be placed in a format 
that 1 choose to call the Clinical Perspective. The process of the 
application of clinical language and structure to politi~al 
questions can be both misleading and dangerous. 6 It ultlmatel~ . 
suggests that political conflicts can somehow be resolved apolltl
callY: by the dispassionate intervention of eXgerts, instead of 
through the healthy growth of political action. 

3See 
Marilyn Gittell, UParticipants and Participation: A 

Study of School Policy in New York City," The Center for Urban 
Education. New York: 1967. 

4In our mass society it should be noted that interaction can 
be an "illusion ll but nevertheless "real" in terms of felt social 
influence. This is most obvious when one considers the array of 
technological media in our daily lives. 

5
This 

would be institutional sociology and would not enable 
us to focus on the dilemma presented by the social relationship 
bet\1een soci a 1 problems and soci a 1 programs. See footnote 25, 
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supra, page 116. 
6for Marcuse, u ... (T)he functionalized, abridged and 

unified language is the language of one-dimensional thought." 
Herbert Marcuse, One Dimensional Man. Boston: 1966, P; 95 et. seq. 

7
Thus

, the Lockean vision of man is seen in ascendency over 
the Puritan notion of individual will. See, supra. page 115. 
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The question to which classification, measurementOU~n~e~ar~~ are add~essed today, the 
schools, is a political ue~t' es lng of chlldren in our 
being sought through theqcour~O~t T~e fac~ of ~ncreasing redress 
recognizes it as such 8 The co ru~ ure, ln thlS context, 
policy from specific policy fro~r~ ls.~~lled upon, to make social 
argued that the court works back peCl lC cases. It could be 
patterns. We make social P01iCywar~ fro~ o~r accustomed academic 
The former goes from the specif' a~ ~pp y lt to individuals. 
goes from the general to the SP~~if~c.~e general, while the latter 

Though we ought to both re . positions when we are formu1ati~Og~1Zedand ~epresent our political 
biding.them as received clinicalgtr~~~ s~~1al polic~ instead of 
do so lS overwhelming A confl' t f S' e attractlveness not to 
a stand. A problem, ~n the oth~~ haadte~ all, reguires one to take 
be safely against or most cert. n, lS ~omethlng everyone can 
At this juncture ~e should stat:l~~Y/~~o~ the resolution thereof. 
~eso1ution of a social problem Th~ 1 lS that passes for the 
lnstance by looking at our iss' lS ca~ best.bedone in this 
of standards of conduct (ru1es ue un~er dlScusslon. The evolution 
the classification and measure~ep~r ~ps even.laws) with regard to 
really an extremely delicate andn , 0 e~ceptl0nal children is 
con~l~cting interests can be acco~~~~~~1~9 ~ask of,d~termining how 
po1ltlcal explosive protest from any si~e f6 th 

a mlnlmum of 
1 do not mean to suggest th t th : wrbng with thi application of exa er~ lS anything inherently 

~o the formation and execution o~ert ~k~lls,.legal or educational, 
lng, however, is the idea th sO~la POllCY· What is disturb
cir~umvent,the political iss~!st~~~nlcal ~xpertise ~an obviate or 
~oclal POllCY and can somehow avoi erent l~ supportlng any given 
ln these social conflicts that g ~ t~~ palnfu1 act of taking sides 
Let me be more specific by firstOb ~ e name of social problems .. elng more general as we turn our 

8 Note how law courts deal w'th 1" 
administrative tribunals deal wi~h dPO ~~~~a~ que~tions, while 
fact that fit a predetermined soci 1epo1~ lClzed lssues of social 
new administrative tribunals as f1 po lCy. Efforts to set up 
~hose in existence are both met ~~th as ~fforts to politicize 
lnstance one has the record of 1 ,r~slstance. In the former 
regulation, while in the latterOPPosltlon to uNew Deal

u 
government 

of government agencies proposed ~;s~h~n~e~a~ei~~ u
ra

dica1ization
ll 

9Th , , lS lS most obviously seen' th c~s~s. Here a right "wonu by an ,l~, ,~ sch?ol desegregation 
S1ml1ar circumstances Thu ,ln lVl,ua1 .lnures to all in 
on individual decisio~. s, soc?al P011Cy lS made which was based 

10 U What after all 'do we mean h hot" or "r'ipe for analysis" or II
W e~ we say that something is 

We ~ean nothing other than the fa~~\~ io,~r~ak.1I I suggest that 
zatl0n, a process preceding its entry ~ t

l 
th
lS 

ready f~r depolitiln 0 e professlon. 
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examination to an outline of the problem solving process, keeping in 
mind the social policy question of classifying and measuring excep-

tional children. In terms of social process, the prevailing view seems to be 

110 

that for -avery problem there is (exists) a policy. If the problem 
is relatively new (under development), such as ours is, two things 
can happen: (1) the social system involved can be faulted for a 
lack of foresight in failing to recognize the problem sooner,ll or 
(2) individuals can be indicted for taking inappropriate ~ction, 
i.e., engaging in unsuccessful problem solving activity.l Over
lying these two definitive stage processes is the' fact that those 
who resist placing the question in a problem sOi3ing context are 
often those for whom the social policy is made. 

Not everyone who resists these policies made for them has 
values in opposition to the social problem solving'social process. 
Quite the contrary, they may have the same values. Where values 
are in opposition, the objections are qualitative and substantive; 
where the values are in agreement. the objection is pragmatic and 
procedural.14 Let me give an illustration. A young, white 
suburban middle class couple who believe in and use a high degree 
of social classification and social measurement as a means of 
both differentiating their social universe and predicating antici
pated interaction upon those measurements, might find themselves 
in easy agreement "'lith a school pol i cy that ranks and orders 
children according to learning abilities and/or disabilities. 
That exceptional children could be located and given special 
education and treatment would surely meet with their approval. 
When they do object, it is over the fact that their child has been 
ClaSsified as exceptional. It is vital to note that the objection 

llThis is what we are doing at this conference. It forms a 
preface to our remarks on the subject, which seek to establish, 
in one form or another, my own included, new social ,policy in 

education. 
l2Fault is used in a collective (social) sense, while blame 

retains-an-individualistic perspective. Note here when individuals 
are made vulnerable they are usually in a pattern of interaction 
that places them in contact with those for whom the social policy 
is fashioned. The teacher obviously fits this position with exact 

precision, 
l3

For 
example, community organizers often represent and 

reflect community interests which are "against" a social policy 
designed to "help" them. Part of the reason may be an atmosphere 
of suspicion and distrust between policy maker and client. See 
A. Billingsley, "Black Families and vJhite Social Science," Jourrlal 
of Social Issues, 1970, 26, 127-142. 

l4
This 

brings up the point that due process and justice are 
not the same things. See footnote 38, supra, page 120. 
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i~0~~f5a what (SUbstance) objection, but a when ( In thi . -- procedura 1) objec-
f s context, it is ill ~s E~O~!~~ solving as making anu~~~;a~o see expanded social polic 

that it exp:~~~nih!h~~;blre dynamic asp~~t~nt~d:~~t~o;al problem,Y 
generates further probl em, changes or transform~ ,~ lCy, such ~~asuring children we m:~sbe ~~;eexam~le. in clas;i}yin;n:nd 
med~~r ~~~c:ilonal intervention byt~e~~~~e~se the effectiveness 
probl~ms in t~~c~~re, ~ut these changed S~~~~l$pecific materials, 
subsequent learninucatlonal environment that w,~rocesses can create 
subsequent difficu1t~nd conceptualization diff~C~l~~ ref~ected in 
latter category theles could be either overt or les. These 
process of perf~ctin~ ~~~~~l b~o~~~~~qUentlY IIdisc~~~~~~:1 i~\~~ the 

Social Proc f ess a Classifying Children 

Let us now tur f the social pro n rom general social 01' , intervention c~~s of classifying childre~ f~~y con~lderations to 
disclosed oni

y 
asncebwe are examining process ~peclal ~ducation 

The soci ala, y-product of thi s races' 1 ssues ,wlll be 
tion interventi PO~lCY of classifying childr s analysls: 
!raditional way~nO}shandiffort to deal with ~~ef~r sk~clal educa
lnvolves the diff' a~ lng classroom distres rea, own of 
backgrounds chil lcultl~S of teaching childre s', ThlS distress 
children with dif~~enl~~th ~ocial and mental ~i~~th pluralistic 
materials and accepl~~d les 'ln learning and master~~encels, and or approved school beh ' g c assroom aVlor. 
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In this effort to deal with the breakdown of these traditional 
structures, however, social policy that further specifies standards 
in measurement and classification techniques tends to encourage the 
further weakening of these very structures that were initially 
sought to be protected because the separation of children within 
the school system can be and often is counterproductive to the 
development of the traditions (patterns of interaction) necessary 
for the healthy development of children--a strong family structure 
located in a viable community. As Kuriloff states: 

It is possible that many children, possibly even the 
majority now that do have problems are more often 
children involved in a disturbing child-peer-teaching
curriculum interaction. If so we should study the 
interaction processes. 17 

Trow, in an article concerning the function of school psychologists 
in education reform, states that: 

It is now time for them (school psychologists) to be 
less preoccupied with their testing kits and report 
blanks and to begin to take a leading part in deter
mining educational policy in restructuring education 
organization and in improving the pattern of instruc-
tion. 18 

17p• J. Kuriloff, "Toward a Viable Public Practice 
ogy: A Psycho-ecological Mode1." Unpublished Doctoral 
tion, Harvard University: 1970. 

18W. C. Trow, "What Should be Expected of Psychologists in 
Education Reform" Journal of School Psychology 7,1968-69, p. 64. 
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st~ndards governing their use and a l' , 19 ta1~t~d motives, so much as I am al~P ~catl0n. ,I am not implying 
pol1t1cal pressure, often of a subt ud1ng tO,a k1nd of self-induced 
us to prepare ourselves with" le, creep1ng nature, that causes 
w~ile not inducing us with th~n~~~as~d extensivene~s educationally, 
t1ve to the educational issues ex,et,egree of magnltude to be recep
client side) of the juncture ,1S 1ng on the other side (the 
our clients' educational need~~lnt where our skills interact with 

Professional Benefits 

In light of the above m t' d dim~nsion that should be dis~~slo~e, pr~cesses,.an additional 
soc1al policy of classifyin an~e lS,t e b~neflts of the expanded 
to special education and an~ill tes~lng ~hlldren that would accrue 
order to be brief I shall enume~:l et~catl0nal professions. In 

1. Institutionally th b~ e, el1,1 as,f?ll?WS: 
being a teacher would be de~r:~ lau1tt lmp~lc1t,ln the role of 
teachi ng functi ons d ,se. ertal nty 1 n terms of duti es 
Simply stated, the'm~~e ~~rG~~lLl~h~e~e~~pment would be increased~ 
plan our educational policy.' e er we would be able to 

2. Teacher vulnerability vi ' and administrative personnel woul~-~-v~s parents, community groups 
benefits would be obvious and e ecreased. The legal 
~ation of policy in this area WO¥ld be a~celerated by the promul-
l~g,legal issues or the POSSibili~~s'fw~hl~ not,completely remov-
llt1gation, the area in wh' h 1 J? e1r be1ng a threat of 
narrowed. Administrative ~~priaw su~ts could be mounted would be 
as unfair application of standac~, a sence of standards, as well 
and use of unqualified personne~ s~fvaguene~s of testing processes, 
reduce the areas of social cont 't11 no~-exlstent, would greatly 
solve the problem. As Doris sa~~: ega ly, but not necessarily 

It is possible to have a ' , in the sense that it d poo~ soc1al act10n program--
that it creates roble~~sono solve the problem or 
areas of social ~ife--\'lhiC~ greater severity in other 
adequate and sound sCientifi~uk~~:~~d~~.~5 based on 

Thus, the relationship b t . scientific knowled e b e ween soclal action programs and 
knowledge is corre~t t~a~Ot~eans automa~ica~ly assumes that if the 
solution of the problem Ineo~~ogram ~111 ln f~ct work toward a 
unfairness, and sloppy testing p~~ ~~r s, ~lean1ng up ambiguities, 
g~Od s?cial policy. In our inst c ~r~s lS not.an assurance of a 
sltuat10n where due process is ance ear,we n:t1gh~ create a synonymous wlth Justlce. After all 
---------

19 Short courses, seminars k h most common methods employed f' wor hS ops and conferences are the . . or suc purposes. 

20J h ' o n Don s "Sci ent'e Act' d Retardation," Jo~rnal ., lon, an Values in Familial o,f Specfal Education, Vol. 4, No.2, p. 162, 
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we are all acutely aware that a great i~sue lingers a~ter the 
constitutional safeguards have been met1culously prov:ded f~r when 
a man is condemned to death. That issue, of course, 1S cap1tal 
punishment. So, too, in our,instant s~tuation an issue of unusual 
and cruel punishment by test1ng may eX1st after all developed due 
process safeguards have been realized. . 

3 Professionalization and increased expert1se among members 
of the' profession \~ould multiply. Professionalization means .. 
simply that a certain point of view is developed.about the nature 
of the problem solving process. 21 Sim~l~, pra~t1cal, but never
theless important measures such as add1t10nal Jobs, both a~ the 
teaching and graduate level would be develo~ed and ~n.the 1ntel
lectual edge of the profession we can certa1nly env1s:on mer~er , 
with other fields involved in the promulgation of socnl P011CY 1n 
the testing area.22 However, it sh?uld.be poin~ed out th~t the 
inherent weakness in all social P011CY 1s,tha~ 1tS effec~lveness 
is limited by the inevitable professional1z~t10n of se~v1ces. 

Though we have mentioned three profess10nal,benef1~s, ~ot 
without self-contained issues, from expanded soc1al pOl1CY 1n 
this area, there also exist three liabilities, pitfalls, or what 
r choose to call evolving ambiguities. These are:, 

1. Will rule formulation with regard to test1ng and m~asure-
ment necessarily aid in the teaching,of the stude~t populat10n 
that is so classified? Perhaps we w111 be narrOw1ng both the 
kinds of and quality of human interaction by and between the 
teacher and the student. As testing becomes more "relevant and 
sophi sti cated" to meet the "needs ·of the chi 1 dren" by 1 oc~t.i ng 
their "abilities," will not teacl1er training and preparat10n be 
increasingly responsive specifically to these needs? The ~uman 
relationship of teacher-student can easily be,transformed 1nto a 
functional relationship be~ween expert and cl1ent. , 

2. Will the setting of our own hous,e in o~der necessanly 
promote the kind of education~l prog~ams that w1l1 en~ourage 
community development and fam1ly soc1al health that w1l1 help us 
alter an all too often endemic cycle that is innoc~ntly ~epeated 
and professionally fostered by our social pathdlog1cal V1ew of 
the world? ., ' f th 3. Who will be responsible for the adm1~lstrat10n 0 e 
expanded and sophisticated testing and meaSU~lng process? The 
question involves the internal issue of test1ng ~s well as ~he 
external feature of all of the due process, hear1ng ~nd nO~lce 
provisions. Clearly psychology is becoming more act10n or1ented, 

21 r do not mean to imply that we all have uniform views 
within the profession. There are ob~ious differences in theory 
construction, methodology, and teach1ng styles. What r do mean 
is that there is a di sti ncti on bet\'leen these approaches, and say 
the recognition of political action outside the profess.10n, 
though allied with the profession. . 

22rn this context, literature would be developed, added to, 
read, and would perform a legitimating function to these new 
academic· combinations. 

\ 
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and without too much difficulty one can foresee academic warfare 
in t~e not too distant future between school psychologists and 
spec1al educators as to who s~ould b~ responsible for testing and 
measurement.:3, These profess1~nal d1sputes would raise questions 
of acc?Untab1l1t~, as w~ll as 1ssues of intellectual stature 
regard1ng the ph1losoph1cal nature of man and the'teaching process. 

Phil osophy, the Law, Soci al Sci ence and Educati ona 1 Pol i cy 

i Philosophically the law is faced with a situation where one 
has two i nteracti ng concepts of man's mall eabi 1 ity. The fi rst 
emanates from our Puritan heritage while th~ second is a philo
sop~ical bo~y of ~hought that dates back to John Locke. The 
Purl tan eth1c, Wh1Ch sprang from a theological base issued a 
concept of man, who in God's image, creates his environment 
thr~ugh,act~ of will. This freedom to make what one wants out of 
one s llfe 1S one of the most cherished of our ideals. The 
Lockean notion is radically different. It consists of the notion 
that,the hum~n,psyche is an empty slate; a tabula Rasa--something 
pas~1Vely wa'It1ng to be filled by various environmental stimuli. 
I~ 1s,the forme~ ~oncept which often prevails in the ethnic and 
m1nor1ty commun1t1es and is exemplified in the following remarks 
of Stokely Carmichael when he says thilt Blacks: 

... (M)ust be~in ~o think of the,black community as 
a base of organ1zat10n to control 1nstitutions in that 
community. Control of the ghetto schools must be 
taken out of the hands of 'professionals' most of whom 
have long since demonstrated their insensitivity to 
the needs, and, prob ~ ems of the black chil d . . . Vi rtua 11 y 
no attent10n 1S pa1d to the wishes and demands of the 
parents. especially the black parents. 24 

Tr~ Lockean concept of man dominates the social sciences for no 
oth~r reason that the value neutrality so frequently espoused 
avo1ds the h?nest recognition at the ideological nature of the 
problem solv1ng process at interaction as well as institutional 
levels. As Gouldner states: 

23Simplistically the argument could be briefly stated as 
follows: The special educators would argue that they would be in 
a preferential position because of longer contact with the child. 
They would approach the matter in terms of developmental holism 
The school psychologist on the other hand would argue that this' 
would promote experimenter bias and, in addition, by performing 
the test~ng and measurement he would free the teacher for teaching 
and curr1culum development duties. 

24Stokely Carmichael and Charles V. Hamilton, Black Power: 
The Politics of Liberation in America, New York: Vintage Book, 
1967, pp. 166-167. 
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A theory is conservative to the extent that it: treats 
... institutions as given and unchangeable in 
essentials; Qroposes remedies for them so that they 
may work better, rather than devising alternatives to 
them, foresees no future that can be essentially better 
then the present, the conditions that already exist; 
and, explicitedly or implicitly, counselS acceptance of 
or resignation to what exists, rather than struggling 
against it. (emp. supp.)25 

The Lockean perspective is also reflected intellectually in the 
influence of modern psychology which has developed into a science 
of teaching in general in such a manner as to be wholly emanci
pated from the actual material to be taught. This emphasiS on the 
mastery of teaching, or technique, means that the teacher is a 
passive person, a vessel through which data is transmitted 
(information processed) to an also passive student or client.

26 

It is also true that this process goes beyond technique, as 
where technique and content become interchangeable, but this 
focuses only on an inconsequential portion of the process. The 
important feature to note here is that intellectual policy (aims 
thereof, as well as means and subjectsj ~ecomes social policy 
through the agency of institutional contacts and as a result 
these policies are s§2ara~ed from man--the very subject upon whom 
these same policies will eventually act.

27 
The interaction between these two concepts of man, the 

Puritan and the Lockean notions pave given us in education some 
paradoxical situations. Let me mention one instance. One has, 
for example, a situation where the education-researcher tries to 
combine the concepts; individual freedom and the plasticity of 
human nature. Often this combination is attempted hierarchically; 
that is, one on top of the other. At worst, one has the freedom of the expert to design 
mechanisms of social control for or over whomever his clients will 
be. On the bottom strata one has the client-subject material 
passively waiting new environmental factors that will shape (read 
educate) him. In this hierarchical system we should note that 

25
A

. Gouldner, The Coming Crisis of Western Sociology, 
New York: Basic Books, 1970, p. 332. 

26Educational teaching machines, media included, also fit the 
Lockean perspective in that the illusion of interaction (pressing 
buttons, turning knobs, and simulated voice encounters) still 
reveal a passive man reacting to pre-established environmental 
stimuli. In this case the stimuli is pre-existing educational 

programs. 
27Institutional contact implies interaction with both persons 

and other institutions. This p~~(ivity of modern man finds its 
ultimate expression 'in the words "f Franz Kafka. See The Trial, 
Modern Library Book, New York: Random House, 1957. The Castle, 
London: Penguin Modern Classics, 1966. 
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positive legal activity can b ' standards of conduct (rules e v1e~ed as the fashioning of the 
for these new environmental *~~~~~~~~8the patterns of interaction) 

At best one has a soc' l' , environmental constraints ~a sltu~t10n where freedom from 
appr?ved patterns of inter~~t~oSOC1~1 rew~rd,o~f~red for assuming 
rece1ved positive normative nt~n the 1nd1v1dual's behavior has 
i ~ 1 usi'~e because of the i ncr~an~ 1 on~. The i n?i vi dua 1 freedom is 
~10n w1th what to do with tha~S~~g ~lme spent 1n prior socializa-

h1~ concomitant with successful mo~~l?~' Freedom?f the individual 
1 erarchy and not on a pri' ,1 1 Y patterns 1 n the soci a-l--

With th,'s or1 soc1al fact 29 , , apparent phi 1 oso h' l' . , soc1al sltuation where our faith ~cab 1nC?nS~s~ency, one finds a 
collective efforts to chan 1n ,oth 1nd1v1dual as well as 
eroded. 30 Educational P01~e the enV1r?nment is rapidly being 
school administrators and ~Cy ~akers (lntellectual and social) and 
that lies at the heart of t~~Cr~rs ?ften,do not see the dilemma 
and,social problems. The dil lat~on~h1p,between social programs 
soc1e~y is the social processe~~a 0 l~fe 1n t~e t~chnological 
by Wh1Ch a social need is met as ~~e~t1ng th~ ,nst1tutional means 
for example, medical treatment' 1 1t were 1t~elf the need. Thus 1S synonymous w1th health care, ' 

28N t' ega 1ve legal activity h 1 t~reatened to change or alter t ere ~ou,d be t~at activity that 
other than institutionally aPDr~~ ~x1st1ng soc1al processes from 
c~allenging the schools' author' e sourc~s. Thus, a lawsuit 
~10n,procedures would be viewed1~y regard1~g student classifica
;nst1tutions and professions i 1~ adnegat1ve manner because the 
rng of the social processes nvo ve ,would not have the function
legal decision could be soci~~1er ~he1r ~omplete control. The 
processes involved in testin ~,~~sruPtlVe a~d a~ter the' social 
feel threatened and the profg C,l ren. The 1nst1tution could . eSS10ns vulnerable 

29 " . 
Th1S statement is an ex l' , See R. K. Merton, Social T p 1C1t fu~ctionali~t viewpoint. 

Illinois: Free Press 195~eory and Soc1al Structure, Glencoe 
ret~eatist, rebel, et~.), l~nd~o{~ h~~ Merton's scheme (ritua;ist, 
soc,a~ control. It would seem thase to the conceptua1;zirig of 
behav10r (the deviant) is b d f,t,t~e control of the deviant , y e 1n1t10n, a cultural goal. 

hand ~~:~~l~!p,Slater,puts the matter as follows' "On the 1ncreas1ng experimentat' 'th' one 
communal arrangements and' , 10n W1 communes and 
Trials and their prociamati~ns~~10us,~warene~s of the Nuremburg 
all men. On the other hand, thArma~ s personal re~pon~ibility to 
conc~pt of anarchy--with the att e ~s a gr~a~ fasc1nat10n with the 
comm1tment in anY' form fro' hemp to el1m1nate coercion and 
Sf Loneliness; American Cu~tu~~a~tli~e.~ Pk· ,E. Sl~ter, The Pursuit 
eacon Press, 1970, p. 148. e rea 1ng P01nt, Boston: 
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industrialization with economic development, individual success 
with consumption, and more importantly in our area of concern, 
schooling with education, success in school with testing and 
measurement, and due process with justice. 

This process, this dilemma, as well as the institutional 
assumptions regarding social need, has more dimensions than the 
previously discussed philosophical implications. It has an action 
focus. The process can and should be examined in terms of the 
systems of proof available to and used by the professions of. 
special education on the one hand, and law on the other. ThlS 
comparative overview would enable one to find out if there is a 
relationship between different systems of proof, and what values 
inherent in the respective social processes in fact exist. 

Law has a theory of proof that is different from that of the 
special educator's theory of proof. Without going into great 
detail the point to note is that modern social scientific theory 
did not develop in connection with the study of human behavior as 
the law did. Rather its beginnings were in mathematics and its 
methods were brought to us through the physical sciences.

31 
The 

special educator in trying to achieve scientific accuracy in the 
measurement and testing of exceptio~~l children faces a dilemma as 
a result of thi s "system of proof." He has a choi ce among a ,> 
bewildering array of scientific instruments of varying precision 
and immense versatility. Those instruments he finally selects.", 
as well as the method of their use, are determined both by' ': 
scientific and institutional policy. These considerations are 
often much too restrictive and limiting, and can in fact contri 
ute to future difficulties. 33 " 

31
Not 

all social scientists recognize the "legitimacy" of" 
this boundary, nor seek refuge within its perimeters. See 
c. W. Mills, The Sociological Imagination, New York: Grove Press,' 

1959. 
32" ... (O)ne must recognize that the soundness of the 

'scient'ific knowledge' upon which a given social action program 
purportedly rests may be quite independent of the soundness of 
that program." See John Doris, "Science, Action, and Values in 
Familiar Retardation," Journal of Special Education, Vol. 4, No. 

p. 162. 
33Those who would counsel against an examination of the legal 

process, the theory of proof in operation because the methods ?f 
gathering data are often "antique," react prematurely and emotlon
ally. The fact is not that the law lags behind in method, for 
example, tn prohibiting the polygraph test (sodium pentothal) as 
means of determining the veracity of allegations; but rather the 
fact to note is that the law is a tradition setting and tradition 
maintaining socia process, an t lS process transcen s ltS trut 
see lng unctlon. requent y. in or er to function, the process 
creates legal ffctions; and by the fact of being fictions, these 
doctrines in fact become vehicles for social change. 
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In this context it ma 11 b of proof has somethi~ to y we e tha~ the law is the theory 
gon

7 
~bout the job ofgcOll~~~~~ t~etSpeclal e~ucator. The law has 

declslons for social action f g a a upon WhlCh to base its 
the,physical or social scienc~~ a much.l?nger time than either 
l~w s methods of finding out on' h~ crltlcal examination of the 
dlsputed issue in fact the t w,lch of t~e many sides of a 
most beneficial True th' r~th lS more llkely to lie would be 
nor will it spe~ificaliy y~~ldype of truth w~ll not split atoms, 
procedures, but it may reveal accurate testlng and measurement 
ro~ess that contribute to th nec7ssary elements i~ the social 

thelr ver existence maintene malnt7n~nce of tradltions that b 
dis?rganization actua11y cont~~~~'te~ltl ate a ainst the social 
soclal policy we have been dis ,t~4bY the problem solving 

In the end 't cusslng. 
things we have ~l~ay~a~s~~mthat we ~re not kept healthy by the 
and overall well being Mo~d contrlbu~ed ~o our ~eneral welfare 
effective medical cure~ newe~~icom~u~lcatlon facilities, more 
cated measurement and t~stin entlflC knowledge, and sophisti-
may not only guarantee us noih~rocedures fo~ exceptional children 
the risks they sought to i lng, but,may 1n fact simply transfer 
worrisome areas. 35 nsure us agalnst to other no less 

On the other hand we ma f' d social health is and lies i Yth1n ~hat our best guarantee of 
of social life. For exam n e malntenance of certain patterns 
be.c~red by initiatin ma~~~~ the college ~rug problem will not 
dormltories with Psyc~OlOgiCa~ drug educatl0n p~ograms, staffing 
groups (rap s8ssions) or by prpe~~?nnel, creatlng encounter 
students to call. Th~ probl o~lhlng a telephone number for em mlg t be cured, however, my making 

34A nother position that pr t this process is the position th:~en s yet an a~ditional aspect of 
between social science and 1 T~rges an all lance (merger) 
proposal are based on the jO~~t e ~easons underlying this 
methods of soci a 1 sci ence to str gro~~ s ~hat the 1 aw needs the 
processes while social science eng en ltS data gathering 
experiments in human behavior n~eds law to control or coerce 
"The Relation of Law to E : ee, for example, T. A. Cowan 
Uni versi ty of P 1 ,xperlmenta 1 Soci a 1 Sci ence " 96 ' 
d ,- ennsy vam a Law Revi e 484 19 • lscussion. w , 48, for an excellent 

35It ' lS even arguable in a b 1 fact get. better Much of th n a so ute sense if things do in 
today, for example, deal Wit~ ~~ergieS o~ ~he medical profession 
pati ent conditi ons that exi st b e recogm tl on and treatment of 
medical-pharmaceutical cures. ecause of reactions from previous 
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the universities exciting, dynamic places where involved people 
can turn on to fields of inquiry and where imagination is excited 
and trust in youth reaffirmed. 36 

This latter suggestion focuses on the maintenance of certain 
patterns of social life as the key in dealing with the issue, 
while the former reacts to the problem with policy measures that 
change and alter these patterns as a requisite condition for the 
operation of that social policy. Management, measurement and 
trust are not so much inconsistent, but rather are confusingly 
blended together to form the benevolent custodial care system that 
characterizes many aspects of our modern world. 37 

1n the daily workings of our professions the doctrines with 
which we are dealing surface as a legal expression of laissez 
faire in terms of educationa,l social policy and a no less vital 
expression of individualism in terms of the scope of due process 
in educational policy. Laissez faire may conceivably proceed from 
a cherishing of individualist values, that is an arguable point 
and not germaine to our discussion, but it should be distinguished 
from individualism. Individualism is a social philosophy, while 
laissez faire is a legal mandate. 

In another sense, by viewing educational policy in laissez 
faire terms we are discussing the establishment of individual 
rights by authority, that is, by the establishment of authority. 
For example, when the court in the Constantineau case established 
the rights of the defendant to due process pntecti on (noti ce, 
hearing, and appeal) it do so by authority, i.e., the authority of 
the state to post such notice wi~h regard to habitual drunkenness. 38 

36The maintenanc(e of these social processes is more than an 
alteration of socidl structure. Traditions and social process 
involve value questions encompassing the teaching-learning process, 
including what should be taught. A course on how to cope with 
problem x (passive view of man) is radically different from a 
course where the sustaining traditions of inquiry and creativity 
can lead to student conclusions (active view of man) that take 
issue with the functional demands of the social order. 

37See Thomas Szasz, Ideology and Insanism, New York: Double
day-Anchor, 1969. 

38Wisconsin v. Constantineau, 400 U.S. 433, 27 l.Ed 515. 
"Generalizations are hazardous as some state and federal administra
tive procedures are summary by reason of necessity of history. Yet 
certainly where the state attaches 'a badge of infamy' to the 
citizen, due process comes into play." 518-519. See also Anti
Fascist Comm. v. McGrath, 341 U.S. 123. "The right to be heard 
before being condemned to suffer grievous loss of any kind, even 
though it may not involve the stigma and hardships Df a.criminal 
conviction is a principle basic to our society.1I p. Hi8. 
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Countless other examples of ' d' 'd l' , 
authority as a result of lai~~ lV~ ~a f19hts belng estab1ished by 
Regulations re ardi ,ez alre egal mandate exist. 
policies and p~rha ~gs~~~wm~~lles, pollution standards, ecology 
management sChemes~ • lrth control programs and population 

In each of these areas th t' ' 
proper for the state to act t~ quest,on of ~heth~r or not it was 
The issue is how and in wh t crea e a PO~l~Y? lS not at issue. 
action) ~ffects the indivi~ua~~nner the actlvltles (the state 

It lS easy I realize to read ' 
into the phrases of the day t ~ur ow~ edu~a~lonal dilemmas 
historical trend where ther~ ;~ ma e an 'dentlflca~ion of a 
but the fact remains that we arer~~~l~n+y f~r ~ brlef compa~ison, 
to what are the chances for ex ace wlth the questlon as 
the secular trend of th~ir cOllam~~e, Jha~ ~he courts will reverse 
attitude toward ed' ec lV~ eC1Slons and adopt an 
will not tolerate ~~~!~f~e~~~ fdu~~tl~~al P?licy such that they 
supported, expertly controlled n e lrect~on of a government 
environment?39 The courts I and well ~rtlculated educational 
laissez faire policy for the s~ugfest, wlll protect educational 
desire in an active sense to ma~~ ~ r~~~o~,tha~ the,court ~oes not 
The court will continue however tonstnlk U lon~ lSOC1~1 POllCY. 

, , a e SOCla POllCY where 

39 
Hobson v. Hansen 269 F Su 401 d 

t~fs statement. In thi~ case fhe pp. oes not contradict 
Vl 1 t th track system was held to 
sa~i~getha~:eqUal protection clause of the constitution. In 

~par'~ from such intentional aspect, the effects of 
ra~ ~ystem must be held to be a Violation of 

~la~~~1ff's constitut1onal rights. As the eVidence 
n lS case makes palnfully clear ab'l't ' 

as pres~ntlY pr~cticed in the distric~ ~c~o~fouPlng 
~~s~~~ 1S a denlal o~ e9ual educational opportunitx 
School ~~o~h!nd ta,maJOrlt~ of the negroes attending 
( na lons capltal. at p 443 emp. supp.). . 

The court did not stat th t " . 
innovative school prog~amm~nge~~~rpl~~ntalted~cat~o~al design and 
trolled but only that this " se 0 e llmlted or con-
~iolated the constitutionals~~~~:~co~r~fi;a~la~ p~es7ntlx practiced' 
ltS effect was unfair. a1ntlff S, l.e., 
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individual rights are concerned in that the procedures of these 
developing social processes are unfairly applied, denied, abused, 
or for technical reasons, are not fail,.lIO 

We are living in a period in which educational enterprise is 
on the aggressive and the individualistic ideal sweeps everything 
before it. As a result, the courts I feel are not likely to read 
anything but individualistic philosophy into the constitutional 
law. In this context I suggest that the meaning of American 
education, its direction and the attendant rights, responsibilities 
and duties of those concerned with its development will be most 
securely found in the developing social processes and not in the 
specific remedies sought in particular legal cases. 

Allow me now to turn to some final items for consideration, 
that hopefully contain both a stratE.gy and content of relevance. 
Initially, I suggested that we take a good hard look, a deep 
breath, as it were, before moving in the area of establishing 
standards, developing rules, even laws governing our conduct with 
regard to testing and classifying children for educational inter
vention. Then I endeavored to sketch the problem solving process, 
showed how that process might be seen to operate in testing and 
measurement, alluded to some anticipated professional benefits as 
well as some lingering ambiguities. Lastly, I placed the social 
process in a philosophical perspective. compared and contrasted 
legal and social scientific methods of proof and finally discussed 
the legal process as it works with regard to both institutions 
and individuals. In terms of this holistic perspective let me 
offer a few cautious suggestions. 

1. It is quite possible that the poor and the minority 
groups will still not be treated fairly even with due process 
protections simply because they will lack the political base 
necessary for the entrance of their views and desires regarding 
education and schooling into the system. Politization of these 
groups is not an answer because the politization is not self
generative but rather reactionary in form (counterveiling insti
tutional programs) and ultimately functional to the needs of those 
making social policy. Thus, freedom in terms of a pluralistic 
approach may not lie in further organization. 

40 In the second Hobson v. Hansen case, 327 F. Supp. 844, such 
was the case when the court ruled that disparit disparities in 
pupil expenditures could not vary between schools in the District. 
As the court said: 

Notwithstanding contentions that discrepancies were 
random, were due to technical reasons beyond defend
ants control, and were inconsequencial, right to equal 
educational opportunity was being denied and it would 
be ordered that per pupil expenditures for teachers' 
salaries and benefits in any elementary school not 
deviate except for adequate justification, by more 
than 5 percent from mean per pupil expenditure for 
teachers' salaries and benefits at all elementary 
schools in the District. n. #1, p. 844. 
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2. Speci a 1 educators 1 awyer h 1 . 
other professions cannot'escape ~h psyc 0 ?91sts an~ me~bers of 
tion control in the . e ne~esSlty of uSlng lnforma-
Nor do I think they ~~~~~Jtd~f prof~s~lonal an~ social objectives. 
is whether or not the owe so. 0 not th1nk that the issue 
tion could be most eff~ct·r shoUld be used, or h9W the informa
tion should be shared bef~~:lrtu~ed, bdut rather how the informa-

3 Ult· 1 1 S use . . mate y there exi sts a . 1 th . 
transcends all the issues we haveS~~la ~me 1n.America that 
nothing short of that unquenchable ~!~~sse. Th1~ theme is 
kind--in any categorization--Black Ch. re of mank1nd, all man
youth~ and handicapped; for liberation1ca~0, POOl"dfemale? 
dynam1 c soci a 1 th 1 l' . 0 respon to th1 s 

i~s;~i~t+~~a~h~~~~~;m~~m~~~ ~~~~~~~~:!f~~:~gg~O~t~~~ ~~:hisfear, 
appear a little smaller' h awa1 s us and to 
the end the ultimate lib~~aii~n e~~s of oudr fellow citizens. In 
issues raised in this a e . m~n an an~w:rs to the 
man's ambiguities. p p r may 11e 1n recogn1z1ng and protecting 
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THE AGONY AND ECSTASY 
OF BEING A SPECIAL EDUCATOR 

John W. Ki dd* 

Everyone knows our busi~es~; eve~yone tells ~s what to do 
and how to do it; the agony 1S 1n havlng to hear 1t from the 
lawyers and the sociologists ~nd the psychologists ~nd,the par
ents and the pupils and the a1des; but the ec~tasy 1S 1n th~ 
attention we get and the occasional nugget Wh1Ch crops up 11ke 
a Jane Mercer or a Grant Nelson or an Elwood Thomas. 

My fellow panelist, Dr. Johnson, has agreed that I shall 
react to the content in Thursday's presentations and that he 
shall react to today's content in addition to whatever general
ized reactions either desires to express. 

Dr. Edwin Martin's initial presentation here set the stage 
for the multi-faceted look which has been given to the complex 
topic of our conference whi~h, I ~emind you',is "legal and educa
tional consequences of the 1ntelllgence test1ng movement ..• 
handicapped and minority group children." Dr. ~artin reminded 
us of USOE's priority for education of the hand1capped. He 
recognized the temptation in,the face ~f ce~tain ~rit~cs tO,take 
the position that since speclal educatlon, lncludlng 1ntell1gence 
testing, is something less t~an perfect it should,be a?andoned. 
He clearlY warned against thlS "throW out the bab1es w1th.the 
bath" retreat. In similar circumstances, others have rem1nded us 
that mainstreaming of many of the children with special need 
promises only their drowning. 

I thought that Dr. Martin implied that the imperfections and 
biases in tests, like other arenas and vehicles of poll~tio~ such 
as air and water and automobiles and proposed Alaskan plpellnes , 
need cleaning up. 

Dr. Richard Whelan's insight relative to the nature and 
nurture of labels was a needed reminder. Perhaps I may ov~r
simplify his message by suggesting that it is not ~ Wh1Ch 
derogate people but Reop 1 e who derogate people. . I~ our 1 abe 1 s 
are to be changed, it should be for greater preclslon. If.they 
are to be abandoned. so will their subjects ••• the.handlcapped. 
It is only through symbols that the presence of,anythl~g can be 
acknowledged. It is only through labels that tne hand~capped can 
be the topic of communication, appropriation. and spec1al educa
tion. If mainstreaming them made sense, none of what has become 
special education would have emerged. 

Some of our critics, I think, have become enamored of 
change •.. any change. I suggest our continuing ~o welcome 
change as a means to progress but not as an end in ltself. 

I have long awaited the opportunity to partake of the wisdom 
of Dr. J. McVicker Hunt. It was a rich offering that he made. 
It is presumptious of me to accept the role here which I djd. It 

*John to[. Kidd is the Assistant Superintendent at the Special 
School District of St. Louis County, Rock Hill, Missouri. 
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is audacious to pretend to the capacity to constructively react 
to Dr. Hunt's paper. 
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. Suffice it ~o say, I hope, that the analytical study of the 
~hl1d.as the ba~ls for sc~ool c~rriculum, which he espouses, we 
~mpat1ently awalt. That 1ntell1gence testing falls short of this 
1deal, there seems to be no doubt. . 
. If this conference's first day had content which raised the 
1ntellectual goose b~mps of many educators present, it had to be 
th~ s~holarlY summar1es by Grant Nelson and Elwood Thomas of thA 
pr1nc1~les and procedures of applicable federal law. Perhaps -
the wr1tten record of this conference will be held in greatest 
esteem by more people due to the inclusion of their papers than 
for any or a~l the rest. How nice it would be, many of us must 
have mused, lf when we are sued these two could be our defense 
attorneys. 

H~ve we missed something here about the efficiency and 
effec~~veness of ~nstruction being to some extent contingent 
upon"..: hom~genel ty of the 1 earners? No educator proposes 
cryance group1ng such that a teacher's class consists of boys and 
glrls whose names were drawn from a hat .•. the hat containing 
~he names of all the pupils age 5 to 21, IQ 0 to 200, who reside 
1n the area served by her K-12 consolidated school. Yet some 
educat?rs deno~nce ~omogeneity of grouping. Whatever their pur
pOS~,.lt certalnly 1s.not for the purpose of improving the 
ef~lc1enCy and ~ffect1veness of the learning experiences of 
c~.11 dren . '.' Just ~s some educators denounce where it happens 
wlthout the ln~onvenlence ~f knowing what happens-there. 

Have we mlssed someth1ng else along the line that public 
s:hool programs for the mentally retarded are being attacked 
slmultaneously for diametrically opposed purposes? One attack 
we.all expect and some have received demands for admitting more 
ch11dren to such programs .•. more at the less able end .•. 
~ounger both mentally and chronologically than is currently done 
1n most of the states; and more at the older and more able 
end •. ' • beyond 16, 18, even beyond 21, and above IQ 68, 70, 75 
even 1n some states now to 85. ' 

The other attack says that we have no right to classify 
h0f!10geneously group, and/or specially program for "slo~1 lear~ing 
~h1ldren" as though they are handicapped. This plaintiff says,' 

How dare you call my child retarded?" and the other says "How 
dare you deny that he is?" ' 

.It is heartening to me, and with this I close, that the only 
publlC school system I know about which literally attempts to 
opera~e the worl d' s .f~n~st program for the mentally retarded 
exp~nences rare.cnt1c1sm for mislabeling. This system not only 
~sp1res to.~he h1ghest quality program but is affluent enough to 
lmpl~ment 1... These t\~O ingredients may be present nowhere else. 
In 11ttle more than a decade this system has bought and built in 
excess of $~O million worth of buildings and such without paying 
a penny of.1nterest. The point is that in that system, dozens of 
boys and glrls attend classes for the educable mentally retarded 
by pa~ental petition and State approval even though their meas
ured lntelligence Significantly exceeds State standards. Demands 
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h'ldren not fewer 
that system are for including ~ c 1 •• ' ------

~~ildren. h t ch of the disenchantment with public fschool 
It may be t a mu , d for the disadvantaged comes ro~ 

programs for the ~eta~dea ~n t tly and poorly rather than dOlng 
public schools do~ng ltt r~ ~~ f~st quality and the full support 
it with the full lnten 0 ~gl 
by an otherwise affluent SOclety. 
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COMMENTARY 

John L. Johnson* 

My commentary will be geared toward the theme of this con
ferenGe. There have been l~gal and educational consequences of 
intel'ligence testing movement for all children, but probably more 
rna rkedly for handi c~pped and "mi nori ty" chil dren. The ri ch body 
of data generated and presented by this and other conferences is 
clr~ple evidence of the serious concern shared by professionals, 
laymen. and parents on the one hand as individuals but seemingly 
not of similar concern to institutions, schools, and professional 
regulating bodies, including the political forces who maintain a 
consequenc&, laden status quo. It is ironic, in fact, that there 
is such wide spread syrnp;)thy for the negative consequences of pro
fessional IQ'ism but so little behavioral science professiol",;l 
action which is diret::ted toward alleviating the negative Cl.;ni,j)~ 
quences we all abhor" Rather, our behavior seems to be ch<l~'acter
ized by a pseudo-scientific - "objectivity" stance which permits, 
legiti~izes and sustains the noxious practices of intelligence 
testing, labeling, and stigmatizing of public school students. 

Professionals, educators, psychologists, psychiatrists, and 
others of us assembled for conferences such as this one, all bear 
part of the responsibility and guilt for the accumulated incom
vetence, inaction, and ignorance which is inbedded deeply in the 
intelligence testing movement, as a general issue within the 
scope of American educational practice. It is no wonder that the 
law, the courts, and the legal profession have become the forces 
which must be invoked if the rights of children are to be differ
entiated from those of the institution and professions. This is 
a serious quest10n of politics and one which few professionals have 
the courage to confront in a political context. Rather, we convene, 
di s cuss, generate data, present papers a 11 in the hope that the 
social condition we wish to change will do so as a result of what 
we knol" best how to do; that is convene, gather data, discuss and 
present papers. 

To illustrate mY point, I cite for you two papers, neither of 
I'lhi ch are popul ar, but both of whi ,:h address the speci fi c iss ue of 
intelligence testing and race. Both are quite potent~ and in my 
own thinking each contributes a great deal to the issue of this 
conference and both call attention to the underlying structure of 
the issues in this conference. The first, "Racial Factors in 
Intelligence--a Rebuttal, published in Transaction, June 1969, 
clearly sets forth a position which brings environmental factors 
into scrutiny when intelligence and IQ are discussed. Yet, few 
professionals are willing to address the system of values and the 
American-patriotic-white-nationalist ideologies which systemat
ically relegates segments of the society to something called 
"minorities,1I and then utilizes a pseudo-scientific mechanism such 

*John L. Johnson is Associate Superintendent, Division of Special 
Education Program, Washington, D. C. Public Schools. 
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as intelligence testing and IQ to maintain the oppression, and the 
i nabil i ty to contro lenvi ronment and. behavi or. ~n the, c~se of the 
African-American, slavery was the pr1mary mecha~lsm ut111zed to 
oppress and diffuse their original culture and 1n ~h~ ca~e of the 
native American, the Indians, outright wars of ann1hllatlon were, 
the mechanism of oppression. Both peoples suffered cu1"~ural dem
gration and were taught to hate themse!ves. In coryven!19nal 
professional language both are now deslgnated as m1norlt!es an~ 
thus subject to the bigots f query about such factors as :ntelll
gence and 1Q and its extensions into compensatory educatlon" 
including the use of bankrupt notions such as "cultural depnva
tion" and the utilization of persons of the s~me race as IQ , 
examiners. What is systematically repressed l~ the overw~elmlng' 
and still potent oppressive i?eolo~ in,the whlte p~ofesslonal 
mentality whose main concern 1S to Justlfy what thel~ forefathers 
did and the benefits of !'lhich they now enjo~. In thlS ~ont~xt, " 
many B1ack professionals see the recent revlval of the IQ lssue 
as DuBois saw it in his Crisis editorial of 1920 (the seco~d paper 
I cite). "Race intelli£jencel\ was an instrumefit of,oppressl0n ~hen 
as it is now and its present form is one of mechanlsms for rellef 
of i nte r- genera ti ona 1 gu-ll t. 

It is from this perspective that the conference papers on 
intelligence must be viewed. . ' 

First, Higbeefs research on the Sio~x. h~s meetlryg wl~h !he 
tribal leader, and his test results showlng d:f:ereryt1~1 flndlngs 
on visual memory and auditory closure and RubJn s flndlngs from 
repeateci measures both contain data which answer frequ~ntly a~ked 
empirical questions but neither report comes near the ldeologlcal 
issue. Higbeefs analysis of the WIse ~ub-test~ clearly shows the 
effect of socio-cultural and even phYSlcal envlronment on how ,the 
questions would be answered, but ~ill repe~ted measures of the 
same tests without environmental loterventlon, tell us anymore 
than we know now? d' 11' Paukerfs paper on the difference between 1Q an lnte l~e~ce, 
I believe, was quite a humanistic approach, yet str?ngly ~mplrlcal. 
His discussion of norms is extremely valuable ·and h~snotl0ns about 
the stati c nature of certain characteri sti cs was qUl te g90d. 

Mercerfs presentation on pluralistic assessment to lnclude, 
adaptive behavior and her typology of dis~bi1ity were ,well rec:lved 
by most conference participants. The notlon of adaptlve behavlo~, 
from a socio-cultural context i~ an impo~tant,one and ~e all awalt 
the publication of her inventorles, the Adaptlve Be~avlor Inventory, 
the Socio-cultural Modality Index, and the Health Hlstory an~ 
Impai rment Inventory. How, . tn fact, these new assessments wl11 be 
utilized is a matter of serl0US concern. , 

Mercerfs work has an intellectually provocatlVe character, but 
placed in the hands of those who nOl'/ a~mi ni ster ~he ~choo 1 s her 
work, like that of others, can be u~illz:d to malntaln the status 
quo in educational ideology and to lde~tlfy new t~pes of ~urplus 
populations within the context,of Amerl~an educatlo~. Many of 
'us wi th parti cul ar interests 1 n educatl ng Bl ack Chl ~ dren. see 
Me~cerfs work as a positi ve step ~oward re-:c?nS~ructlon of the _ 
educational decision process. Whlle plurallstlc assessment re 
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search will alleviate the present situation by which children are 
labeled and assigned to inferior educational arrangements we must 
view it with caution. until the political consequences be~ome 
overt, 

T~e second element of this commentary has to do with special 
educ~tlon,and the,law. It relates specifically to FantaJs paper 
?eallng wlth the lssue of power and social processes as imbodied 
1 n the 1 aw. There has been no more S1 gnifi canteducati o~la 1 change 
agent than the,development 0: this new authority for change in 
values and attltudes. Fanta s very good analysis of the role 
which social policy and law must take on to fill the void which 
is left by the professional educators. Education is too important 
a soci~l policy t? be left to educators alone, thus the law as 
authorlty and as lmpetus for reform of all of education regular 
and special is a hope for the future. Recourse to law ~nd the 
court~ is perhaps the only solution to the issues brought forth 
at thlS ~onfere~ce. It,has been! in. fact. one of the significant 
fac~ors 1n shaplng publlC educatl0n ln the District of Columbia. 
I wl1l! as r~quested. reView the major points of two cases. 

. Flrst, 1n Hobson v. Hansen. the court gave redress to Hobson 
~galnst the school syste~. Among other issues, the court prohib
lted the,placement of chlldren into a tracking system of studies. 
~ased ~alnly upon results of group administered ability and 
ln~e!llgence tests on the grounds that such procedures were dis
Cr1~lnatory toward Negro students. In the decision, specific 
notlce was made of the particular methods used by the school 
s~stem to segregate whit~s from Negroes, i.e. ability and intel
llgence tests results WhlCh relegated Negroes almost exclusively 
to t~e lower e~ucational track. In this system of grouping, 
spe~lal educatlon, per se, was not provided since the lower or 
baslc track was a separate, stigmatizing unit. The irony of this 
case is in its specific relationship to the need for conventional 
specia~ education. As long as.tracking was policy there was no 
estab~,shed Dep~r~ment of Sp~clal Education and shortly after 
tracklng was ellmlnated Speclal Education was established in a 
formal manner. 

Secon~, in Hobson v. Hansen - II, the court gave redress to 
Hobson a~al ns t th~ school sys tern over" the manner by whi ch resources 
(~er pupll e~pendltures) were allocated in various sections of the 
Clty of Washlngton. One need not think very long to know that 
Blacks received the short end of the stick. The court ordered that 
pe upil expenditures be equalized throughout the system to within 
fivu ~ercent of the citY,mean. The school system was ordered in 
the flrst stage of compllance to equalize teachers salaries school 
by school. This necessitated the shifting of teachers with'low 
salaries (i ,e. relative experience) between schools who were above 
and below the city wide average. This effort addressed in 
Washington, the age old problem wherein teachers in poo; and Black 
schools were mainly new and inexperienced. The second stage of 
the court order has to do with supplies, special resources, and 
so forth. In the long run, theory would hold that such a step 
would prevent a large share of the "special education" need.be-
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cause as general education impr~ves its teaching and aff~rds good 
education for all. then there wlll be less need for speClal 
arrangements. Time will tell. The major specia~ education im
plication is in the provision for equal opport~nlty f?r classes 
of students, using fiscal resources as a basellne varlable. 
although special education is growing by leaps and bounds and the 
shifti ng of fi sca 1 resources may cons ti tute a future prob 1 em for 
1 ega 1 redress. 

The second case, and probably the most important is M~lls vs. 
the Board of Education. It addresses the problems of handlcapped 
children and is developed out of the same matrix of educational 
neglect and noxious public educational policies which caused the 
need for Hobson vs. Hansen. The one difference is that the D. C. 
Board of Education and school administration have entered into a 
consent agreement, thereby recognizing the substan~~ of the !ssue 
and setting in motion a vol~ntary process for assur!ng the ~lghts 
of handicapped students. Ml11s vs. Board of Educatl0n provldes 
for the following: 

A. That children were labeled lIexceptional," as behavioral 
problems, mentally r~tarded! e~tionally dist~rbed or 
hyperactive, and denled admlss10n to the publlC schools 
or excluded from the school, with no provision for 
alternative educational placement or periodic review. 

B. That the school system excluded, suspended, expelled, 
reassigned, and transferred "exceptionaP children 
from regular public school classes without affording 
due process of law. 

It is noteworthy that all ~even of the plantiff children for 
whom the class action was established are Black. While this 
factor is important, the class they represent is not limited by 
race, rather when the precise description of their handicapped 
condition is revi ewed. they represent the range of problems to 
which schools must "equalize" their educational programs. 

The suit itself, provides for: 

1. Free publicly supported education r7gardle~s o~ . 
degree of physical, mental, or emotlonal dlsabl11ty. 

2. Adequate educational services, suited to the child's 
educational need. (underlining mine.) 

3. A procedure for due process, i ncl udi ng pri or heari ng 
and periodic review of the childs status, progress, 
and the adequacy of any educational alternative. 

4. The possibility of a court-appointed master, to 
assure adequacy of services to handicapped children. 

One point in the suit, bears extrapolation. That is th~ due 
process hearings and thei~ implication for t~sting and labellng 
procedures. Mills establlshes a set of hearlng procedures to be 
developed out of the presumption that "among the a~ternative 
programs of education. placement in a regular publlC school cla~s 
with appropriate ancillary services is preferable to placement 1n 
a special school class." It is worth citing verbat'im th~ 9roposed 
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hearing procedu:es,.particularly that section involving placement. 
It fol~ows: . (~ltatl?n: paragraph 13.e., Mills vs. D.C. Boal'd of 
Educatlon, elV11 Act10n No. 1939-71). 

Whenev,er ~efendants take acti on regardi ng a chi 1 d / s pl ace
ment, demal of placement, or transfer, as described in 
Paragraphs 13.b or 13.c., above, the following procedures 
shall be followed. 

1. No~i~e required herein before shall be given in 
Wt'l t1 ng by regis tered mail to the parent or 
guardian of the child. 

2. Such notice shall: 
(a) describe the proposed action in detail; 
(b) clearly state the specific and complete 

reasons for the proposed action including 
the specification of dny tests ~r reports 
upon ~hich such action is proposed; 

(c) descrlbe any alternative educationai 
opportunities available on a permanent or 
temporary basis; 

(d) i nfor~ the parent or guardi an of the ri s~t 
to obJect to the proposed action at a 
~earing before the Hearing Officer; 

(e) lnform the parent or guardian that the 
child is eligible to receive, at no charge 
the serv~ces Of. a federally or locally • 
fun~ed d1agnostlc ~enter for an independent 
medlcal. psycholog1cal and educational 
evaluation and shall specify the name, 
ad~ress and telephone number of an appro~ 
~rlate local diagnostic center; 

(f) lnform the parent or guardian of the right 
to be represented at the hearing by legal 
counsel; to examine the child/s school 
records before the hearing, including any 
tes~s or reports upon which the proposed 
~ct1on.may be based, to present evidence, 
lncludlng expert medical, psychological 
and educational testimony; and, to confront 
and cross-examine any school official, 
employee, or agent of the school district 
or public department who may have evidence 
upon which the proposed acti on was hased. 

The issue.this ~ection raises are of relevance to the con
fere~ce, that 1S, WhlCh of our procedures now in use (intelligence 
testlng) and projected (pluralistic assessment) will stand the 
test of due process? Which of our reasons for placement will hold 
w~en a parent represented by legal counsel questions them? What 
wll1 be ou: recourse when parents are able to pre:ent their own 
expert medl~al, psychological, and educational testimony? 

Those lssues, perhaps this conference can address in its next 
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session, for surely it cannot at this one. 
I wish to conclude this commentary by citation of the words 

of Julius Nyerere. from his paper, "Education for Self-reliance." 
(In Resnick, I.N., Tanzania: Revolution b Education. pp.49-70. 
Longmans of Tanzania, LTD, 968 The V1ews expressed by Nyerere 
are those many of us seek for they represent, I believe, a goal 
which American education must seek. 

The educational system ••. must emphasize cooperative endeavor, 
not individual advancement; it must stress concepts of 
equality and the responsibility to give service which goes 
with any special ability; whether it be in carpentry. in 
animal husbandry, or in academic pursuits. And, in particu
lar, our education must counteract the temptatian to 
intellectual arrogance; for this leads to the well-educated 
despising those whose abilities are non-academic or who have 
no special abilities but are just human beings. Such 
arrogance has no place in a society of equal citizens. 

. It seems to ~ that we must all b~ about reforming our think-
1ng and our pract1ces so that we can, 1n our educational systems. 
whether by law or by political action, reach the lofty goal of a 
~ociety of equal citizens. We, in special education must, of any 
1nterest group, set aside our noxious labeling and intellectual 
arrogance of intelligence testing for the good of the children, 
and conferences without action plans seldom accompl-ish that task. 
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Los Angeles, California 

John Soloroon 
Jefferson City, Missouri 

Henry Tanners 
Co ra 1 vi 11 e, Iowa 

Elwood Tbomas 
Columbia, Missouri 

Richard L. Thurman 
St. Louis, Missouri 

Gary Tunnison 
Lincoln, Nebraska 

Bi 11 E. Weaver 
Statesboro, Georgia 

Elizabeth Carroll Welch 
Englewood, Colorado 

Richard U. Whelan 
Kansas City, Kansas 

William R. Whitesi?e . 
Cottage Hills. 1111no15 

Willis R. Wright 
Champaign, Illinois 

Deane Yancey 
Hannibal. Missouri 

George J. Yard 
Manchester, Missouri 

Alice C. Zimmerman 
Forest Park, Illinois 
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APPENDIXB 

University of Missouri Student Registrants 

Kathy Abell 
Joseph Alde)" 
Teri Arnold 
Dougl as F. Baum 
Raymond A. Bepko 
Cindy Bialock 
Janice Blankenship 
Jo Brock 
Shelley Brockman 
Judy Brown 
Sandra Brown 
Cheri Buckaloo 
Susan T. Burke 
Bob Busch 
Judy Cani on 
Helen Carter 
Lou Ann Clark 
Anne Coffey 
Maria Da Giua Lima 
John Denton 

• Judy Di 11 ard 
Wi 11 i am R. Doss 
Barbara Edwards 
Mark Elbom 
Kathleen A. Fischer 

Celeste Freytes 
Char1 es Gaul den 
Colleen Gibbons 
Karla Goebel 
Linda Gwinn 
Linda J. Hargrove 
Ellen Harter 
Pat Hedges 
Cynthia Herrick 
Jane Horzmann 
Dorothy Hutchins 
Ellen Jaeger 
Toby Lamb 
Cathey Lasterni 
Dale Lawver 
Carol Long 
Linda Mann 
Rita Mawson 
Cassandra K. Me.ents 
Carol Meyer 
Richard D. Naumann 
Charles Neuman 
Michael M. Norm&n 
Bi 11 Novinger 
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Susan Overkamp 
Janet Paul 
William F. Peick 
Margaret Presson 
Alfonso G. Prieto 
Ri ck Rami rez 
Deborah D. Reese 
Donal d Rei nken 
Andra Ri tcher 
Charles E. Robinson 
/It!g Sauer 
Elaine Schieber 
Sharon Schneeberger 
Linda Sears 
Mi chae1 Sears 
Debbie Spaur 
Janet Struharik 
Cheri Sull ivan 
Nat'Y Tanner 
Don Tibbits 
Lyn Warder 
Sharon Wasserman 
Bonnie Whitaker 
Christine E. Wilckens 
Sharon Winterman 
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Thursday, April 13, 1972 - Memotial Union 

8:00 RegistPation 
Coffee and Convepsation 

9:30 First General Session 

Session Chai:twc:m • . 

APP:ENDIX C 

A Conference on the 
Legal and Educational Consequences 

of the Intelligence Testing Movement: 
Handicapped and Minotity Group Children 

Program 

MemoPia~ Union 
2nd Fwo!;' Lobby 

Auditorium 

EcMa:rd L. Meyen 

We~come f:rom Co~Zege of Education . ,Ridha:rd c. Schofe:r 
Chaipman, Depa:rtment 
of Speaia~ Education 

T"e~come j':rom LalJ • • •• 

Introduction of Speaker 

ppesentation: 

Edwi n W. Marti n. Jr. 
Associate Commissioner 

........... 

Bureau of Education for the Handicapped 
U. S. Office of Education 

WiZ~a:rd L. Eckha:rdt 
Dean, SchooZ of Law 

Richard C. Schofer 

Topic: liThe Law and the Handi capped: A Nati ona.l Petspecti veil 

Introduction of Speaker • • • . Judith K. Grosenick 

Pr"esentation: 

Richard J. Whelan, Chairman 
Department of Special Education 
Uni versi ty of Kansas 

Topic: "What's in a Label? A Hell of a Lot!" 

Announcements 

10:45 Coffee Break 
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2nd PZoor Lobby 

11:00 Sma'lZ Group Discussions 

Group No. ~ 

1 Steve LiZZy 
2 Pau'l Retish 
:3 Reuben A Ztman 
4 Mar>vin Pine 
5 Ma:riZyn ChandZer 

12:00 Lunch (On 'yaup Own) 

1:30 Second General Session 

8204 
S206 
S20'1 
8208 
S3 

Auditorium 

Session Chairman • • • • • • • • • • • Robert lia:rth 

Presentation: 

J. McVi cker Hunt, Professor 
Department of Psychology 
University of Illihois 

Topic: "Psycho1 og; ca 1 Assessment and So ci a 1 Cl ass" 

Presentation: 

Grant S. Nelson 
Associ ate Ptofessor of la\~ 
University of Missouri-Co1t.311bia 

Topic: "Special Education Placement: The FedeNl Constitution and 
Its Imp 1 i cati 0 ns" 

Presentation: 

Elwood L. Thomas 
Professor of Law 
Universi ty of Mi ssouri -Col umbi a 

Topic: "Speci a 1 Educati on Pl acement: The Legal Li abil ity and 
Imnunity of Schools and School Personnel" 

3:15 SmaZZ G:roup Disaussions 
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Groue No. ~ 

1 Steve LUZy 
2 PauZ Retish 
3 Reuben AUman 
4 Marvin Fine 
5 MariZyn Chandl.ep 

8:30-9:30 Social. Hour (Dutch Treat) 
VIP and Signature Rooms 

Friday, April 14, 1972 

A.M. 

8:30 Registration 

9:00 Third General Session 

Session Chairman • 

SELECTED PAPERS 

Presentation: 

Andy Fanta 
Assistant Professor 
Sociology of Education 
Uni versity of Del a~;are 

Ramada Inn 

Room 

S204 
8206 
820'1 
S208 
S3 

Memorial. Union 
2nd FlooX' Lobby 

Auditorium 

EilJ,)ard L. Meyen 

Topia: "Student Placement in Special Education: Law. School 
Policy, and Social Conflict" 

Presentation: 

Walter Higbee, Professor 
Black Hills State College 

Topia: "Do Bananas Telephone?" 

Presentation: 

Rosalyn A. Rubin 
Associ ate. Professor 
Uni ve I'Sit,Y of Mi nnesota 

Topia: HRepeated Measures of I.Q. and Eligibility for Special 
Cl ass Placement" 
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Presentation: 

Je)"Ome D. Pauker 
Professor of Psychiatry 
Uni versity of r~i ssouri -Col umbi a 

Topia: "Intelligence Tests: There is More to the Q than Meets 
the I" 

10:45 Coffee 
2nd FlooX' Lobby 

AudUo4i.W1l ~;:oo Button HoZe Session 

11 : 3D Lunoheon 
N201-202 

Introduction of Speaker Clement Brooks, M.D. 

P.11. 

P:roesentation: 

Jane Mercer 
UniVersity of California-Riverside 

Topia: "Pluralistic Assessment: A Basis for Educational 
Deci s ion Naking" 

1:3D Fourth General Session Auditorium 

Se8sion Chairman ........... , 
Reaation PaneZ 

John Ki dd 
Assistant Superintendent 
Special School District of St. Louis County 

John Johnson 
Associate Superintendent 
Division of Special Education Programs 
Washington. D. C., Public Schools 
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Robe!'t Ha:roth 
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